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Bush to give
final Union
talk tonight
By BEN FELLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
about the economy, and the war
in Iraq, and other unresolved
matters that have kept the nation
on edge. But President Bush's
State of the Union address
tonight is something else, too:
probably his last chance to seize
the public's attention and put it

rt)

to use.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A crew from C.D.M. Construction of Murray is seen working on the exterior of the building in this picture taken in December.

Downtown Transformation
North side
building will
have original look
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Work is well underway on the exterior of
Mugsy's Hideout and Legacy Sword Arts of
Murray on the north side of the court square
and Dean Wright, manager of Murray Main
Street, says when the project is completed the building will closely resemble
the original structure.
Main
"We (Murray
Street) own the building
and we've been taking off
the outer structure that was
on the front. The building
was built in the late 1800s
Wright
and in the 1950s the owner
added the materials to make it look like a
stone facade," she said.
She said with the neighboring communities of Mayfield, Paducah and Union City,
Tenn., all experiencing situations with storefront collapses, Main Street officials decided to have a structural engineer come in and
examine the building to see ifit was sound.
"He said the building was fine but the permastructure was failing. It was basically put
on with a mesh similar to chicken wire. It
was cracking, pulling and crumbling. The
structural engineer said we should take it
off, so we have," she added.
Wright noted that the removal process,
which began in December, didn't take that
long. "The brick was pretty sound. There
were a few areas where the mortar was
missing and decaying. but overall, it was in
great shape. So. we also had some mortar

Bush will pressure Congress
— particularly the Senate,
where he senses trouble — to
finish an economic stimulus
package fast. He will announce
steps he is taking to reduce and
reform the use of earmarks — a
common Capitol Hill practice of
slipping pet projects into spending bills, saying that if the items
are worthy, lawmakers should
debate them in the open and
hold a public vote.
The president will talk of
improved security in Iraq and
reassert that he decides when
U.S. troops will come. He will
offer some modest new ideas
and recycle others as unfinished
business. To the degree the
speech favors the pragmatic
over the bold, the White House

Main Street photo

offers a two-word explanation:
Blame Congress.
The final State of the Union
of the Bush presidency will be
roughly split between domestic
and foreign matters.
"He will state his commitment to veto any spending bill
that does not succeed in cutting
earmarks in half from 2008 levels," White-House deputy press
secretary Tony Fratto said
Monday about one domestic
proposal. Bush also will
announce that he will issue an

Bush's approval
President Bush's approval
ratings has dropped to its
lowest point since being sworn
into office on Jan 20 2001
Poll ratings at about time of
the State of the Union, January
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executive order directing agencies to ignore any future earmarks that lawmakers attempt
to include, but are not actually
in the legislation, Fratto said.
Bush's efforts to overhaul
Social Security and immigration died on Capitol Hill, but
not just because of Democratic
opposition. He also ran into
walls put up by members of his
own party. Heading into the

speech, White House press secretary Dana Perin° said it is
unrealistic to expect Congress
to take on big problems.
"They haven't been willing
to do it in the past several years;
there's no reason to think that
they would do it this year," she
said.
The White House strategy
now is to go after what's left of
that elusive common ground.
Bush has 12 months remaining. and an even shorter win-

•See Page 2A
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Several accidents result from slippery roads
until much of it had already fall- thin layer of ice on everything
By HOLLY WISE
which makes driving extremely
en.
Staff Writer
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up on the radar, Packett Saturday morning beginning at
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Tomes

SUNDAY FUN: Five-year-old Seth Snipes makes his way
across the monkey bars at Murray-Calloway Central Park
Sunday afternoon while enjoying a much warmer January
day. Snipes and his parents were just a few of many that took
advantage of warmer weather to enjoy some activity in the
park. The mercury is expected to hit 58 degrees today.
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ment had responded to eight
non-injury traffic accidents.
Brooks, Calloway
Jody
County Road Department road
supervisor, said there was a crew
out checking the roads and
snowplows were on the trucks.
"Of course, the temperature
jumped up by 8 that morning
and everything started melting
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Benton man sentenced in drug case
Staff Report
BENTON, Ky. —A Benton
man has been sentenced to three
years in federal prison for conspiracy, aiding and abetting in
the manufacture of marijuana.
David R. Taylor, 33, aka
David Roddy and David Boody.
was also sentenced to four years
supervised release following
incarceration.

After receiving a tip in
March 2006, Kentucky State
Police identified a marijuanagrowing operation of 228 plants
located in Calloway County. A
path led from the site to the
home of Taylor's co-defendant
Glen Rizzle. Rizzle is a fugitive
from justice with charges pending against him in U.S. District
Court.
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Taylor pleaded guilty to the
charges in March 2007.
Taylor reportedly admitted
that the plants were cultivated
and belonged to he and Rizzle,
according to the report.
The street value of the crop
was listed at $456,000.
The case was investigated by
KSP and the Drug Enforcement
Administration.

Marshall wreck sends one to hospital
trailer truck driven by Eddie A. Hendrick II of
Dover. Tenn. The truck pushed Can's vehicle 556
feet north along the highway before it came to a
final rest back in the median.
Carr was extricated from the vehicle by
Marshall County emergency services and transported to Marshall C'ounty Hospital where he was
later airlifted to Vanderbilt with reported serious
injuries. Can remained in the hospital's trauma
center this morning, according to hospital officials.
Hendrick was not injured.

Staff Report
BENTON, Ky. —A Paducah man remained in
critical condition at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center this morning following a twovehicle collision on the Purchase Area Parkway
near Benton.
Damien Can, 21, was traveling north around 5
a.m. Saturday when he lost control of his vehicle
on the ice-covered highway and ran off the left
shoulder and into the median. Can was attempting
to back his vehicle out of the median and into the
northbound lanes when he was struck by a tractor-

•Slippery roads ...
From Front
so we didn't have

to use any
he said "We've got
our trucks ready and we've got
350 ton of cinders on hand to
spread on the road."
The cinders have to be spread
on the road either dunng or after
the
Brooks
precipitation.
explained
material'.

For the rest of the week, there
are two cold fronts coming
through but chances of snow are
not likely, according to Packen.
"We se got a front that's going
to barrel through (Tuesday) but
we're not looking for any accumulation,'• he said. "It's the
usual winter weather around
here, anything goes. Every

other day something rolls
through here and we're trying to
figure out what's going to happen.
"So often it's on the hairy edge
where it could go one way or the
other with the slightest bit of
change in the temperature profile in the atmosphere."

•Downtown transformation ...
Jay Baron, who owns Mugsy's along with his
wife. Maria, said he thinks the new front will
ments'
"look really nice." While his business is still open,
She said the upstairs totaled more than 2,000 he's eagerly awaiting its completion.
square feet.
"I think it will resemble the prohibition era that
"Each of two apartments will be completely new we are trying to represent here at our business," he
and have all the conveniences."
stated. "I am looking forward to everything havWright commented that it was Murray Main ing a cleaner appearance.
Street's intention to fix up the property and sell it
"I hope the new front will also help to draw
"Our tenants will have the first opportunity to pur- more people downtown.This is a cool place down
chase it and then it would he offered to the pub- here. It is a unique situation with its beauty and its
lic."
history."

From Front

AP
U.S. Army soldiers from Alpha Company, 1st Battalion, 30th Infantry Regiment carry a local
citizen injured in a booby-trapped house to a waiting medivac helicopter in Arab Jabour, south
of Baghdad, Iraq today. Three security volunteers were injured while working with U.S. troops
in Beijia village, a former al-Oaida stronghold.
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first-term tax cuts, which are
due to expire in 2010. He will
call for housing reform, better
health care and veterans' care,
alternative energy development
and renewal of the No Child
Left Behind education law.
The domestic section of
Bush's speech will also remind
the nation of his ideas on climate change, faith-based programs and stem cell research.
When he pivots to foreign matters. Bush will emphasize
progress in Iraq, and repeat that
troop withdrawals will happen
when they won't undermine
Iraq's success.
Ile will also comment on
Iran, Middle East peace. the
spread of democracy and the
U.S.-led fight against disease
and hunger in poorer nations.

BAGHDAD (AP) — Five
American soldiers were killed
today in a complex attack in the
northern city of Mosul,
described as one of al-Qaida in
Iraq's last strongholds, just days
after a house explosion and suicide attack killed as many as 60
people there.
Maj. Peggy Kageleiry, a U.S.
military spokeswoman in northern Iraq, said the soldiers came
under small arms fire and were
hit by a roadside bomb in the
city, which is the capital or
Ninevah province.
Iraqi police in the provincial
capital of Mosul reported that
clashes had erupted in a middleclass Sunni neighbhorhood
believed to be an insurgent
stronghold.
An officer, speaking on condition of anonymity because he
was not authorized to release the
information, said three civilians
were wounded and helicopters
had bombarded buildings in the
southeastern Sumar neighborhood, which has seen frequent
snacks on U.S. and Iraqi fortes
that have led to a series of raids.
On Sunday. Iraqi army reinforcements moved into posi-

lions near Mosul, 225 miles
northwest of Baghdad, ahead of
a planned offensive announced
by Iraqi Prime Minister Nouni
al-Maliki.
U.S. commanders describe
Mosul as the last major urban
center with a significant alQaida presence since the terror
network has been driven from
its strongholds in the capital and
Anbar province.
The U.S. military has said
Iraqi security forces will take
the lead in Mosul — a major test
of Washington's plan to, at an
undetermined date, shrink the
American force and leave it as
backup for Iraqi security forces.
The Iraqi Red Crescent
Organization, meanwhile, gave
a higher death toll than Iraqi
officials from Wednesday's devastating house explosion. The
U.S. military said the cause of
the blast has yet to be determined, although Iraqi officials
were quick to blame al-Qaida.
Bolstering that claim, a suicide attacker killed a top police
official and two other officers as
they toured the wreckage the
next day.
The relief organization said

more than 60 people were killed
and 280 wounded based on estimates from relatives who buried
victims without officially registering them. Iraqi officials in
Mosul maintain that nearly 40
were killed and more than 200
wounded.
The U.S.-led security crackdown, along with a Sunni revolt
against al-Qaida in Iraq and a
cease-fire order by radical Shiite
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr have
been credited with a dramatic
drop in attacks in the capital.
However, influential members of al-Sadr's movement said
Monday they have urged the
anti-U.S. Shiite cleric to follow
through with threats not to
extend the cease-fire when it
expires next month, a move that
could jeopardize the recent
security gains.
The Sadrists are angry over
the insistence of U.S. and Iraqi
forces on continuing to hunt
down so-called rogue fighters'
who ignored the six-month
order, which was issued in
August. Al-Sadr's followers
claim this is a pretext to crack
down on their movement.

A pervasive current of the
address will be trusting and
empowering Americans. It is a
theme ;lush has wanted to
emphasize in a speech for
months.
Of course, the buzz about
town concerns the next presidency, not this one.
As long as he commands the
military and retains veto power.
Bush remains relevant. Yet his
clout is slipping. That is the
political reality given his
approval ratings, which are near
the worst of his presidency. and
his outsider role in the campaign
for the 2008 presidential nominations.
The top Democratic contenders, Sens. Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Bat-ack Obama, will
he on hand. Those two alone

will draw most of the reaction
shots shown on television. A
leading Republican candidate,
Sen. John McCain. is staying in
Florida,
where
Tuesday's
Republican primary will shorten
Bush's news cycle.
Ahead of the speech. top
Democrats sought to frame
expectations for it.
"As we await President
Bush's final State of the Union
address Monday night we know
one thing for sure: that cherished faith in America has been
greatly diminished, and with it,
our ability to respond to the critical challenges that threaten our
security," said Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid.
Bush's tone will vary by
topic.
On the economy. Bush is
expected to praise the bipartisan
deal that his administration brokered with House leaders. It
would provide rebate checks to
117 million families and $50 billion in incentives for businesses
to invest in new plants and

equipment.
Senators, however, want to
add elements, like boosting food
stamp or unemployment benefits, that they say will produce
more meaningful change.
The speech gives Bush a way
to urge the Senate not to delay
— an idea that might resonate
with millions of anxious families.
Bush's language is expected
to be tougher when it comes to
something else he wants from
Congress: the extension of a law
that allows surveillance of suspected terrorists. The current
eavesdropping law, which
allows government surveillance
of phone calls and e-mails
involving people in the United
States, expires Friday. Bush is
clashing with the Senate leadership over safeguards as well as
legal immunity for companies
that helped the government spy
on American citizens.
The Senate is expected to
take a key vote on the bill just
hours before Bush speaks, so the
White House may adjust the
speech on the fly. Otherwise, the
address is essentially locked
down at roughly 45 minutes
long.
Bush went through another
practice run in the White House
theater on Sunday, among the
last steps of a process that lasts
for months.
The making of the speech is
highly collaborative, with a
hands-on role by the president.
Near the end, as outlines turn
into final drafts, Bush adjusts
the wording in the Oval Office
with speechwriters and other
advisers.
"He's a heavy editor," said
his chief speechwriter. Bill
McGurn.
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Md., and two grandsons, Calvert Campbell Wallace, Boeme,Texas,
and Preston Dolan Wallace who attends the U.S. Merchants Marine
Academy, Kings Point, N.Y.

Kelley Walker, 94, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 25, 2008, at 10:44
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired quality control manager for General Motors, he was a
Clarence W. Heath
member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Born
The funeral for Clarence W. Heath was today (Monday) at 11
late
the
of
son
July 23, 1913, in Calloway County, he was the
in the Lone Oak chapel of Milner-Orr Funeral Home with the Mrs. Marie Eileen Erickson
a.m.
Quitman and Artie Kelley Walker. One brother, Gaston Walker, also
Mrs. Marie Eileen Erickson, 87, Benton, died Friday, Jan. 25,
Revs. Stan Reid and Mike Williams officiating.
preceded him in death.
Cemetery in Calloway 2008, at 11: a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
the
Hicks
4n
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Burial
*
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Provine Walker, to
Preceding her in death were her husband.
County.
whom he was married Oct. 7, 1936; two sons, Ronnie Walker and
may take the form of
sympathy
of
Erickson; two brothers, Jack and Elmer
Francis
Expressions
wife, Marie, Livonia, Mich., and Roy Walker, Plymouth, Mich.; one
donations to: Lone Oak First Baptist Church, 3601
Olson, and her parents, Harry Olson and Mary
Hubert
brother,
one
Mich.;
sister, Mary Williams, Southgate,
Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY. 42003.
Campbell Olson.
Walker, Northern Mich.; five grandchildren, Joseph, Dana, John
Mr. Heath, 89, Lone Oak, died at 8:20 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 24,
Survivors include two daughters, Julie Cassidy,
Henry, Jacob and Hannah.
Gallatin, Tenn. A member of Lone
in
Center
Living
Golden
at
2008
and Diana Lee Flood, Lacrosse, Wis.; one
Hardin,
I The funeral was Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
First Baptist Church, he was a U.S. Army veteran and wareOak
Allen Erickson, Kiln, Miss; one sisson,
Stephen
the
in
was
Burial
officiated.
:Home of Hazel. Rev. Robert Jetton
houseman for the Tennessee Valley Authority. Born in Trigg County,
ter, Jean Glarner, Cobasset. Minn.; seven grandPuryear Cemetery, Puryear, Tenn. Online condolences may be made
he was the son of the late Alor Clarence and Mattie Downs Heath.
children; three great-grandchildren.
: to wwwirriesmiller.com.
Heath, two
He was also preceded in death by his wife, Opal Norman A memorial service will be at 5 p.m. today
sisters and one brother.
Erickson
at First United Methodist Church,
(Monday)
ite
Charlie L Satterwh
Survivors include one son, Joe Max Heath, Lebanon, Tenn., and
Benton. Rev. David Atkinsson will officiate. Burial will be held later
Charlie L. Satterwhite, 68, Mayfield, died Monday, Jan. 28.
several nieces and nephews.
.2008, at 12:40 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. Blalockin Buloxi National Cemetery.
Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangeFilbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. is in charge of
Flexner
Debroah
Mrs.
• ments. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfunerals.
arrangement
today
be
will
Flexner
A graveside service for Mrs. Debroah
home.com.
(Monday) at 2 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Tim Palmer
will officiate. Visitation is from noon to 2 p.m. today (Monday) at Mrs. Mary Alice York
James G. Smith
Mrs. Mary Alice York, 62, Hardin, died Saturday, Jan. 26, 2008,
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
James G. Smith, 65, US Hwy 641 South, Murray, died Saturday,
the
for
p.m. at her home.
Society
8:55
at
to
made
be
Expressions of sympathy may
Jan. 26, 2008, at 2:48 a.m. at his home.
International, "SPCA", 2121 K.
She was formerly employed by H.T. marketing and Westview
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to
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Prevention
A retired operating engineer with Union 501, Las
Nursing Home, Murray, and was a member of Hickory Grove
Street Northwest, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20037.
Vegas, Nev., he served four years with the military
Circle, Murray, died at 1:50 p.m. Church of Christ.
Fleetwood
of
52,
Flexner,
Mrs.
police of the United States Marine Corps. He was of
on Wednesday, Jan. 23, 2008 at her home. Born June 15, 1955, in
Preceding her in death were her husband, John Preston York, her
Methodist faith.
Mr. Marcum and Frances I. Goodman parents, J.E. Ross and Edwardine Price Ross, and two stepgreatlate
the
to
Tenn.,
City,
Lake
Born Sept. 20, 1942, in Norristown, Pa., he was
Marcum, she was of Baptist faith.
grandchildren.
the son of the late James Andrew Smith and Romaine Hughes
Survivors include her husband, Simon Flexner, of Murray, to
Survivors include one daughter, Melissa Norsworthy, Hazel; one
in
him
also
preceded
Smith,
Jean
Brenda
daughter,
Smith. One
whom she was married Dec. 9, 1988 in Dayton, Ky.; one daughter, son, Thaddus Lee York, Paris, Tenn.: three sisters, Martha
death.
Becky Denlinger of Cincinnati, Ohio; two sons, Robert Gray and Henderson and Wanda Butler, both of Murray, and Wilma
Survivors include his fiance, Laurel Francis, Murray; two daughwife, Mandy Ingram, Murray,and Chuck Denlinger, Cincinnati; one Willoughby, Benton; three brothers, James, Junior and Jimmy Ross,
Elk
ters, Kathi Kehl, Hanover Township, and Dina M. Dawson,
Simon Flexner III, Cincinnati; one brother, Terry Marcum;
stepson,
all of Benton; three grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren; one greatGrove Village, Ill.; three sons, Joseph J. Smith, Las Vegas, Nev,
n.
grandchildre
three
sisone
grandchild, Jacob Morris; 17 stepgreat-grandchildren.
Anthony Smith, Colorado, Lonny Walsh, Pennsylvania; and
Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Marco,
Judith
ter,
Mrs. Sarah Nell Housden
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Home, Benton. Chaplain Frank Queen officiating. Burial
Funeral
The funeral for Mrs. Sarah Nell Housden will be today (Monday)
loway
Murray-Cal
to
be
made
may
sympathy
of
Expressions
will follow in the Mt. Carrnel Cemetery, Kirksey. Visitation will be
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock, Coleman & York Funeral Home.
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
at
Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Ray,
Rodney
Rose,
Brian
Rundles,
Keith
be
Pallbearers will
Mrs. Jimmie Ellis
Marlin Pierce, Rudy Lovett and Kenneth Perry. Burial will follow in
The funeral for Mrs. Jimmie Ellis will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
chapel of Cadiz Baptist Church. Rev. Kevin Roberts will officiate.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Gary Thompson will be the organist. Burial will follow in the East
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayEnd Cemetery, Cadiz.
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY. 42071.
itrit-i's as of
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Visitation will be at the Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz, from 4
may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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Expressions of sympathy may be made to Jimmie Ellis Memorial
Fund, c/o Trigg County Public Schools Educational Foundation,
202 Main St., Cadiz, KY 42211.
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The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Mike Cummings will officiate. Burial
rites will be Wednesday at II a.m. Eastern Standard Time, at the
Grandview Cemetery, Bloomfield, Ind. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).

Calved Campbell Wallace

The requiem mass for Calvert Campbell Wallace will be at
the
Mount Calvary Church, Baltimore, Md. Burial will be in
Ky.
Lakes,
the
Between
Land
the
in
Hematite Cemetery
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Semper Fi Fund for the support of injured Marines
and their families at 825 College Blvd., Site 102 *
PMB 609, Oceanside, CA 92057. Madison Funeral
Home of Madison, Tenn., is in charge of arrange-
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2008 in Westmoreland, Tenn.
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Charles William Thompson Jr.

Charles William Thompson Jr., 87, Calloway Avenue, Murray,
died Saturday, Jan. 26, 2008, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. A retired farmer and founder and owner of Ginger
Creek Campground and Marina in Model. Tenn., he
s
was an Army veteran of World War II and a 50-year
Free Mason. He was a member of Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church and a 63-year member of
the American Legion. Born July 1,1920, in
Goebel
Bloomfield. Ind., he was the son of the late Walter
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one
Clarksville, Tenn.; 16 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren;
great-great-grandchild.
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COMMUNITY
Recipe for Safe Cooking will
be held here Wednesday

Ford named
treasurer
Loyd Ford. owner and publisher of the Calvert City Lake
News, has been selected treasurer of the West Kentucky Press
Association, according to WKPA
president, Rae Wagoner of the
Eddysille Herald Ledger.
Ford follows Jed Dillingham
of the Dawson Springs Progrets,
Who died Nov. 12. Dillingham
had served for many years as
treasurer and was a board member of the Kentucky Press Association
Ford Is the District 1 representative of the Kentucky Press
Association and a founding
member of the Calvert Area
Development Association.
A 1974 Journalism graduate
from Murray State University,
Ford began his career at the
Camden (Tenn.) Chronicle as a
writer and photographer
In 1976, be became the editor of the Carroll Counts New'.
in Huntington. Tenn tie then
moved to Paducah. where he
worked five years for a graphIA: arts and newspaper supply
firm.
He worked a year as the
adviser to the student newspaper and a pan-time faculty member at Paducah Community College. now called the West Kentucky Community and TechniCal College
Ford served a year as the
editor of the Marshall County
Courier in Benton before founding the Lake Ness % May 29.1984.
lie also publishes three seasonal free-circulation products.
•
Theatres
100$ Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THPU JAN 31

moviesinmurray.com
27 Dresses
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:45
Meet the Spartans
PG i 3 - 7 15 - 9 111

Cloverfield
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:25
Rambo
R - 7 25 - 9 :1[)
SHOWTRIES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY
Untraceable
R- 7:35 - 9:50
Sakai Nowt BookSentis
PC- 9:00
Akin & The Chipmunks
PG- 6:55
The Bucket List
PG13- 7:05-9:20
i
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“Careless Cooking" will be the lesson
to be taught Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the
Calloway County Extension office. This lesson supports KEHA Management & Safety Program of Work and will be taught
Debbie Temple, Ballard County Extension
Agent for Family and Consumer Sciences
with a local fireman as guest speaker.
La Dawn Hale, Calloway County Extension Agent, said "Careless cooking remains
a leading cause of household fires. This
Jo%
lesson includes tips for preventing a cookDatebook ing fire in your kitchen along with inforBy Jo Burkeen
mation about fire extinguishers and the propCommunity
ones to have in your kitchen." The puber
Editor
lic is invited. For information call 753-

Science Textbook Committee will meet
Photo provided
PTO FUNDRAISER: The PTO cookie doughfundraiser for the year has been completed and
prizes have been awarded Chaley Roberts was the overall school winner and she received
$100. The second place school winner was Brandon Redd and he received $75. The top
homeroom sales persons were 4th grade, Jordan Barnett; 5th grade, Christopher Parrish; 6th
grade, Jacob Baron and Ouinnen Taylor; 7th grade, Lindy Hunt and 8th grade, Jonathan
McAllister The homeroom winners each received $50. Pictured, from left, are: Bamett,
Roberts, Hunt, Redd, Parrish, Baron, Taylor and McAllister.

Support groups to meet during February
The ('enter for Health &
Wellness will be offering several support group meetings
during the month of February.
which will be offered to members, MCCH employees, as
well as the general community.
The Breast Feeding Support
Group will be meeting on Saturdays. February 2, 9. 16. and
23 at 10:45 a.m. at the St.
John's Episcopal Church. For
more information about this
support group, please contact
heather Duffy at 270-436-5657.
Additionally, the Death of
a Parent Support Group will
he meeting on Monday. February 4, II. 18. and 25 at 7:(10
If interested or need
p.m
more information, please contact Stephanie Cunningham at
270-210-4173.
The Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group will meet Tuesday. February 12 and Tuesday.
February 26 at 4:30 p.m. in
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board Room. het
sitter service during the meeting will also be offered. For

Klapper
named to
honor roll
at UM
ROLLA. Mo. - Rachel
Suranne Klapper of Murray.
Ky... has been named to the
honor list for the 2(5)7 fall
semester at the University of
Missouri at Rolla.
Klapper is a junior at the
university. She is a 2005 graduate of Murray High School.
Her parents are Phillip and
Patncia Klepper of Murray.

ladiesof theesks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club Wyse.
Mary Alice Smith will be
hostess and ladies are asked
to call her at 753-3487 to sign
up for play on Wednesday.
Winners of bridge play on
Jan 23 were Shirley Jenstrom.
first place. and Melva Hatcher. second place. according to
Bronda Parker, hostess.

SUBSCRIBE

more information, please contact Cindy Ragsdale at 270762-1278.
The Parkinson's Support
Group will be meeting on Tuesdays, February 12 and Tuesday, February 26 at 12 p.m.
at the George Weak's Community Center. To eat with
the Senior Citizens, come at
11:30 p.m. For more information, please contact Dixie
Hopkins at 270-753-6001.
There will be a new 12week Grief Recovery Outreach
Program that will begin on
Monday, February 25. For more
information. contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270762-1274.
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet on Thursday. February 21 at 5:30 p.m.
at the Center for Health &
Wellness Classroom. Contact
Cheryl Crouch at 270-762-1557
for more information about this
support group.
The Bariatric Support Group
will be meeting on Monday,
February 18 at 6 p.m. in the
Conference Room. For more

73ird? :nnouncernerils
Holli Ann Marie Kerr
Kristophcr and Dawn Kerr
of Smithland are the parents
of a daughter. Holli Ann Marie
Kerr, born on Saturday. Dec.
22. 2007. at 5:47 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
9 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Jack and
Kathy Kerr and Don and Bonnie Sheldon. all of Murray.
and Janice and Randy Holland
of Smithland. Great-grandmothers are Vivian Sheldon of Benton. Pauline Uden of Murray
and Gracie Taylor of Paducah.
Aunts and uncles are Donnie Sheldon. Murray. Todd and
Kara Hancock, Louisville,
Bryan and Keeley Goheen and
Ton Holland. all of Benton.
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The quarterly meeting of Calloway County Extension Council will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Extension
office. A meal will be served at 6:30. a program will be presented. All CEC members are encouraged to attend. For information call 753-1452.

WOW Lodge 827 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 will meet tonight at 6
at Harmon Hall, 330 C.C. Lowry Dr. A CPR Lifesaver citation will be presented at the meeting. Also featured will be a
guest speaker and installation of officers. Hosts will be Joann
Faihst, Shawn Johnson and Molly Anderson. All lodge members are urged to attend.

North meeting today
The Assessment Committee of North Elementary School
Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 4 in the
counselor's office.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main Si, Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
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Neighborhood Watch will meet
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet tonight at 7
at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Speakers will be Calloway
County Jailer Phil Haile and Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum. All area residents are urged to attend.

Adult Great Books group to meet
The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight
from 7 to 9 in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public' Library. Donald Prue will be the leader for the discussion
of the selection, "Defense of Poetry" by Bysshe Shelley. All
persons who have read the selection are invited to attend and
take part in the discussion.

Elementary Committee to meet

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.

Training School event tonight

Holli Ann Marie Kerr
Bryan Holland. Marion, and
Brandi Holland. Smithland

Monday, is the 80th anniversary of the Training School
building at Murray State University. Graduates, students, faculty and fnends of the Training School, College High or University School are invited to a celebration of the Training
School Legacy tonight at 7 in the auditorium of Wrather Museum at MSU. Dr. Russ Wall, dean of the college of education,
will make brief comments on the Legacy of the Laboratory
School. Plans will be discussed for an expanded memorial on
campus and other ways to remember and share the legacy of
all those involved with the Training School during the 52 years
of its existence.

Methodist women need volunteers
The women of First United Methodist Church will have
its annual Sew-A-Thon for missions starting today and continuing through Friday. Volunteers are needed to cut and sew
simple dresses and shorts to be taken to the children in Central and South America. Hours will be from 9 a .m. to 3 p.m.
at the church, located at the corner of South Fifth and Maple
Streets,

Girl Scout Cookie sales planned
Girl Scout cookie sales have started by the local Girl Scout
Troops. For more information call Kandee Huston at 753-3984.
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Health Express lists stop

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Matthias Petik of Hazel are the parents of a son, Jonathan Aitani Luke Petik, born on Wednesday. Jan. 23. 2008, at 9:56 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
The baby weighed 8 pounds 4 ounces and measured 20.5
inches. The mother is the former Melissa Gayle Hicks. A
brother is Thomas Petik. 3. and two sisters are Grace Petik.
5, and Emily Petik. 9.
Grandparents are Joseph T. and Mary Jane Petit, Robert
Eugene Hicks Sr.. and the late Sharon Hicks.

Kela Craig Travis

Extension Council will meet
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Murray Elementary School Textbook Committee will meet
Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the teacher workroom of the school. All
interested persons are invited.

Jonathan Arkani Luke Petik
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information on this support
group. contact Kim Royalty at
270-227-3870.
There will be a West Kentucky Chapter Lupus Support
Grcrup on Monday. February
18 from 6 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Private
Dining Room I. They will
meet the third Monday of every
month.
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet on Tuesday.
February 26 at 6:30 p.m. in
the Center for Health & Wellness Classroom. Contact Evelyn Wallis for more information at 270-489-2462 or Angie
Hutchings at 270-435-4614.
Compassionate Friends Support Group will be meeting on
Thursday. February 28 at 7:30
p.m. in Private Dining Room
1 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Please contact Murray-C' lloway County
Hospital ChapThn Kerry Lainbert at 270-762-1274, or Hilda
Bennett at 731-498-8324 for
more information on this support group.

Science Textbook Committee of Murray Elementary School
Based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 3 p.m.
in the teacher workroom as there will be many science materials the group will need to sort through and display.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Wife says husband is all wet
when it comes to apologies

Murray Ledger & Times
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Jerry M. Ford will retire Jan.
30 from the Murray Post Office
after 36 years of service. He started service in 1962.
In high school girls basketball
games, Calloway Lady Lakers won
66-38 over Lone Oak Purple Flash
with Jessica Norsworthy high scorer for the Lakers; Murray Lady
Tigers won 68-53 over Carlisle
County with Becky Greene high
scorer for the Tigers.
Murray State University Racers won 96-84 and Lady Racers
won 68-67 over teams from Tennessee State at Nashville. High
scorers for Murray were Isaac
Spencer and Sarah Higgins.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Sid
Easley, Murray Attorney:. Dick
Foutch, plant manager of Briggs
& Stratton, and Dan Morris of
Kenlake Foods, at a joint meeting of the Citizens Blue ribbon
Committee and Murray City Council. The photo was by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb.
George Kerby Jennings, 64,
retired publisher of newspaper,
Murray Democrat, died Jan. 26
at his home.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakers won 61-57 over
Mayfield Cardinals with high scorers being Wells for Calloway and
Lovelace of Mayfield; Murray High
School Tigers lost 54-48 to Carlisle
County with high scorers being
Payne for Murray and Mikel for
Carlisle.

several steps to help Kentucky's
storm battered residents, but he
has not issued an order of forbidding local weather traffic with
the snow storms and slick highways and road.
40 years ago
An average of $42.97 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market, according to 011ie
Barnett, tobacco market reporter.
Published are a feature story
and picture about Rev. J.H. Thurman who celebrated his 90th birthday on Jan. 26. He has been a
Baptist preacher for 55 years.
Almo Warriors won 32-16 over
New Concord Redbirds to become
champions of the Calloway County Elementary School Basketball
Tournament.
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West Kentuckians continued
coping with a near blizzard on
Jan. 25 and 26 which nearly paralyzed this end of the state. Calloway County Schools have been
closed for two weeks now. Murray City schools got in a couple
of days of school before the latest storm blizzard blitzed throughout the area.
Gov. Julian Carroll has taken

50 years ago
Bethel Richardson, Certified
Public Accountant and member of
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce, has been named to the
board of the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce.
Mrs. Joe Pace, executive secretary of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross and
also secretary of the Welfare Committee of the Calloway County
United Fund, was presented an
Outstanding Citizens Award by
Woodmen of World Camp with
Randall Patterson making the presentation.

60 years ago
One of the biggest snowfalls
of the season started Jan. 26 and
continued throughout the night. It
was reported at 2 inches of snow
on the morning of Jan. 27. The
lowest temperature was II degrees
above zero.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
ruled yesterday that the City of
Murray can issue $600,000 in bonds
to combine and enlarge the city's
waterworks and sewage disposal
system.

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Jan. 28, the
28th day of 2008. There are 338
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 28, 1986, the space
shuttle Challenger exploded 73
seconds after liftoff from the
Kennedy Space Center, killing all
seven of its crew members: flight
commander Francis R. "Dick"
Scobee; pilot Michael Smith;
Ronald McNair; Ellison Onizuka;
Judith Resnik; Gregory. Jarvis: #nd
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schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe.
On this date:
In 1547, England's King Henry
the VIII died; he was succeeded
by his 9-year-old son, Edward the
VI.
In 1878, the first daily college
newspaper, Yale News (now Yale
Daily News), began publication
in New Haven, Conn.
In 1909, the United States
ended direct control over Cuba.
In 1915, the United States Coast
Guard was created as Presidept
'
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DEAR ABBY: My husband
believes an apology is required
only if the action requiring
one is intentional. For example, if my husband opens the
windows and then turns on
the sprinklers, allowing water
into the living room, he thinks
he doesn't
to
need
apologize
for causing
the ensuing
mess
because he
didn't do it
intentionally.
I believe
Dear Abby
an apology
is necessary,
By Abigail
not just for
Van Buren
an accident,
but for anything that causes
inconvenience to another person.
What are your thoughts? - IRRITATED IN IRVING,
TEXAS
DEAR IRRITATED: It
seems you have married someone who's a little rough around
the edges. If your husband
opens a window, turns on the
sprinklers and causes your
drapes, furniture or carpet to
become wet, he owes you an
apology for the inconvenience
he caused. To do otherwise
implies an insensitivity to your
feelings. My question would be,
Is your husband also this way
when it comes to other things?

many men have cheated on
me. I have been dating a wonderful man for three years now.
Things would be great if I
didn't always worry about him
possibly cheating, too. When
I can't find him, I panic. I
always think the worst, then I
wind up confronting him and
upsetting him.
I can't seem to get past the
feeling that one day he will
also be unfaithful. I wish I could
trust him, but I'm afraid to be
made a fool of again.
Is being with this man hopeless? -- ALWAYS SUSPICIOUS, JAMAICA, N.Y.
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: Your
problem is less that you feel
you can't trust your boyfriend
than that you can't trust your
own judgment. As the 49ers
learned more than a century
ago, you have to sift through
a lot of gravel before you find
a gold nugget, and it's the
same with dating.
You appear to have finally
picked a winner. Please give
him the benefit of the doubt
before your insecurities cause
you to create a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My daughter will be 16 in a few weeks.
My problem is I can't seem
to let her go anywhere unless
an adult is present. It's not
that I don't trust her, because
I do. It's her friends. I love
my daughter very much and
•••
wish I could trust her to make
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 28- the right choice, but a friend
year-old woman. In the past, could cause her to make the
wrong one.
I think I am too strict with
her, and I need to give her
Woodrow Wilson signed into law
some running room, but I'm
a bill merging the Life-Saving
scared to. She's a good kid
Service and Revenue Cutter Serand makes good grades. What
vice.
should I do? -- CAN'T LET
In 1916, Louis D. Brandeis
GO, RIPLEY, MISS.
was nominated by President
DEAR CAN'T: Part of
Woodrow Wilson to the Supreme
being a conscientious parent
Court; Brandeis became the court's
is learning to let go. Recogfirst Jewish member.
In 1945, during World War II,
nize that in two years, your
Allied supplies began reaching
daughter will be 18 and legalChina over the newly reopened
ly an adult. Because she has
Burma Road.
shown responsible behavior,
allow her doses of freedom in
baby steps that will give both
of you time to adjust to it.
Birds of a feather usually
flock together, so unless you
have specific reasons for being
worried about the company she
keeps, recognize that it's time
to permit your daughter to use
the good judgment you have
taught her and allow her some
freedom.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

ill have
continind sew
in Cen3 p.m.
I Maple

DEAR DR. GOTT: I lost
my father 25 years ago
to heart blockages. At that
time, I became determined not
to let that happen to me. I
went on a vegetarian diet,
avoided fat and ate a lot of
carbohydrates. I cut
out transfats,
read
labels and
tried
to
always eat
well. A few
years ago, I
started
Dr. Gott adding some
meat back
into my diet,
By
still
Dr. Peter Gott but
being very
careful of what I ate. My
weight has always been a bit
of a problem, but with a lot
of effort, I've managed to keep
it in line. I have high blood
pressure and high cholesterol,
both managed with medication. Now,at 70. I've been diagnosed with heart blockages and
am facing bypass surgery.
I was recently given a book
titled "The Schwarzbein Principle." Diana Schwarzbein indicates that my diet is bad. She
says we need more natural fat
in our diets and even advocates eating eggs daily. Real
butter and cream are also staples with her plan. She considers a balanced meal to contain a fat, a protein, a limited amount of carbohydrates
and a nonstarchy vegetable.
According to her principle, cutting fat and overeating carbo-

hydrates could possibly be the
reason for my health problems.
I'd appreciate your opinion.
as I fear the cardiologist is
going to want me to stay on
a diet similar to what I've
been on. Is it possible my diet
is the cause of my health problems?
DEAR READER: I am not
familiar with the book you mention, but I am surprised that
the author urges a high-fat,
high-cholesterol diet. This is
exactly what you don't need.
You apparently have inherited some unfortunate genes
from your father. Although you
can do nothing to correct the
genetic pattern, I am sure that
most
cardiologists
would
approach the problem by making sure your cholesterol level
is low (150 or less) and that
you have minimized your cardiac risk by stopping smoking, if you do. Your current
diet is not the cause of coronary blockages. I cannot comment on whether you need
bypass surgery. That decision
is one you'll have to make in
consultation with your cardiologist.
To give you related information, I am sending you al
copy of my Health Report:
"Coronary Artery Disease,"
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a selfaddressed No. 10 stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
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West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4642
V1108
•Q8
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•3 2
47•J103
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The bidding:
South
North East
West
3•
2
Pass
1
4V
5•
Opening lead — seven of clubs.
This deal was played many years
ago by Guglielmo Siniscalco. a
member ofthe Italian Blue Team that
dominated world bridge in the 1950s
and '60s.
Siniscalco was South and got to
five diamonds as shown. There
would have been no problem had he
been able to run five clubs after
drawing trumps. But he realized that
if West actually had a singleton club,
which seemed likely from his lead,
the suit was internally blocked.
Regardless of the order in which he
played the clubs, he would inevitably

end up in his hand on the fourdr.
•
round of the suit.
This in turn raised the prospect or
losing three spade tricks, and, as catr
be seen from the diagram, that is
exactly what would have happened.:
Nevertheless, Siniscalco found an:
elegant solution to the problem.
He won the club lead with:
dummy's ace and led the jack of:
hearts, covered by East with the.
queen. Siniscalco ruffed with the:
nine, led the six of trumps to thç
eight and then played dummy's tene
of hearts.
When East covered with the kink:
declarer ruffed, crossed to the queen.
of diamonds and led the heart eight.Z
This time fast was unable to cover,"
whereupon Siniscalco discarded the::
eight of clubs!
West took the trick with his nine:
but could not stop declarer from:
making the contract. With the clubs'
now untangled, Siniscalco could win:
any return by West,cash the Q-K of:
clubs, then discard biro spades ondummy's 5-4 of clubs to finish with:,
II tricks.
Note that if East had elected to
play low on either the jack or ten of
hearts when they were led from
dummy, declarer would have dis—
carded a club then and there. With.
West on lead, no harm could come toSouth at any stage, and 11 tricks thus,became a virtual certainty.
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1 Knocks gently
5 Diminishes
9 Monastery
dweller
12 Auction place
13 Wry face
14 Fallen tree
15 Morays and
congers
16 Diligence
17 Fill with
wonder
18 Vacillate
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22 Watch carefully
23 Fire residue
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32 Flair for music
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25 That language
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Racers are ready for rematch

INSIDEMSU

MSU LOOKING TO SETTLE SCORE ONE LAST TIME AGAINST SAMFORD
us.' Kennedy said. "It really hurt
By MICHAEL DANN
and we suffered for it. But you
Sports Editor
It's so infamous. it needs a have to give Samford credit.
They made enough plays. The
name.
The classic thriller in kid (Peterson) made a tough
Samford back on Dec. 20, where shot.'
Kennedy, in his second stint
the Racers lost 65-64 on a desperation, yet controversial, 3- with the Racers, is plenty aware
pointer by the Bulldogs' Travis that he will see a totally different
Peterson will live in Murray ballclub Tuesday inside the
RSEC.
State lore.
Currently nding a sevenThe repercussions of the
game are now evident by a man- game winning streak, Murray
dated Ohio Valley Conference State can't look past the probcounside replay system and still lems it's had with a Bulldog
have Racer fans and players team that plays more of a
seething over the fact that the Princeton-style offense to the
play was allowed when with just run-and-gun formation it's used
four-tenths of a second remain- to seeing against all other oppoing on the clock, time never sition.
'Hopefully we've learned
started and head official Zeb
how to play against teams like
thinness allowed the basket.
'It's still in the back of our Samford,' Kennedy added.
mind what happened,' said jun- 'They have given us problems.
ior guard Tyler Holloway 'We're Hopefully we've grown up and
going to come out like we have with that said, hopefully our
been and keep executing on both confidence has been raised as
well.
ends.
'We knew, we were thankful
"If we can continue to keep
doing that, we really are hard to to win (Saturday) but we didn't
think we played very well. Our
heat."
Murray State showed signs of guys weren't celebrating like we
National
the
won
that Saturday when trailing by as just
many as 10 points in the second Championship, we knew we
half, the Racers stormed back to were fortunate to win. If our
beat SEMO at the Regional guys can continue that kind of
Special Events Center on ESPN humility and know that we have
to get better, then as a team, I
The game in Birmingham think we will.
Samford is fresh off a 63-49
sent Murray State into a downward spiral as the Racers went win over league-leading Austin
on to drop four straight, includ- Pcay Saturday.
Murray State is the only other
ing two tough losses in the Dr.
Pepper Classic during the team to beat the Governors this
(linstmas break in ('hattanooga, season.
But in what has seemed to be
Tenn, and concluding with an
overtime loss at Eastern Illinois, a changing of the guard in terms
%Olen at the time. the Panthers of all-around play for the
were the worst-ranked team in Racers. MSU leads the league in
field goal percentage (.424) and
the nation at 341
Head coach Billy Kennedy 3-point percentage i.424) and in
said his team. more than any- defense of those categories.
The Racers are holding oppothing. has matured from that
nents to .414 shooting and .322
debacle, giving them the confifrom behind the arc. Samford is

dence they are playing with cutentI)T

last in the league in terms of
scoring, averaging 52.9 points
per game

'I think our guys V4 ill be
mos'wed It was a Ng loss for

anT
The Murray Suite Racers have the
longest winning streak in the Ohio
Valley Conference right now with
seven straight after beating SEMO
twice MSU has chalked up wins
against Tennessee Tech, Tennessee
Martin, Indiana-South Bend. Austin
Pea,. and Tennessee State. a run that
goes back to Jan c
TOIRIFIC IIKI
Together, they re one
senior, one Junior and one
sophomore and they've
led the Racers in sconng
this season in 17-of-I9
Bruce Carter,
games
carter
Holloway and
Tyler
Danero Thomas have
combined to lead MSU in
scoring 36 times over the
last two seasons
Saturday. Holloway
and Thomas each had 17
points to lead the Racers
Carter added I S in the Thomas
win

nen FOIR AU.
her Holloway was 8-of-8 from the
line Saturday and has now hit 16
straight

MURRAY STATE
No
43
1
12
4
10
No
2
3
14
25
32
33
35
50

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Murray State forward Marvin Williams battles SEMO
defender Will Bogan for a bowie ball Saturday at the
RSEC • Williams has become a force on the inside for
the Racers. He pulled down six rebounds in 23 minutes
of work over the weekend.

877),
Holloway had a streak of
19 straight earlier this season. The longest this sea- '_
son in the OVC is 31 by
Julio Anthony of Eastern 1401k3W8IY
Illinois. Saturday was the second timc
this season a Racer has toed the line in
the final seconds of a game to hit a pall
of giune-winning free throws. In the
season opener Nov 10, Kevin Thomas
hit a pair with two-tenths of a secon4.
remaining to beat Rider 66-65_ MSU ia: •
now 41-48 I 854i in the game's fink ".
two minutes when the leading team
ahead by 10 or less

IllfE
The last time Murray State had fist
players in double-figures was earlier
this season Jan 5. when they did iiagainst Tennessee State in a game that
started the Racers current win streak .•

NOM COMM'
Murray State improved its record to
10 seasons in the RSEC to 114-2Z
8381 MSU has won six straight at,,•
home and are 79-141 8491 against OVC
teams

CM tams Central and
Ht Wt,
6-9 200
6-4200
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G
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F
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F
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3
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Savoy Framer F
2
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SCHEDULE. RESULTS
Murray State

LINEUPS
Probable IllatIsrs
Poe. Yr
Name
FrC So
Tony Easley
Sr
G
Bruce Carter
So
Diner° ThornasG
Jr
G
Tyler Holloway
Jr
Kevri Thomas G
WIDNES
Pos. Yr
Name
Fr
G
Matt F ralrex
Sr
G
Ray George
Fr
Picasso Smrnons G
So
Marvn Wiiiiarns F
Jr
F
Key
Jarad
Fr
Jewuan Long G
Tarod Sanders FAC Jr
So
Georges Foiso C

For the
43-or-49

Yr.
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So
Sr
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6-6 210
6-10240

Yr.
Fr
Fr
So
Fr
So
Fr
Fr
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6-8220
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6-8 220
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DATE
11-3
11-10
11-17
11-23
11-26
12-1
12-5
12-8
12-18
12-20
12-29
12-30
1-3
1-5
1-7
1-10
1-15
1-19
1-24
1-26
DATE
1-29
1-31
2-2
2-7
2-9
2-14
2-16
2-23
2-28
3-1

Am.)
RESULT
OPPONENT
W-82-49
x-BETHEL
W-66-65
RIDER
L-87-63
at W Kentucky
W-84-55
AVILA
W-81-67.'
ARKANSAS ST
L,78-61
at Mississippi St
L-59-58
E KENTUCKY
W-63-44
MOREHEAD ST
W-79-65
at Jacksonville Si
L-65-64
at Samford
L-74-50
tat Chattanooga
L-84-67
/Belmont
L-83-80
at Eastern Milos
W-92-88
TENNESSEE ST
W-79-51
at SEMO
W-82-70
AUSTIN PEAY
W-80-62
INDIANA-S BEND
W-76-72
at Tenn -Martin
W-81-67
TENN TECH
W-86-85
'SEMO
TIME
OPPONENT
7
SAMFORD
730
at Austin Peay
7 30
JACKSONVILLE ST
8
"at E Kentucky
3 15
at Morehead St
730
at Tennessee St
730
ILLINOIS
EASTERN
TBA
ESPN Bracket Buster
7
'at Tennessee Tech
7.30
RT1N
TENNESSEE-MA

x—Exhibition
a—at UT-Chattanooga
'—on ESPN2
"—on ESPNU
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200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY. KY
270-753-3086
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BENTON, KY
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TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Murray players celebrate their First Region All "A"
Championship victory over Mayfield as MHS principal
Teresa Speed hoists the trophy. The Tigers will play
at the state All "A" Tournament in Richmond on Thursday.

-03-44

79-65
55-64
74-50
34-67
33-80
92-88
79-51
-82-70
80-62
76-72
81-67
86-85
TIME
7
730
730
8
315
730
730
TBA
7
7:30

They're
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State University fans, all decked out in gold for the ESPN 2 game Saturday, cheer on the Racers in the closing seconds as Tyler Holloway guards Southeast Missouri State player Kenard Moore. Holloway made a pair of free
throws with 5.8 seconds left to give MSU a one-point win.

RACERS GIVE FANS GOLD-PLATED VICTORY IN FRONT OF NATIONAL AUDIENCE

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Murray State's Tarod Sanders puts up two points over
SEMO defender Calvin Williams in the first half Saturday
at the RSEC in front of 5.898 fans, the bigget of the
season.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The face paint was in full
effect, the camera lights were
glowing and in the end. Murray State fans stormed the court.
One could have safely
assumed they were witnessing
an Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Championship.
There's just one problem.
It's only late January and the
Racers had just concluded their
first stretch of games in league
play.
However, with the World Wide
Leader in Sports shining brightly in west Kentucky and the
Regional Special Events Center's biggest crowd (5,898) of
the season proudly displaying
their gold, Murray State proudly displayed its program, knocking off regional rival Southeast
Missouri State University 86-85
over the weekend.
The win didn't come without
some made-for-TV drama either,
as Tyler Holloway knocked down
a pair of free throws in the
game's final seconds to secure
the victory.
The win was the Racers' seventh straight, improving their
overall mark to 12-7 and 8-3
in OVC play and to get the
win. MSU had to come from
behind after trailing by eight
points at the half, something
they had not been able to do
in six tries this season.
Down by one and the clock
trickling down to under 10 seconds, Holloway drove to the
court's right side and was greeted by a host of SEMO defenders. The junior guard from Alaba-
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ma had intentions of dishing out
to an open Danero Thomas in
the corner, but on his attempt.
Holloway was fouled by Michael
Rembert sending him to the line
where the junior juggernaut has
been nearly perfect all season.
Holloway had already made
14 in a row this season and
in See RACERS, 2B

Racers find it hard to beat SEMO in rematch
By MSU Sports Information
;In the Murray State women's basketball
team's game at Southeast
Missouri on Jan. 7. the Racers took a 20-point firsthalf lead, only to see it
almost dwindle away, coming out with a 71-68 win
over the Redhawks.
Saturday night. in the
teams' rematch. MSU had
a 15-point first-half lead,
then saw it not only erased.
but replaced by a 14-point
SEMO lead in the second
half, as Murray State fell

81

74

MSU BLOWS 15-POINT FIRST HALF LEAD
81-74 in Ohio Valley Conference action.
Murray State (13-6, 7-4 OVC) jumped
out to a 10-4 lead in the first four minutes of the game. Southeast Missouri
trimmed that lead to four before SEMO
head coach John Ishee was issued the first
of his three technical fouls, with 14:46
left in the first half. Junior guard Amber
Guffey sank both free throws, then junior
guard Paige Guffey landed a three to push
the Racers out to an 18-9 lead with 14:19
left in the penod.
SEMO's Rachel Blunt hit a basket to

ay•

cut into the MSU lead, but on Murray
State's second possession after that, Ishee
was again issued a technical foul and was
ejected from the game. On his way out,
lshee said something to the officials and
was given a third technical foul with 12:28
left in the first half. Paige Guffey made
all four free throws to push the Racer
lead into double-digits, 22-11
Murray State took its biggest lead when
Amber Guffey made two free throws with
9:11 left in the period, scoring her 999th
•See MSU, 28
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TIGERS MAKE THE
GRADE IN ALL 449 FINAL
By TOMMY DILLARD
Richmond or Bust
Sports Writer
High School
In the biggest moment of Because of the Murray
boys' basketball team's participation
basboth of their respective
in the All 'A' Classic being held this
ketball lives, David Fields and week in Richmond; the school has
schedule
some
Chess Volp found each other announced
changes.
first.
the doubleheader
Fields, the coach with a . On Friday,
between Murray High School and
legacy to fulfill, and Volp, Calloway County will now just be a
the senior, who's been at girls' game, which will begin at 7
Tiger Gym long enough to p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnaisum. A date
know it hasn't always been has not yet been set for the boys'
this fun, have been through .game.
The Murray High School boys and
plenty of adversity together. girls little league tournament has
Like two years ago, for been moved to Feb. 9. The tournaexample. when Murray stum- ment schedule will be played as
bled through a 9-16 season planned.
in Fields' first year on the
job.
But as the horn sounded on the Tigers' 55-49 win over
Mayfield in the First Region All 'A' Classic championship
Saturday night, Fields and Volp jumped into each others'
arms and shared a moment both redemptive and justifying.
Game, set, match. The Tigers are going to Richmond.
"Ever since I got here, All 'A' was huge," said Volp,
who couldn't seem to wipe a smile off his face after helping his teammates cut down the nets at Graves County's
Eagles' Nest. "The chance to go to Richmond, the stands
tonight were packed. It's something I've thought about since
I was a freshman and it's what you work hard for every
day."
Fields has been on both sides of the All 'A' spectrum
before. He won it as a sophomore at Mayfield in 1990 and
fell in the title game in 1991 — to none other than Murray.
But winning it as a coach, he says, is a different story
entirely.
"Words can hardly express the emotions I have," he said.
"There are so many people involved in this process from
our administration to the people that supported us when we
were 9-16 two years ago to the people that have joined in
supporting us now."
Murray had to fight back from a one-point halftime deficit
against a scrappy Mayfield squad. But a third-quarter run in
which the Tigers put on the full court press helped Murray
gain some separation. A Brett Gibson three-pointer with 2:35
remaining delivered the dagger, sending Murray to the
statewide All "A" tournament, where they'll face Somerset
at 4 p.m. Thursday.
For Fields, the tournament marked a coming-of-age of
sorts for his team. Attached to the No. 1 seed, the Tigers
showed for the first time an ability to win as favorites.
"The thing about it was, we had the bullseye on our
back and we've never been in that situation and we responded." Fields said. "1 told these kids, you play like you're the
No. 1 seed. I felt like we did that."
The Tigers did just that midway through the third quarter. Down 25-23 and being outhustled by Mayfield. Fields
didn't like how things were going. So he decided to pull a
full-court press out of his back pocket, a defense the Tigers
haven't exactly run with regularity this season.
The switch from the 1-3-1 zone Murray had employed
seemed to catch Mayfield off guard. The Tigers stole the
ball in the backcourt on three consecutive possessions, scored
seven unanswered points and forced Mayfield to burn two
timeouts to stop the bleeding.
"We work on (the full court press) every day in pracSee TIGERS. 28
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From Pa9. 1B
was t)-of-6 from the line before he tickled the twine for the two he needed, giving Murray State the one-point advantage
with 5 )( left on the game clock.
On the ensuing possession, SEMO's Roderick Pearson drove the length of the
court and put up a runner in the lane,
which bounced oft the front of rim as
time expired despite a desperation put
hack by Will Bogan.
"In the huddle we drew up something
for a man-to-man defense and they came
out in a zone," Holloway recalled of the
designed play. 'We had been talking the
whole second half about being in the
double bonus and driving to the lane and
riot settling for something else, so when
1 saw an opening in the lane, I just took

)irter

David King
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COLLEG BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

•MSU
Murray States two. and the Red
hawks out-rehounded the Racers 25-11 in the latter period
'I think we lust stopped
playing.' said 51St' head coach
Jody Adams 'We were up by
IS. and we had the game won
They put pressure on us, and
we didnt rebound SLMO tear
ly crashed the boards and got
after it. They played for their
coach They fought hard for
him and turned the tables on
us pretty quick I MR disappointed in the way we played "
Murray Stale was led by
Amber (Miley. who set a
v.omcns arena record with 17
free throws in 19 attempts. tallying a game-high 24 points.
She also had a career-hightying 10 assists. claiming her
first career double-double.
Hayes finished with 14 points
on K-for- 15 shooting. going 5for-10 inside and 3-tor-5 beyond
the three-point arc She also
had a team-high seven rebounds
Lee had a career-high-tying
17 points on 6-for-10 shooting, while senior center Angela
Brown had seven rebounds
Senior guard Shaleca Petty had
sax rebounds and lour assists
for MSU
All five of Southeast Missouri's starters scored in double figures Icil hs \Its.% Whit
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Install New 6" Gutters
Call Greg Mansfield TODAY
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My original plan was to pass the ball
'
to Dancro in the corner. 1 tned to pass
it, but the guy completely fouled me. I
lust knew going to the free throw line
that I was going to knock both of them
down There was no doubt about it.
Lac Roman. who was coaching in place
of the suspended Scott Edgar. couldn't
have asked for better execution than what
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
he got from Pearson.
'Rod Pearson made a great play to Murray State's Tyler Holloway eyes the basket after making the first of two
the basket. That's what we wanted him free throws with 5.8 seconds left in the game Saturday, lifting the Racers to
to do, he just came up short. He got a one-point victory over SEMO, which was seen nationally on ESPN 2
humped a little bit, but that's a good no
call.'
When asked to elaborate. Roman said
calls like that are the equivalent of bumping arid rubbing in NASCAR.
We're in Murray,' the first year Red'
hawk assistant coach said. "Some calls
are going to go their way; some calls
are going to go our way. That's basketball. Holloway did a great job of using
his body and creating contact.'
Murray State second year head coach
Billy Kennedy. who now owns his longest
winning streak in 10 years of being on
the sideline takes solace in the win, knowing that there wasn't a whole lot of defense
that was played.
Considering Kennedy prides himself
and his teams on playing good defense.
he knows when to be thankful for getting a win.
'We truly outscored them because there
was not a lot of defense played in that
game.' Kennedy said 'You have to give
SEM() a lot of credit We knew it could
go one way or another They started making sonic shots in the first half. They
really played well, played with confidence
and played us differently than they did
the first time
Kennedy had reason to be concerned even after the iron was unkind to
Peat son.
was concerned Hogan would tip it
in.' Kennedy added. 'We put leystian into
the game for defense and JCIALIJII did a
good job of riding him and staying in
front of him and fortunately, he missed
the shot'
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
It's doubtful Bilgarts tip in would have
basket in the closing seconds Saturday's
counted as the Ian) strips on the back- SEMO's Rod Pearson-Oases to the
board had already gonr off after Pear- contest at the RSEC, but missing on the front of the iron.
son's attempt
SEM() shot 52.4 percent Iron? the field,
Easley and Kevin .thomas each netted II
The Racers were Jed by five players points.
while Murray State could only muster a
in double figures with Dancro Thomas
Marvin Niihau]. cattle off the bench 41.14 percent performance. Although. the
and Holloway leading the way with
for sr.. while Ray George added four. Racers did outscore the Redhawks 47-314
game-high 17 points a piece.
Long had three and -food Sanders fin- in the final 20 minutes
Bruce Carter tacked on 15, while Tony ished with two

From Page 1B
met [limits and
and 1.000th 4.4.44614.ss
.14 lead
giving MSC a
points
SEM() then ran off ni
over the nest two minutes. but
a jumper and J three-pointer
by senior guard Alaina Lee
and a bucket by junior
guard/forward Ashley Hayes
pushed the Racer lead to 362 i with 51)7 remaining in the
hall
The Redhawks took a 9-0
run to trim the lead to 36-32
with l 11 left in the Knot,.
and was able to work it down
to a 40- 04 MS( lead at the
halt. With neither team scoring III the Loa 40 seconds of
the period
Hayes and Amber Guffey had
a game high 12 points at halftime. with Gufley going 7-for7 from the line and Hayes shooting 5- tor-9 from the field.
SEMO 114-6. 9-2 ()VC) was
led by Ashley Lovelady's 10
points on s-for-6 shooting in
the first half SEM() Outrebounded the Racers 21-15 in
the first penod. and both leans
were perfect from the line
Murray *State was 1 I -tor-11. as
Paige Gulley was 4-for-4 in
the first halt. while Southeast
Missouri was 9-for-9
In the second half. SEM()
p,mt. .ri i he paint to
ha,I
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Ibis Week's Top 25 Fared
By The Associsied Press
No 1 Memphis (19-0) beat Tulsa 56-41
beat Gonzagei 81-73
No 2 Kansas (20-0) beat Iowa Stale
83-59 beat Nebraska 84-49
No 3 Tennessee (17-2) lost to
Kentucky 72-66, beat Georgia 85.69
No 4 Duke (17-1) beat Virginia Tech
81-64 beat Maryland 93-84
No 5 North Carolina (19-1) beat Miami
98-82
No 6 Washington State (17-2) lost to
Arizona 76-64 beat No 24 Arizona 5655
No 7 Indiana (17-2) beat Iowa 65-43.
lost to Connecticut 68-63
No 8 UCLA (18-2) beat Oregon 80-75
beat Oregon State 85-62
No 9 Georgetown (16-2) beat
Syracuse 64-62 OT beat West Virginia
58-57
No 10 Michigan State (18-2) beat
Northwestern 78-62 beat Michigan 7762
No 11 Wisconsin (16-3) beat Michigan
64-61 lost to Purdue 60-56
No 12 Texas (16-3) beat Oklahoma
State 63-61 beat Texas Tech 73-47
No 13 Pittsburgh (16-4) beat St Johns
81-57 lost to Rutgers 77-64
No 14 Vanderbilt (17-3) lost to Florida
86-64
No 15 Butler (19-2) beat Loyola of
Chicago 63-50 beat Illinois-Chicago
73-57
No 16 Dayton t14-4) 63sf lo No 23
Xavier 69-43 lost to Richmond 80-63
No 17 Mississippi (15-3) lost to
Mississippi State 88-68
No 18 Texas A&M (16-4) lost to No 25
Baylor 116-110. 50T beat Oklahoma
State 59-56
No 18 Villanova (13-5) lost to Rutgers
80-68, lost to Noire Dame 90-80
No 20 Stanford (16-3) beat California
82-77
No 21 Marquette (14-4) beat DePaul
79-71
No 22 Drake 118-11 beat Creighton 6860 OT beat Northern Iowa 58-54
No 23 Xavier (17-a) beat No 16
Dayton 69-43. beat Massachusetts 7765
No 24 Anzona State (14-5) lost to
Washington 72-61, lost to No 6
Washington State 56-55
No 25 Baylor (16-3) beat No 18 Texas
A/W 116-110 5CIT lost to Oklahoma
77-71

Women's Top 25 Fared
By The Associated Press
Sunday
No 1 Connecticut (19-0) beat No 16
Notre Dame 81-64 Next vs South
Florida. Wednesday
No 2 Tennessee (17-1) did not play
Next at No 10 Duke. Monday
No 3 North Carolina (18-2) dad not play
Neat at Wake Forest Thursday
No 4 Maryland 122-2) did nol play
Next vs Miami Thursday
No 5 Rutgers (17-2) did not play Next:
at No 12 West Virginia. Tuesday
No 6 13aylor (18-1) did not play Next
vs Texas, Wednesday
No 7 Stanford (17-3) did not play Next
vs Southern Cal. Thursday
No 8 California (17-3) did not play
Next vs UCLA Thursday
No 9 LSU (16-3) beat Kentucky 72-46
hursday
Next vs South CarolinVusa
y Next
No 10 Duke (15-4) did
vs No 2 Tennessee. Monday
17
No
beat
No 11 Oklahoma (13-4)
Georgia 65-57 Next. vs. Kansas.
Wednesday
No 12 West Virginia (16-3) did not play
Next vs No 5 Rutgers Tuesday.
No 13010 Dominion (16-3) beat
Delaware 76-37 Next vs Georgia
Stale. Thursday
No 14 Oklahoma State (16-3) lost to
No 22 Kansas State 68-63 Next at
Colorado. Saturday
No 15 Ohio State 115-4) did not play. ;
Next vs Penn Stale. Monday
No 16 Notre Dame (15-5) lost to No. 1
Connecticut 81-64 Next- vs
Providence. Wednesday
No 17 Georgia (16-4) lost to No 11
Oklahoma 65-57 Next vs KentuCky,
Thursday
No 18 Wyoming (18-1) did not play.
Next vs Utah. Wednesday.
No 19 Pittsburgh (16-3) beat Louisville .
76-67 Next at Vreanova, Wednesday.
No 20 George Washington (16-41 did
not play Next vs. Dayton Tuesday
No 21 Texas AaM (14-6) did riot play
Next vs Mossoun, Tuesday
No 22 Kansas Slate (14-5) beat No 14
Oklahoma State 68-63 Next at
Nebraska Wednesday
No 23 Georgia Tech (16-4) did not
play Next vs clemson. Thursday
No 24 Syracuse (16-3) did not play
Next • at Depaul. Tuesday
No 25 Auburn (14-6) beat Alabama 6248 Next vs Mississippi State, Sunday
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TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray forward Aaron Jones goes strong to the basket,
but is challenged by Mayfield's Xavier Shelton (left) and
Tony Hockett. Jones' 11 points and full-court press defense
were crucial in Murray's Saturday night victory.
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•Tigers
From Page 1B
lice. and our kids think. 'Why
the heck are we doing this?
We don't even use this,'" Fields
said. "But I think there's a
time and place for everything
and you have to be ready for
it.
"Our 1-3-1 wasn't getting
the job done, so we decided
to go ahead and get out of it
and pick up the full-court pressure and boy. did it work.
Aaron Jones was huge on the
front end of &After Mayfield adjusted to
the press, the Cardinals cut the
lead back to two at the end
of the third quarter and tied
the game at 39 in the fourth
quarter.
But Murray's seniors wouldn't be denied. All three of the
Tigers' senior starters combined
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times to force a five-point swing on
the Cardinals that was the beginAmber Guffey scored her 1,000th point Saturday night
ning of the end for Mayfield.
,
double-double
career
first
her
had
the
way
and along
After Volp blocked a Carhanding out 10 assists.
dinal shot in the lane, point
ney. who had 19 points. going Austin Pea) on Thursday for guard Kenneth Trice set the
a 5:15 p.m. tipoff.
offense and penetrated to the
7-for-7 from the line.
left, drawing a defender, and
Murray State vista OVC nval
kicked to sharpshooter Brett
Gibson on the wing. who buned
the three to put Murray ahead
by six.
"1 told Brett nght when he
hit that three, I told hint that
was the dagger.- Volp said.
"We didn't quit fighting because
Higher Pay Packages
we knew that'd come back but
Company-provided CM Training
that was a huge three.for qualified candidates
Fields had nothing hut praise
for his point guard on the play
Increased time-at-home
"The job Kenneth did was
un lievable." he said. -The
defMder was fanning out to take

ate
lion

Brett, thinking Kenneth was
going to stop. but Kenneth
made one move to the basket,
drew that guy in and kicked
to Brett.
"He knew what he was doing
the whole time and when Brett
let it go. I was like 'That's cash.'
That was the shot that uldmately won the game for us'
Murray put three players In
double figures — Volp, whip
led the team with 15 point's,
Cole Hurt, who scored 12 and
picked up two crucial baskets
to start the fourth quarter and
Aaron Jones, whose full-court
press defense was just as big
as his II points.
Murray will face a 16-5 Somerset squad in the first round
of the statewide tournament, and
if they win, face a potential
secorid-round matchup with
Rose Hill Chnstian. which features highly touted signees
Dakotah Euton (Kentucky) and
Chad Jackson (Louisville).
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TODAY'S IINRIP SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler

608 Ma, 1, • 761 )341

TV, radio
TODAY
YEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Louisville at Connectkui
II p.m.
ESPN — Omani:ma Stele at
Oklahoma
10 p.m.
ESPN2 — Cal Poly at Pis-4.WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
II p.m.
ESPI42-Tennessee at Duke
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Advertisers are requested to cneck
the first insertion of thee ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported invnediatery so corrections can
be made
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Born during she
blizzard of '78
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"Mr. Jay" a
Happy 30th
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Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Physical Therapists and PTAs for our
Home Health Agency. Part-time and fulltime positions are available. Flexible
schedules are also are available.

Birthday!
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Legal
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Interested
candidates
must
be
a
Registered Physical Therapist or PTA
licensed in the State of Tennessee. New
grads are welcome.

Legal
Notice

rumuc rioncE

An ordinance amending the Calloway County budget for
the fiscal year 2007-2008, to include unanticipated reee]pts
In the amount of$136.000.00 in the Road Fund and increanIng expenditures in the area of $136,000.00 was adopted irS
the Calloway County Fiscal Court on January 15. 200S A

may of the adopted ordinance with full text is available for
public inspection at the Ace of County Judge/Executive
,
1Larry Elkins during normal business hours.

4

Invitation to Bid

No 14

Lawn Mowing Services
ot
ay
ma 62
unda y

The Calloway County Board of Education is accepting sealed bids for Lawn Mowing Services for the
Calloway County School District. Bids will be accepted until 2.00 p.m.. Tuesday. February 5, 2008.
Specifications are on file at the Board office at 2110
College Farm Road, Murray. KY 42071. Any interested bidders may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by calling
Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The Calloway County
Board of Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.
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BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
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LAURRAY State graduate looking for information about "Martin mitr
located on Clarks River
in Northeastern part of
Calloway County during 1800s/1900s. It you
have any knowledge
about this mill or can
provide any information as to its existence,
please
write
to:
Boxholder. 632 North
12th Street. #146,
Murray,
Kentucky
42071 Please give
name and phone number

University
Barber Shop

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

P Truck Stop is
Accepting applications
for experienced deli
personnel FT & PT
positions
available
Above average starling
pay with people vrtio
are honest and reliable
and able to deal with
the public in a friendly.
courteous
manner
Please apply In Person
BP Truck Stop
2185 US Hwy 841N
Murray, KY 42071
EOE
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Farm Equips/tem
Ream Equipment
Simla Equipment
Rreacoa
*Mai
Moan HMO Lots For Saki
Slane Romeo For Sale
Monde Norms For Rent
Mobile Ram Lots For Rent
Eimineas Ramis
Apartments For Rent
Roans For Rent
Souses Fa Rent
Stomp Flentels
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Uremia* II SuPPass
Pubk Sal.
Land For Rerd or Leese

Real Eatile
Lake Property
Late For Sale
LOU For 14,19
Farina For Sale
Screams
Mame For Sale
Motorcycles I AP" e
Auto Ports
Soon Utility Vehicles
Used C.ars
Yens
Used Trucks
Campers
Boas I Motors
Serried. Mired
FM Column
Tobacco 0 Suppiles
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$8.25 Column Inch, 60'i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
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$8-25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
+3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart
Saver)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Frida
y 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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CADIZ Real Estate
classes begin
February 1st at Super
8 motel
(270)223-0789
deloiseadarns0yahoo
COM

"Church nursery attendant. Sunday mornings. $29 per
Sunday. Send resume
to First Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main
St., Murray, KY
42071. 753-6460"

We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus, health,
vision, dental, and retirement. Interested
candidates should send a resume or apply
in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

GLENDI INC.
Murray, KY
Taking applications for:
• Full/Part time drivers with a Class A CDL
• Must have a good driving record,
23 yrs of age and 2 years experience
• Earn up to .4(pm
• Good home time
• Paid Holidays/Vacations
• Health Ins. and Retirement Plan

Please call 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9AM-4PM
Also, needing Owner Operators

Arbor Place of Livingston
has the following opening

RN- Administrator
42 bed Personal Care Horne located in Smrthland. KY
Must be licensed as Regstered Nurse in state of KY
Health Insurance, Dental. Vision and Life Insurance
Expenenced in Long Term Care a plus
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales
1,60k+ potential income
possible Great benefits Sales expenence
required
731-584-9429

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will he redirected
to pbnetwork corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
webstte. not all listing,
on the iobnetwodi corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
listings Thank vou

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you( Full time and
part time positions
available
APPN at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVER with Class A
COL to pull mobile
homes 270-293-1837
FULL & part time positions now available at
Subway APPN In Wean. No phone calls
please.

Contact: Kristy Briggs, RN, CNC
(270)748-7602
NURSE'S AIDE
Prefer CNA or CMA, but will train. We

are
looking for someone who enjoys working
with the elderly. Good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE
060
Help Illontsd
FULL Time
Bookkeeper needed in
Accounting
Department
Applicants should be
able to handle all
aspects of
accounting This is a
full time position 5
days a week Monday
- Friday 8:00 a.m. to
500 p.m. Starting pay
$10.00 to $12.00 an
hour based on experience. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071.
HELP Wanted Hiring
both days and nights.
Weekends a must
Apply in person after
1:00 PM. Ouizno's.
1203 Chestnut Street
MAINTENANCE
personal. 10-hours per
week, at University
Heights Apts. 1734
Campbell St. Murray,
KY (270)759-2282
PART time he needed Must friendly & personates. Apply in person
at
Oakwood
Studio, 1003 N 4th.
753-7050

NEW PAY SCALE!!
Brilthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications tor the following positions: Fulltime LPN
We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky.
Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Ortve-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phon• cabs.
OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVR (800)468-6087

060
Hob Wanted
RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
Must provide direct
supervision and assistance to residents of a
group home for the
mentally ill.
Other
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
and maintaining facility.
Behavioral
Health
Initiatives is how hiring
for part time positions
at our Puryear
Applicants must possess the ability to
relate well with residents and staff.
High school diploma or
equivalent and valid
river's License is
regyired.
Eiril is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Please send resume
to:
Behavioral Health
Initiatives
36C Sandstone Circle
Jackson, TN 38305
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-R,
Murray. KY 42071.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

t J> •
'0 labp(.

WANTED Salesperson
who is knowledgeable
on motorcycles, computers a has sales
experience Call Ruth
Ann at Hannigan
Motorsports
(270)753-4256
090
Dominic I Oildeare
CLEANING houses. 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
NEED your house
cleaned"
Ref if needed
759-9031
978-6554
OPENING with inhome daycare. $80
weekly. $20 daily.
Discount on multiple
children.
Audubon
accepted. Call to find
out about the fun activities and learning experience your precious
one can be a part of.
Call 753-7031 or
293-5212

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
7593550
140
WWII 10 elrf

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h.
Murray

Chock us out
on the Web!
svnuntraVedgman

INSURANCE

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
3114 lam St
Masyray. KY 42,71
27(0754149411

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

MILM
1411531224757

All Oscar.Traaspirtatisa •Airport Service • Certified Drivers

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR M1 CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

6 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS
PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETITIVE RATES

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

HOUSTON ELECTRIC IL

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Ferry

All Types of Refuse Service

4116 1400485-6033

Security mid Camera Systems k
Fire Alarm inspection
Po.
Electrical Construction/Repair
Fast Response Service 24/7

all lill Stephero, or lulie

and place sinir ad today!

ri WSW*

1521

Want lofty

WASTE oll wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-22 1 5
150
Articles
For Salo
27" functional TV with
remote, $60. Black
Sauder entertainment
center, $20 Take both
for $70. You haul.
Leave message at
293-3101
4-YEAR old Kitchenaid side-by-side 25cubic ft„ indoor water
& ice, $1,150. Nice
Cherry wood office
desk wrtile drawers
Lateral 2-drawer file
cabinet $350/both.
753-9508
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions'
Flat screen Plasma &
LCOs. Rear Protechon
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
LEATHER
saddle
bags, 2 piece tounng
luggage. canvas cover,
fits Kawasaki motorcycle. $225 Oak rocker,
$100. Upnght freezer,
$50. 270-762-0287

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HO programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

270
Mobilo Homes For Salt

OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check! 3BR
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old.
Large
deck.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
-OWNER
FINANCE*** 28X68,
3BR, 2 bath, 10 acres.
$4,950 down $695.00
month. Hardin.
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerly Broker

SPRING
Break:
Acapulco, Mexico.
(2) IBR suites available April 4-11. Mayan
Palace Acapulco. All
the amenities. $500
per unit or $900 for
both. (270)705-5570
for more info

[Eak•-.

LARGE
SELECTION

USED APPLIANCES
WARD (LIONS

On the Squur!!

Bross n

.n 753-1916

140

SMALL camper, single
axle, good shape
753-3128

IsaacsiKarrn Isaacs, Owners

ALARM Commercial Waste
Disposal

Call for a Free Estimate

Honeywell

2711-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

227-3574

TENNESSEE

Asphalt
Company is accepting
applications for expenenced laborers and
operatiors for asphalt
paving crew and plant.
Must have previous
experience in a similar
position. Must have
valid driver's license
Apply in person at
1815 E. Wood St.,
Pans. Absolutely no
phone calls. Drug Free
Workplace and Equal
Opportunity Employer.

VISA

Muirdy

(270)753-1713
WASHER & dryer.
$200. 753-6609
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale.
pick-up or delivery.
Call for pnces
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 1Gft. front
porch and bnck Nailite
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
$29.900 or finance for
$1.500 down payment,
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
'97 16x80. Includes
12x20 deck. 200 amp
service, like new appliances. 753-3532 or
293-8140

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

'2BR $225
'3BR $275
753-6012

UOUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.

1BR. venous locations
$275-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

Homes For Rs*

*

rit Be A

WHITE oak firewood,
$50. 270-227-9042.
270
Wells Homes For Salo

*subscribe to the

--OWNER
FINANCING16x80 3BR, 2 Bath. on
3.5 acres, Pans.
$3,950 down. $545
month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byer!), Broker
-OWNER
FINANCE***
No credit check! 2003
3BR 28A doublewide
in Puryear Large deck,
$3.500 down, $495
monthly Call Rainer
270-753-2222
"'OWNER
FINANCE"
No
Credit Check,
Completely
redone
2BR IBA singlewide.
wafer view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2.900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222
2000 Fairmont 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 2x6 walls, Amish
built, nice_
270-489-2525

*

*
•
• LEMURRAYDG R&TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 no.

Icancway,

in.30
--.$9900

Rest et KY/TN
(Pryor & Ihnhooki

3
1

lyE

-$13L00

I Check

Local Mail
3 mo.- -433.00
6 mo.
I yr.--4104.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 Imo.-.475.00
6 too.--496.00
1 yr...-4145.00

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name_

1
I St. Address
I
City
I
Zip
State
Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1918

•

••••••

A

e•
•••

▪

•••

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

41$ • Monday. Janiuu, 28. 2008

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS

1

NOW AVAILABLE:

Some restrictions apply
Call luy lot &tuts... 270-762.1044 or

& 276 t04-oss4) rry#1400-648-6056

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

3 buildings tor sae,
downtown commercial
IxdPefly
(270)293-4855
COMMERCIAL building 1.200 se a many
recent improvements.
Excellent condition
Located in high traffic
area, 717S 4th St
Many possibilities
$75,000 753-7668
days or 753-4919
nights

1505 Durgin() Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
()tic And Is Bedit tint Apar-twin,

lea
Used Cars

1111Faren F-or SAN

1750 Lowy, Drive Murray. KY 42071
2 BrdriNim - $434
Hedrrionr $495
3 Bedroom - Int rime Bawd
• lire Cal*• Wa
Drya. kaitgc. thstivra%tier.
& ki-trigrraiiir Provided • All Llestric • Carpet &
t
lilc • Central Hear A Air • Psuo/lik•ck

Murray Ledger & Times

43-1,2 acres North
Calloway
County.
$174,000 Call
293-2030

2004 Ford
Thunderbird convertible with hard top,
red, 15,w miles One
owner, bought new at
Parker Ford. $25,000.
753-1566, 227-1391.
2000 Lincoln
Continental, 80.xxx
miles. good tires
$6,000 436-5747
before noon

Let us build your new home!

Amor
5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater,
hwy frontage tobacco
barn, good water for
irrigation or livestock
Owner financing possible will divide
1270)489-2116
if no answer leave
message

2 car garage with gas
heat Good for ca
detailing or body shop
$500 monthly
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime loca
lion 753-2905
293-1480
OFFICE space available 1.600 sq ft parking lot, roadside lighted
sign 901 Sycamore St
$1 ,200/mo 293-2098
or 753-5500

2,250 sq.ft. living, 3BR. 2.5BA,
2 living rooms. 5175,000.00 on your lot.
$199,000.00 on our lot in Riverfield Estates,

Call Matt Jennings - 270-293-7872

gla

ss For Sale

BRICK 38FV2BA new
furnace water heater.
sewer line, ceramic.
windows,
cabinets,
paint,
refrigerator,
stove 1102 Poplar
$135000
Call for
appointment Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224

460
Hams For Salt

Used Trucks

NEW Construction in
city limits & pnced to
sell' Over 2700 sq.ft,
living area 4BR 313A
$259,900
Call
Campbell Realty
759-8780
THREE bedroom 1
bath bnck home, with a
shed.
outbuilding,
tobacco barn and 8
acres
Located in
Hazel. 5115.000.00.
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

"'OWNER
FINANCE
'Fermat Heat and Alf
No Credit Check'
Ai,epting.Appli.anon,
Clean & nice 3BR 1
bath home on quiet tot
()MT Hours a.m. - 12 p.m.i6
in Puryear. 1,292 sq ft
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
hardwood floor, appliCLOSE to MSU. all
ances city water &
hardwood floors, fresh
sewer $3,900 down,
paint and ready to
$475 month
Call
move into. 480 2BA
Rutile (270)753-2222
$79,900 Call Campbell
1 Bedroom Apartment
TOTALLY remodeled,
FOR rent 26R
***OWNER
Really 759-8780
i;lean and nice all
hardwood floors, new
Duplex, 1302
FINANCE-•
appliances including
carpet
and
much
Valleywood $400/mo.
No credit check, Clean
HEATED workshop
morel' Don't miss this
no pets
761-7355
and nice 380 1BA (also space for extra
MI6swam
one, $125,000 Call
(270)436-5496
home on of in Puryear,
NOW LEASING
vehicles/boat)- open
_
Campbell Realty
1 OR 2br apts near
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
1.292 sq ft. hardwood
kitchen with keeping
BOSTON Terner/Ra
759-8780
downtown
Murray
appliances
We accept Section
Terner mix 1st shots & floor,
room- three bedrooms
starting at $200/mo
$3.900 down, $475
8 vouchers
-two baths For more
wormed
$50
753-4109
monthly. Call Ruthie
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
into
(270)227-4872
(270)753-2222.
902 Northwood Or
259FiobinHood U Lorett
1&2 BR apts. 1 -year
DOG Obedience.
Monday.
&Jobs com or
lease 1BFI $35000.
1.320 sq. ft. country
436-2858
BARBEROSA Cycles
Wednesday, Friday
Rebecca 293
28R $47500 Call
home on 1/2 acre 3puppy
LLC
Phone 759-49.9.4
3155 CENTURY 21
Hamlet North Apts
bed.
1-bath,
2-car
Male. 8 weeks old
AN service & repairs
Equal Housing
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-7559
garage.
Please
call
AKC, clew claws
270-382-2444
Opportunity
293-1083
1BR
furnished
or
removed. shots &
TDD 41.800-648-6056
unfurnished. low utili•
2 story 38R 28A. 1
wormed, $300
1\1\111)1 11
ties, no tease required. ONE Bedroom. nice. (270)251-0310
Aulo Parts
office. 2 car garage.
1)1 It I RI I It 1'
Washer/Dryer. pet & evenings
no pets S250/mo 2702.400 sq ft living.
smoke
tree $350 00
753-3949
4,000 total Landon
(270)226-8006
Hills Subdivision
firR.-S3
-7)0-/Moi,-/eing.
VS., ITAIS
(270)210-3781,
orator stove. disheftS sots ers.k111111
14. 15. 16 inch
(270)559-2032.
washer. washer &
llgo
12711171,1.110M1
ltaiis For Real
PROFESSIONAL
Starting
at S20
dryer. pets allowed
380 25A brick Newly
Horse Shoeing
1621•A Chris Dr.
mounted
decorated,
stove
2. 3 & 4BR houses
Contact for scheduling
753-4219
refrigerator
Lease
Large LAKE house. Three
&
deposit 270-906-6922.
fenced in backyard & bedroom 2 bath with
18R. all appliances. required 753-4109
270-978-5280
double garage, waterstorage Large trees
Unneersity Heights. no 3/2 bock ranch on
822 S
91h
oft front lot, with trees
pets.
year
lease. Melrose City utilities
Land For Awe or Lease
tallly WWI*
storage shed, floating
Glendale
5325/mo • deposit
and schools All elec
boat dock, concrete
753-4937
tric 2 car garage
TOBACCO ground
ramp
Also.
farm
loins boat
Large fenced yard
99 Lexus 0X300
28R 28A. garage all
approx 13 acres, highly
$275,000 00
Call
Cherokee Hills Farm
Silver/gray,
New
appliances $650
gray
productive land, water
753-2905 or 293-8595
121S, New Concord
leather seats, mooncentral HVAC system.
436-5685
available. 32x52 barn
lOrni from KY Lake
root,
annual lease Ray
steering,
tilt
"MR apartments availclose by May be
Lots of deer, turkey, MUST See"Just built
cruise, p-steering. CD
270-767-0615
Able Great location 1
leased also
2.500
sq ri
brick
good building spots
player, fold down back
'oar lease. 1 month 38R 18A 306 S. 1581.
(270)489-2116
home Double garage
J D Williams
seat, smooth quiet nee
deposit, no_.
9490/mo. negotiable.
Pnvate & beaufitut
753-6406,
753-4443
with very good condi753-2906
No pets. 759-4626
acre tot, 3/4-mile to
COLDWATER 2/38R,
tion Michelin tires.
2181 duelers. 28A. 388 28*. all welltown. $130.000 270brick.
owner
Seeming
Good condition, 270wage No pets
dnces C H A in Hazel
519-8570 by owner,
M..,Ira, a i111•14, i Ail
possible 800 986
%53-9343, 270-227/53-7457 or 227-3054
$525.
references.
Murray
fklameas
2789 Exl 2051
4869
deposit no pets
281Tdc-ipiti-x-, nic
II reri near aal,,,Tr..1 N.
270-753-1059
.rivatt ID the Feirta• •
CAVA.'Indianan; fur.
I I.uvarv4 ket wIwliau..
nrshed Various loca501 South fen 3 bedJima to attrataa aiv
tions Coleman RE
room
I
en* Imotanon ot draft
bath.
,
t1,1 barest on rat mint.
HAPPY. BIRTHDAY for Important information might
washer/dryer,
753-9898
dishgrn. *ex. hand.aff rapier,
46
washer,
Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2008:
point you in a new direction. How
refrigerator.
.rr nahmal cavern or war.
2BR, $285. C/I-VA.
rn4 at j.hpt..•
you deal with someone might
living/dining
nde r st4nd that others otten
near MSU Move in stove.
eluv. 4rturat,,,nr Ot i
,
rnrr
rooms bonus room, tom
change as a result.
tree days 753-9898
SS ill look to you to take the lead.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Much might he going on behind
381,48R, 28A available screened porch hardrem',
wocxl floors
r" th.r
'mu!/.( rarer,
now.
the scenes this year. You might **** Others will show their
appliances
27, •• • ill
inal rstatr tsres/
true colors Examine what needs
Coternari RE 753-9898
,iirtrrn tt, More par, •
feel that others are pushing your
to be done, and you'll make good
Irderal la.
38R Duplex water kir
buttons. If you are single. he
decisions You might opt to head
*al kvatarnigh A.,era
noshed. $700/mo.
careful me to hook up too fast, in a new direction
.1,tavarat kw mai rade '
or do somelease & deposit
NT 1.10101.11 14 fit
or you might have regrets. thing very different
pr..... arc hero,
A8F Warehousing
required 227-0375
Carefully
get
to know someone GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
+atia dwe4in5• atiNrrtr.,1
Near MSU $20-50
ad.g.ir
380 townhome 2 58A
Nuri
you are interested in. If you are *** Pace yourself and be
7`,1 7668
reingerator
attached, the two of you need to easygoing What happens could
r tutthre a.tain, on*, ta"
washer dryer, dish
G &C
SJsrfnung ffr,r r•
find new ground on which to be most surprising if you remain
washer, oven, stove
oatact '.AA
STORAGE and
relate. Consider taking a cou- open. Your finances need studyst.uct -in,MA'
400
so It
ing. whether you like it or not
PROPANE
ples' seminar or workshop.
Conveniently localec
You head in a new direction
119E Main
SCORPIO can he challenging
near MSU Newly
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
1270) 753-6266
refurbished
$66c[
Cell (270) 293-4183
*****
Your
creativity
month 50. oft 1s1
The Stars Show the Kind of emerges when dealing with a
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
month $800 (Moos,'
WANT to know the Day leull Have: 5-Dynamic; child or an interesting issue Let
required
No pets
KEY MINI
value of your home 4-Positise. 3-Average; 2-So-so: your mind flow, and you'll get
Utilities not inCluded
or commercial
results Speak your mind Don't
WAREHOUSES farm
270,348-0458
properly on today's
have the illusion that others wilt
48R townhorne 2 58A
market?
necessarily agree
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
1850 St At 121S
CNA.
refriper ator
Need help with that ••**
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Relate individually
Murray, KY 42071
washer, dryer.
purchasing or selling Listen to what is happening *** Basics demand a tot of
270-753-5562
washer oven. sr . •
decision" Give US a beyond your immediate
attention
Come
from
an
cede
I .400
Calli Prolessionai reit
sqfr,
Conveniently located
RENTALS able service
near MSU
Newly
Darnell Appraisal &
MINI-STO
RAGE Consulting
refurbished
$840
Matt
Now
renting
month 50*. oft 1st
Jennings
Located .a -7.ii S 4411 Si
month $800 deposit
owner appraiser
270-436-5496
required
No pots
270-753-9999
Utilities not Included
270-293-6906
270-348-0458
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
ornerstale
on*, available
Realty 81 Rental
753-2905 or 753-753i
Rental Propen% A

USED TIRES

i

Cell 753-560

2003 Toyota 4-runner,
charcoal grey. 4-door
sport, 2WD, power
sun-roof, towing pkg.
luggage rack. $19,000.
(270)227-5759
94 Chevy 1500 Ext.
Cah -- 200,000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
condition $2600
(270)804-3566
'90 red Chevy LWB
Silvered° 1500. V8,
tool box, towing package. Great work truck.
753-7861,
$2,600.
(270)293-6115,

111311L9ws
COACHMAN 27
Camper, ref. mic
stove, shower, toilet,
full size bed. stereo,
CiHrA. TV, awning.
super nice, everything
works. $5,000
436-5508 293-5507

436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage. yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY MILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman
Service.
Odd lobs. Free estimates (270)762-0910.

it==l
igg
Over 40 pearl exp.
Sales & lastalkitioa

753-7728
ULM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,

Landscaping 8.
Leal Vacuuming
Satrifaclinn guaranteed

753-1816 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.0
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring •Decks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

CREATIVE
BUILDING
buildings, home
additions. remodeling.
vinyl sidin& hardwood
flooring, concrete
Affordable rates
Metal

474-8555

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Nowt Norma
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - hig or small

753-9562

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839
GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered(270)293-1924

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

Horoscope

V.

Ilamilton tiranitti
&r. Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

JOE S JOBS

"• l--1.1-14 •

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All rumodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
THE Murray Lndger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur,
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

*Inside cremate control

Lae

GMPLEX 28R. 28A. t
year old, 404 Bernd
Cl North no pets
(270)3764746
12701841.5653
0-8e
- tilrY•STAFF
Apartments
Universey woe
1100Swices yard
mowed nice
$500/mo 753 43096

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sale & clean
-We serf boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9800

Anus we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger A Irmo
•rr. •ii roir.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3653

Nooses
LOG CABIN
ONLY $69 900
Lake Access
W/FREE Boat Mips
Own the dream New
2126 if log cation pkg
at spectacular lail000

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Pe

enc
hod
FREE: 3- 1-yr old, 3
puppies, 3 months,
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anchored position You might not
know what to do or where to
head You could feel held back
by a money matter Not so
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be a tad too
senous for your own good Know
when to pull back You might
want to loosen up some and
express your feelings

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Curb spending You might
be out of kilter and want to
spend, spend. spend If you
don't want a disaster, be careful
Be happy that an opportunity
wings your way.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**ire* You know what you
want Getting there means focus
and determination Don't allow a
setback to stop you You will
achieve your goals Resolve an
issue with an older person or
friend

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Understand that you might
be stoppable. whether you like it

or not. Investigate possibilities
rather than act. Right now, keep
your own counsel, and you will
succeed. Trust your judgment.
Expect changes.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Go for what you want.
You alone could tnp yourself up
Claim responsibility, and everything will work as smoothly as a
well-oiled engine Ask for support from a friend or loved one
You just might need it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Knowing when to say
enough and take a stand could
be far more important than you
realize right now Often others
eye your performance and
thought process Go for what
you most want.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Let your visions direct
you Opt to head in a new direction if you feel uncomfortable
You might be surprised by what
you find out Investigate possibilities with an eye to a different
stance.

A free radon test kit is available at your local
health center, while supplies last.
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For more information about radon and the steps
you can take to protect your health, please visit
HYPERLINK "http://www.epa.gov/radon/nram/public.html"
www.epa.gov/radon/nram/public.html.
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Richmond For NI-A
See Sports
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The Grand Home Give-A-Way!
Tickets On Sale Now - $100/ea

United Way of murray/Calloway

ONLY 4,000 WILLIE SOU:II
Tickets are evathele re BUT Bank, Haiti" Bs*The lihuray Beak,Ilegissa Bank and US Bank or you nay also purchase tickets by
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68/80's future hangs in budget balance
ROAD CLOS
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A "Road Closed" sign blocks the eastbound lane of Ky. 68/80
at its intersection with Brinn Road.
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The 42nd Judicial Circuit Drug Court of Marshall and Calloway
Counties is holding an open house Wednesday to give the public a
personal glimpse into the program.
"We want the public to be aware of what's going on," said Circuit
Court Judge Dennis Foust, whose jurisdiction covers Calloway and
Marshall counties. "We want the community to see what a difference this can make in their lives; this is not an easy way out for any-
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet officials are awaiting details of Gov. Steve
Beshear's 2008-09 budget proposal to determine whether they will complete construction on Ky. 68/80 between Murray and
Mayfield on schedule.
Funding was previously allocated for
completion of the project; however with a
$1.3 billion state budget crunch predicted
for the next three years it's possible the construction could face a set-back.
Keith Todd, a spokesman for the KTC's
Department of Highway's District One and
District Two offices in Paducah, said department officials won't know for sure until
mid-February.
"At this point it is too early to say
whether an individual project would be
impacted by the budget," Todd said. "We'll
know more in a couple of weeks. We'll be

presenting the six-year road plan to the legislature, I think, in the second week of
February."
The Purchase section of the construction
from Kentucky Lake to Mayfield was scheduled for completion by the end of this year
or early 2009. The Aurora-to-Cadiz section
of the plan will reportedly take an estimated
10 more years to complete and will be the
most expensive because it involves new
bridges over Kentucky and Barkley lakes.
Economic development leaders in
Murray-Calloway County and across the
Purchase area — as well as a lot of drivers
— are hoping the western section will be
completed on schedule. However at least a
brief delay is expected in letting of contracts
until more is known about available funding, according to state Rep. Melvin Henley.
"That was supposed to have been let this
month, but the fact that all the money was
spent in transportation they're not going to

do anything until the latter part of February
on any road contracts," Henley, D-Murray,
said Monday afternoon.
In Frankfort, lawmakers are trying to find
ways to overcome a $434 million fiscal
shortfall this year, $580 million in 2009 and
another $300 million in 2010. What they do
in 2008-09 will depend on the governor's
proposal; scheduled to be made public
today.
Beshear has already ordered 3 percent
cuts in all state agencies and public universities and warned that additional cuts of up
to 12 percent are possible over the next two
years. Meanwhile, school districts and
municipal governments are also playing the
waiting game. The Kentucky Department of
Education is proposing $46 million in cuts
to school districts across the state as part of
Beshear's request to reduce agency spend-

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
CALVERT CITY, Ky. —
Gov. Steve Beshear visited
western Kentucky Monday
making stops in Marshall, Lyon
and
McCracken
counties.
During his stay in the region, he
met with community leaders and
residents while also campaigning for Will Coursey, a
Democratic candidate for the
6th District state House seat.
Coursey is running against
Republican Marvin Wilson. The
seat became open after J.R. Gray
accepted a position as the governor's Labor Commissioner. A

The public will be able to meet participants of the program at the special election vote will be held
open house. The open house is being held from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. at next Tuesday.
312 S. 8th St.
Beshear told a group of
"They may be surprised about some of the people they run into," approximately 200 supporters in
said Foust. "The drug problem hits every segment
Calvert City that Feb. 5 is an
of society; it runs through all walks of life."
important date for citizens of the
The state-funded drug court program includes
office,
supervision, drug screenings, meetings, accounta- area. "Since I've been in
to
stay
close
I've
had
to
bility before drug court staff and peers, and an
aftercare program designed to equip participants Frankfort with budget work and
the legislators in town. But I
with life skills.
"Wit:rehab-oriented," said Foust. "We expect a made this trip to. let residents
lot, Those who get into it are saying they want to know that I know just how
important western Kentucky is
make that commitment."
Part of the requirement is obtaining a job after to the Commonwealth," he said.
Foust
"I'm from Dawson Springs in
graduation. Since the program's inception in
October 2006 as a pilot program and since it became a state funded Hopkins County, and it's long
program in August 2007, there has not been a graduation. But Foust past time that western Kentucky
said he is optimistic that current participants will graduate.
started getting the attention that
"What we want them to do is understand that when they're out of it deserves."
drug court, they're through with that lifestyle and are a productive
Beshear told the group, that
member of society." he said of the 13 drug court participants. as the first western Kentucky
understanding
"We're treating them as responsible adults with the
governor in 30 years, he would
that they're humans too."
make sure that this region got
the
part
of
drugs
but
in
trafficker
deals
a
drug
By legal definition,
that
attention.
pertrafficking
is
drug court's role is making a distinction in the way
"We've got a financial crisis.
ceived, said Foust. The violent drug trafficker who solely traffics
I figured the cupboard would be
for money is not someone eligible for drug court.
but I didn't know the cupbare,
court,"
drug
welcome
in
not
"Dope dealers and violent people are
he said. "They take away from (the program)."
As a result, participants in the program must be referred by an
attorney or judge and be screened and assessed by the drug court
team who determines whether an individual is accepted or not.
According to Foust. there are those who turn down drug court
because they would rather serve time in jail and return to substance
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
abuse.
Democratic Congress is poised
"Drug court is not an easy program." he said. "but they're doing to heed President Bush's call to
well. Mistakes are made. It's an inevitable part of it. That's not to help save the economy, but may
say we say it's okay but we're not going to throw someone out not give him much else after a
because of one mistake."
State of the Union speech that
The 42nd Judicial Court is one of 43 jurisdictions that received recycled many of the administhird
the
Kentucky
making
program
court
state funding for a drug
tration's past initiatives.
state to have statewide drug courts.
A lame duck president called
"We're trying to break the cycle instead of sending them to jail
again for immigration reform,
Foust.
said
back,"
they'll
be
where
an end to lawmakers' pet projects, control of Social Security
spending and making tax cuts
permanent. Democrats have
rejected those Bush initiatives
before.
And, in a sign that the dominant political battles will not be
in Congress, many in the House
chamber kept an eye during the
speech on Sens. Barack Obama
and Hillary Rodham Clinton —
bitter rivals for the Democratic
presidential nomination. They

& Times

GREG

Howard Dawes, right, of Calvert City, talks with Gov. Steve Beshear Monday afternoon at the
Calvert City Civic Center. Beshear was camapigning for Will Coursey, a Democratic candidate
for the 6th District state House seat.
Beshear is expected to talk tightlipped about what the govboard would be gone all together," he said. "We're going to about spending cuts and frugali- ernor will say in the speech, and
have to tighten our belts and ty in his first budget address to a spokeswoman Vicki Glass didwatch our expenses..We've got a joint session of the General n't return a phone call Monday
$600 million shortfall to deal Assembly tonight (Tuesday). seeking comment. However,
with and that's a lot of money to Lawmakers, meanwhile, are
me. But, together, we'll get this prepared for the worst.
The administration has been
done."

Democrats may heed stimulus package call

AP

President Bush, flanked by Vice President Dick Cheney and
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi acknowledges applause prior to
delivering his State of the Union address.
sat close to each other, but man- out to shake Sen. Clinton's hand
when she came near.
aged not to shake hands.
Bush is plunging into politics
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
who hours earlier had endorsed himself this week, raising
Obama over Clinton, reached money for Republicans from

Wednesday through Friday at
events in California. Nevada,
Colorado and Missouri. Other
appearances will promote the
themes from his speech.
Delivering the televised
Democratic response, Kansas
Gov. Kathleen Sebelius urged
Bush to work with a Congress
controlled by her party.
"The last five years have cost
us dearly — in lives lost, in
thousands of wounded warriors
whose futures may never be the
same, in challenges not met here
at home be ause our resources
were committed elsewhere," she
said. "America's foreign policy
has left us with fewer allies and
more enemies."
The president pushed hard
for "a robust growth package" to
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MHS Golden Girls dance team
heads to national competition

absolute best. This group, the advance to the finals(top 10)the
Special to the Ledger
group will conclude by competThe Murray High School smallest team I have coached, is
ing on Sunday afternoon.
confihardworking,
Golden Girls' Dance Team will amazing —
Coverage of the event will be
are
we
and
—
talented
and
dent.
National
2008
the
in
compete
on ESPN2.
available
in
got
we've
what
show
to
ready
Dance Team Championships in
The UDA National Dance
Orlando at Disney's Wide World Orlando."
"We may not become nation- Team Championship is the
of Sports Complex this weekend
champions, but it's not all largest national competition in
al
with more than 70 small varsity
about winning; it's about team- the world. The University of
teams across the country.
work and dedication, and I could Tennessee Dance Team National
Coach
Team
MHS Dance
be more proud of the com- Champions and University of
not
Kara Byrn Dowdy said this is
Cheerleading
the first time a Murray High mitted team that 1 am blessed to Kentucky
Champions choose
National
said.
she
day,"
each
coach
to
bid
a
earned
dance team has
The competition begins on UCA, and UDA National
the largest national competition
Championships for their yearly
in the world. "In addition, Friday evening. The MHS
competition experience.
in
compete
will
Girls'
Golden
only
the
also
Murray High is
Last month, the MHS Golden
Saturday
category
(porn)
dance team in region one to earn the
placed third overall in both
a bid to this year's national com- morning and also in the hip-hop Girls
hip-hop at the United
and
pom
afternoon.
Saturday
division
petition," she said.
(UDA).
Association
Dance
qualifies
team
the
if
said
Dowdy, in her fourth year as Dowdy
Mountain Christmas
coach, said this group is terrific. for the semi-finals (top 25), the Smoky
Championships in
"All eight of them work togeth- group will compete on Saturday Classic
Tenn.
Gatlinburg,
they
If
divisions.
er so very well; they deserve the night in both
Photo provided
Murray
UNITED WAY DREAM HOME GIVE-A-WAY NIGHT AT GAME: Tonight's (Tuesday's)
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State basketball
accepts an
Special Events Center Murray State University President Dr Randy Dunn, center,
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v. ill respond to the cuts and what
effect it will have on programs
and services.
Also Gina Winchester, executive director of regional stewardship and outreach at MSU,
w ill discuss this statewide initiative focused on university
efforts to promote regional economic development, livable
communities. civic participation
and public engagement.
Also addressed will he
MSU's recognition for the third
consecutive year by Kiplinger as

Urgent Care Center
Primary rt,
e
Car
MEDICAL CENTER

Primary Care Medical Center
provided Urgent Care and walk in
services for over 14 years

Primary Care Medical Center's New
Ut gent Care Center

• CARING. Coring professionals who deliver
medical care in a coring, respectful way

• AVAILABILITY. Seeing patients seven days a week and at night.
• RELIABLE. Primary Care Medical Center is a State-of the-Art medical facility that is
clean, safe and comfortable

• EASE. Convenience with easy parking and walk-in services
Loch time you visit, you'll receive the CARE you d expect to receive fror,
the devoted physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Center.
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Photo provided
Co2008 MHS Golden Girls are, from left, Alexis Lowdermilk,Hannah Cochran, Claire Bamett,
Chelsea
Brown,
LaShae
ptain
Co-Ca
captain Catherine Crass, Captain Courtney Billington,
Campbell and Lauren Bierbaum.

Parents of MHS sophomores urged to
attend PLAN meeting at 6:30 tonight
Murray High School parents of sophomores
are encouraged to attend tonight's (Tuesday's)
meeting at the MHS cafetena at 6:30 to discuss
PLAN results.
Information received from the PLAN assessment that was given in the fall will provide students and parents information on what the students
scores in English, Reading, Mathematics, and
Science mean. This information may be used to
support and guide students in career exploration
while scheduling high school courses to support
that career plan.
According to an MISD release, the benchmarks in each subject area are indicators for
post-secondary success in those contents. With
all juniors now being required to take the ACT, the
PLAN is an excellent resource for parents. students and the school to work together in building
supports for students in reaching benchmark on
the ACT assessment.
Eleanor Mills Spry. MISD assistant supenntendent of curriculum and instruction, said schools
are required to provide accelerated learning for

students not reaching benchmarks on the ACT.
"The information received tonight allows students and parents to preview their PLAN scores
in order to better prepare for the required ACT
assessment as a junior and at the same time.
identify students who may need additional instruction or interventions in specific content areas,"
she said.
Spry said this contributes strongly to the success of MISD students as they graduate and move
on to post-secondary or technical school experiences.
"We see using the PLAN information to drive
discussions between the school and home on how
to best maximize the high school curricular journey as students prepare for their lifetime careers.
The information parents receive tonight can be
overwhelming without receiving additional information from the presentation by the high school
counselor, Cleta Benningfield,- Spry added. "We
strongly encourage parents to make every effort in
attending tonight's meeting."

II Stimulus package ...
From Front

tax cuts to lapse would raise
bills for 116 million Americans.
but Democrats have cited the
nsing deficits as the war in Iraq
has dragged on.
The president warned, as he
has repeatedly. that pulling
Amencans out of Iraq too soon
would aid al-Qaida and undermine Iraq's government.
"Members of Congress:
Having come so far and
achieved so much, we must not
allow this to happen," the presi-
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jump-start the economy. asking
Democrats to avoid the temptation "to load up the bill."
spoke. Senate
he
As
Democrats already were planning to expand the package
negotiated by Bush and House
leaders from both parties. to
include tax rebates for senior citizens and an extension of unemployment benefits.
Bush said allowing previous
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one of the top 100 best values in
higher education in Amenca. the
MSU Campus Lights production
of"Bye Bye Birdie" and upcoming student life activities.
The show airson NewWave
19)
Murray (Channel
in
Mondays and Wednesdays at 8
a.m., noon and 6 p.m.;
MediaCom (Channel vanes by
area) on Thursdays at 6 p.m.; on
Murray Electric (Channel 15)
Wednesdays at 6 p.m.. and MSU
TV-II on Tuesdays and Fridays
at 6 p.m.
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MSU President Dunn to discuss
budget on Roundabout Murray
Special to the Ledger
Roundabout Murray. this
week will feature Murray State
University President Randy
Dunn discussing Gov, Steve
Beshear's executive order for a
three percent budget cut in this
fiscal year
Dunn will also discuss the
governor's call for state agencies and public universities to be
prepared for up to a 15 percent
total budget decrease in the next
biennium On the program Dunn
will discuss how the University
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•Brakes
•Shocks
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•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Betts, Hoses
•Used Tires

dent said.
Bush is likely to keep winning that one. Democrats have
tried again and again to set a
timetable for withdrawal, but
lacked the votes.
Congress has ignored Bush's
proposals to deal with millions
of illegal immigrants and to control Social Security spending.
"I ask members of Congress
to offer your proposals and
come up with a bipartisan solution to save these vital programs
for our children and grandchildren,- Bush said.
There's no reason to think
that Congress will touch Social
Security in an election year, and
any immigration agreement
would not involve comprehensive reform on an issue that has
deeply divided the nation.
Illegal immigration "must be
resolved in a way that upholds
both our laws and our highest
ideals," Bush said. That line,
which didn't propose a solution,
was applauded on both sides of
the aisle.
The president, speaking
about one of his signature programs, urged Congress to continue the No Child Left Behind
Act, saying."no one can deny its
results."
Republicans enthusiastically
applauded. Several Democrats.
who disagree, could be heard
laughing at Bush's conclusion
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Northup to nm to regain former
congressional seat, adviser says
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Anne Northup's absence from politics
turned out short lived, as the former congresswoman prepared a run
for her old seat and a possible rematch against her Democratic
nemesis.
Northup, a Republican who represented the Louisville-area 3rd
District for five terms, will file candidacy papers at the state Capitol
on Tuesday — the filing deadline, said her longtime political adviser,
Ted Jackson.
It would be Northup's third race since 2006, when she was ousted from Congress by Democrat John Yarmutti. Last spring, she lost
the state's GOP gubernatorial pnmary to then-incumbent Gov. Ernie
Fletcher.
Jackson said there was no worry about election fatigue for
Northup, calling her "a dnven, hardworking person' who is -very
much up to this race."
He said Northup's phone was "ringing off the hook" from supporters urging her into the race.
One of Northup's opponents in the GOP primary sounded
undaunted at the prospect of running against Northup, known as a
prolific fundraiser and tireless campaigner.

Fort Campbell soldiers killed in Iraq

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — Two members of Fort Campbell's
101st Airborne Division died in separate incidents in Iraq, the military
said Monday.
The Department of Defense said Staff Sgt. Robert J. Wilson, 28,
of Boynton Beach, Fla., died Saturday after a bomb detonated while
he was conducting a dismounted patrol in Baghdad. He was an
infantryman assigned to A Company, 1st Battalion, 502nd Infantry
Regiment, 2nd Brigade Combat Team.
Earlier, the military said Sgt. Tracy Renee Birkman, 41, died on
Friday from non-combat injuries in Owesat. Birkman was a native of
New Castle, Va., and was a light-wheel mechanic assigned to F
Company, 626th Brigade Support Battalion, 3rd Brigade Combat
Team.
She entered the Army in August 1988 and arrived at Fort
Campbell in June 2006, the post said.
Birkman is survived by her sons. Bradley Griffith. Joshua Birkman
and Ryan Birkman; and her parents, Phyllis and Gerald Griffith, all of
New Castle.
Wilson is survived by his father, Willie Wilson of Taylorsville. Ill.;
and Mother and stepfather, Peggy and Kevin Habian of Boynton
Beach.

Body found in car is grandson of
Dollar General co-founder

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Police have identified a body
found in a burned car at a rest area on Interstate 65 in southern
Kentucky. They say they don't suspect any foul play.
Kentucky State Police say the body of 46-year-old William Bruce
Dugas of Scottsville was identified by dental records. Police received
a report of the burning vehicle on Friday and Dugas' body was found
inside.
The Daily News of Bowling Green reported that Dugas was a
grandson of Cal Turner, one of the founders of discount retailer Dollar
General.
Dugas also was the stepfather of Lucas Goodrum, a man who
was cleared at trial in 2005 of charges stemming from the death of a
Western Kentucky University student two years earlier.

House passes bill that to allow
teens
to donate blood
FRANKFORT,

Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky House has passed a bin
that would allow 16-year-olds to donate blood.
State Rep. Mike Cherry says the measure should increase the
state's blood supply if it is signed into law. Twenty other states have
enacted similar laws.
The Pnnceton Democrat says the teens could donate only if they
have written permission from their parents and if they weigh more
than 110 pounds.
The House passed the legislation 87-0 on Monday. It now goes to
the Senate for consideration.

Murder charges refiled against' -

Iraq
war veteran
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OWN, Ky.(AP) — Charges are being refried against
an Iraq war veteran accused of killing a co-worker. Jeremy Shields
had already pleaded not guilty in Hart County Distnct Court to a
charge of murdering 34-year-old Wendy Sue Logsdon of Louisville.
The case has been refiled in Hardin County, and Kentucky State
Police say Sheilds may be arraigned on charges of murder and tampering with physical evidence on Tuesday or Wednesday.
Police say Shields bludgeoned Logsdon with a hammer, then set
her body on fire and dumped it along a gravel road. They say the two
may have had a romantic encounter. Shields' father, Lunesi Mau, has
said his son suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder because of
his tours of duty in Iraq as a convoy escort.

Special to the Ledger
Construction workers from
Chase Environmental are currently removing the former
Belcher BP station at the corner
of 12th Street and Glendale
Road. This is the first phase of
the expansion of Primary Care's
Urgent Care and Walk-in Clinic.
According to a release from
Primary Care officials, the first
phase will be the construction of
new parking before the construction begins on the east wing
of the medical center. New
construction in existing shell
space will be approximately
3,200 square feet of new office
space for Urgent Care and specialists.
"The new Urgent Care and
Walk-in Clinic will be a clean,
comfortable; state of the art
facility with convenient parking," the release stated.
Primary Care Medical
Center has been providing
urgent care and walk-in services
for over 14 years to the citizens
of Murray and Calloway
County.
"This is another expansion of
our efforts to improve services
that offer affordable alternatives
which meet patient demands of
convenience and a high standard
of care," according to Dr. Bob
Hughes, managing partner of
Primary Care Medical Center.
"This approach to offering

Ledger & Times photo-'

Workers with Chase Environmental Group were busy Monday clearing the site of the former
'
Belcher BP gas station at the corner of South 12th Street and Glendale Road for Primary
Care's expansion.
out-patient services all in one
setting and one office visit
enables patients to maximize
their time as they go about the
task of taking care of themselves
and their families. This is the
model of care that most health
care experts have pointed to as a

From Front
ing.
The proposed cuts would
come from professional development for teachers, the purchase of textbooks, the Safe
Schools program, and Extended
School Services that offer tutoring and other after-school services to students. According to
KDE figures, $31,269 would be
cut from Murray Independent's
ESS funds, $12,316 from Safe
Schools, $16,614 from professional development and $29,205
for textbooks for a total of
$89,404.
From Calloway

Beshear has warned in recent
weeks that painful cuts will be
forthcoming.
He has already ordered 3 percent cuts in all state agencies
and public universities for the
current fiscal year that ends June
30. He has also said in a worstcase scenario additional cuts of
up to 12 percent are possible
over the next two years.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards said Monday that he
plans to recommend an increase
in the state's 30-cents-per-pack
County, $77,872 would be cut cigarette tax to generate addifrom its ESS funds. $25,701 tional revenue to help offset the
from Safe Schools, $34,145 projected shortfall.
"The worst thing that could
from professional development
and $58,465 for textbook pur- happen from an increased cigarette tax is that some people
chases fora total of $196,183.
would quit smoking," Richards
said. "And that's not all bad."
Beshear has said repeatedly
since taking office that he
NOTICE
opposes any tax increases.

IN The South 641 Water
District will have a special
called meeting to approve the
2007 annual financial reports.
The meeting will be today
(Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. at the

Water District Office in Hazel.
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in special
session at 9 a.m. on
Wednesday in the conference room at the Calloway
County Courthouse. On the
agenda for the meeting is
approval of the sheriff's
department's 2008 budget,
the sheriff's state funding
advancement schedule and a
discussion of needs at the
Calloway
County
Road
Department.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

model for the future as baby
boomers age and their need for
services increases," added Dr.
Daniel Butler.
Primary Care Medical
Center's new offices opened in
October. This is the first new

expansion of the existing mcdical center.
The services offered in the.
Urgent Care and Walk-in Clinicare available seven days a week.
and at night, and no appointment-.
is necessary.

Richards said he will likely pur- the newspaper, I absolutely'.
sue a cigarette tax hike even if know nothing about what he's:.
the governor doesn't call for it in going to do," Williams said...
his budget address.
"We've had absolutely no conLast week, Beshear said his sultation or been asked for any
budget proposal for the next two input on the budget or anything
years will include no projected else since he's been up here." :
revenue from a tax on casinos.
Beshear scheduled budget
Beshear plans to ask lawmakers briefings for lawmakers this
to put a referendum on the ballot afternoon before his 6 p.m. CST
so voters can decide whether to address.
legalize casinos in Kentucky.
At yesterday's rally, Marshali
Beshear contends that allow- County Judge-Executive Mikt;
ing casinos to open, then taxing Miller asked the audience "bo-;
them, could generate $500 mil- patient with the governor. the::
lion a year for state government. legislature and the cabinet mem;
Though Kentucky has a long hers," he said.
tradition of wagering on horse
Calvert City Mayor Lynra
races, state law forbids casino

gambling.
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, said
Monday that he and other GOP
leaders haven't been given any
information on Beshear's budget
proposals.
"Other than what I've read in

Jones welcomed the itteugi teMO
city and said. "It's good to has c
a governor who understands that

the western boundaries of the
Commonwealth stretch all the
way to the Mississippi River." '
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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This entire examination is

FREE.
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1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3, Shoulder Pain
4, Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Sinusitis

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16, Aching Feet
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FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can
relieve your aches and pains_ This examination normally costs $150.00 or
more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test,a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess
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the results.
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Enjoy this concert at
Murray State University's historic Lovett Auditorium.
Murray, Kentucky
$15 rickets available at the door.
For more information call 753-4446.
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19 years on
Main Street
"Nothing happens in the play that is not normal and natural and ordinary. But by stripping the play of everything that
is not essential, Mr. Wilder has given it a profound, strange.
unworldly significance..."Our Town" is a microcosm. It is
also a hauntingly beautiful play."
Those were the words of theatre critic,
Brooks Atkinson, about the debut of Thornton Wilder's "Our Town," seventy years
ago this month. Imagine such a low key,
slice of life drama premiering today - no
special effects, no nudity, no celebrity
ingenue cavorting around in spandex and
Manolo Blahnik's. It would probably open
and close the same night.
"Our Town" begins with a recitation of
mundane facts about Grover's Corners,
New Hampshire, including longitude, latiMain Street tude, and the date: May 7, 1901. Then a
By Constance rooster crows and a new day begins. The
Alexander
narrator muses about dawn and the mornLocal
ing star, remarking that it "always gets
Columnist
wonderful bright the minute before it has
to go. Doesn't it?"
As it does in so many small towns, the
action begins on Main Street: Doc Gibbs, who just delivered
twins for a family of Polish immigrants, is heading home
where his wife has already started making breakfast. The
narrator is New England taciturn as he describes Grover's
Corners on a typical morning. He reels off facts about various families. what church they go
. to. how they died and
where they are buried in the local cemetery.
"In our town we like to know the facts about everybody,"
the Stage Manager says.
Over the years. the play "Our Town" has been praised by
many and criticized by some. A 2006 review of a production
mounted in Palo Alto. California. declares, -Thornton's famed
play is not exactly a walk on the Wilder side."
Though the critic, Marianne Messina, admits its focus on
the ordinary may have "worked once upon a time," she
asserts that the audience would be well-served if somehow
about halt of the first two acts had been "mercifully lost."
Moreos er. she dismisses the notion of the Stage Manager as
a sort of "white-haired Mark Twain doing 'Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood.—
But wouldn't the world be a better place if there were
more Mr Rogers types -- soft-spoken people with big hearts
and no pretense' We could use a few. more listeners, who
reflect on what they hear and lend a helping hand without
expecting rewards or recognition.
Later this week, I will celebrate 19 years of writing this
column Much has changed in ow town since that first article was path:lied Feb 2. 1989. Fisher-Pnce and Mattel have
laded into the sunset, as have various MSU presidents. Wal Mart has morphed into a super-store, and the Chen has
added new theistic% and stadium seating. Murray has gone
"moist," so those who enjoy a cocktail or a shot and a beer
CAR legally imbibe.
Alici4izn I first moved here. it was not so easy to get a
great cup of coffee, and forget it if you wanted de-caff.
Every restaurant was all smoking-all the time, and now we
have a few smoke-tree environments.
Our house used to be the sixth house on the left, about a
half-mile off Route 94 West. Now there is so much new
construction. we'se lost count
The list could go on much longer, but one thing that has
not changed in our town, much like in Grover's Corners, is
summed up in a poignant scene from Thornton Wilder's play
when the character Emily is allowed to go back to a day in
the past. a typical day. for a brief visit.
She ends up watching her family gather for breakfast on
her twelfth birthday.
"h goes so fast. We don't base time to look at one
another." she observes. "I didn't realize all that was going
on and we nes er noticed...
"Do any human beings ever realize life while they live it
every, every minute" she asks the Stage Manager.
"No." is the answer. "The saints and ports maybe.. "
Thanks to the Murray Ledger A Time and its faithful
readers for 19 years of "Main Street."
Read Main Street online at WWW.murraviedger.com. Con nu t the coluniniu (lire( tiv at
onitant ealetander tit neww aver-ono**.net.
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The pace quickens in Frankfort
As we closed out our
third week of the 2008 session of the Kentucky General
Assembly, the pace is beginning to pick up. (Tonight)
we will hear from Gov.
Steve Beshear when he
returns to the House of Representatives to address both
chambers on the state's
budget outlook. He has
already called the peke
'grini• and according to preliminary analysis by our
financial experts, the governor's descnption
accurate.
Kentucky's financial woes
can be attributed to many
causes on both the state and
national levels. A national
downturn in the economy,
high oil pnces, increasing
health care costs and a deteriorating stock market are
significantly impacting every
state budget in the country.
When you add in growing
numbers of Kentuckians on
Medicaid, state employee
pension concerns, necessary
university and infrastructure
construction projects, depleted
revenue surpluses and weak
revenue projections, you see
that a bleak fiscal stage has
been set for legislators to
craft a budget upon. beginning next week.
We must end this fiscal
year with a balanced budget,
as required by law, and even
with our current challenges. 1
am confident that we will
meet our responsibility.
House of Representative
Committee meetings are
gearing up around the Capitol Annex and bills addressing education, agnculture,
healthcare and other issues
are under daily discussion.
Two bills helping our military have been passed out of
the House and are on their

way to
the Senate.
House
Bill 57
would
give veterans,
members
of the
National
Guard,
Legislative and
Reservists
Update
a better
By Rep Melvin shot at
Henley
state
D-Murray
employment by
ensuring
that they get interviewed for
state jobs and that they are
identified as veterans on the
state register. Under House
Bill 57, if more than five
veterans apply for a state
job, then at least five of
them would be granted interviews. The bill also allows
veterans to receive bonus
points on state hiring exams,
the tool used by the Commonwealth's Personnel Cabinet to place names on the
register for certain categories
of State jobs. House Bill 57
passed unanimously out of
the House of Representatives
by a vote of 97 to 0.
Under House Bill 168,
veterans returning from out
of state military service who
find that their drivers' licenses have expired will now
have 90 days to renew the
license, provided they can
prove they were on military
assignment. This bill would
reduce the chances of returning military being cited or
charged for driving on an
expired license.
House Bill
168 was also voted out of
the House 97 to 0.

This was not the first
time the military-related proposals had passed the House,
which had approved both
bills in previous sessions
only to see them stall in the
Senate. To give the bills
another chance to become
law, they were resurrected
this session.
As of late Thursday, HB
57 and HB 168 were among
seven pieces of legislation
that passed the House this
week and nine bills that
have passed the chamber so
far during the 2008 Regular
Session. All of these bills
have been sent to the Senate, which could consider
any or all of the measures
in its committees and on the
Senate floor in coming days
and weeks.
Several of the bills that
made it through House committees this week were
approved by the House Local
Government Committee,
which handles legislation
affecting city and county
governments and other local
governance issues. Among
those bills were HB 246,
which would strengthen
ethics guidelines in local
government planning units.
FIB 83, which would address
merger of water districts
among other provisions. and
FIB 121, which would
require that $200 health and
life insurance supplements
currently paid monthly by
the state to permanently and
totally disabled firefighters
hurt in the line of duty be
adjusted annually for inflation. All of these bills are
now before the full House
for its consideration.
The House Banking and
Insurance Committee also
addressed life insurance

issues in Kentucky this week
by approving a bill that
would modernize state law
affecting the group life insurance market. That legislation,
HB 84, would make several changes to the state's group
life insurance law, including
raising the maximum amount
of group life insurance benefits reimbursed to nonbeneficlones from $500 to $2,000.
HB 84 is also now before
the full House.
While there is very little •
new information to report
this week on the state budget situation, more will be
available early next week
when Gov. Steve Beshear
presents his state budget proposal for the next two years
to a joint session of the
House and Senate next Tuesday. The House--which is the
chamber where state budget
bills must originate under the
state Constitution-- will consider the governor's proposal
when drafting the 2008-2010
budget bill in coming weeks.
I invite you to contact me
to discuss issues or legislation of interest to you. You
may leave a message for me
in Frankfort by calling the
legislative toll-free Message
Line at 800-372-7181, and
you can check the status of
legislation this session by
calling the Bill Status Line
toll-free at 866-301-9004.
You can also reach me or
any other state legislator
through the Legislative
Research Commission's website at wwwirc.state.ky.us.
Additionally, you can contact me by e-mail at
melvinfttme nhenley.com.
Periodic Lep. ive Updates
can be found oiny web
page. http:/;.:-.,Avi
nley.com.
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
As the promoter of the West Kentucky Boat & Outdoor Show. 1 would
like to respond to the letter that
appeared in your paper on Thursday,
Jan. 17, regarding the fact that the both
the men's and ladies Murray State Basketball teams could not practice in their
-home."
In 1990 when the funding for the
facility was approved by the Kentucky
legislature, it was for a -regional"
multi-purpose facility, and was to benefit everyone in the Jackson Purchase.
Yes, the Regional Special Events Center
happens to be the venue that MSU
plays their home basketball games, but
it wasn't built just to play basketball.
I fully understand that there may
have been some inconvenience on the
Nut of the men's and ladies teams in
having to practice at another location
on the campus of Murray State But,
there are other courts on campus and if
I'm not mistaken the courts are regula-

non size and the baskets are Hi feet
tall.
Both the teams won at Martin on
Saturday rught of the week in question.
And even if they hadn't, could you
really say that the fact that they had to
practice somewhere other than the
RSEC would have been the reason
why? I obviously have more confidence in our teams and coaching staffs
than the gentleman from Thompson Station.
What I don't understand is how anyone can question having something
other the basketball in the facility. The
basketball team does not pay to use the
Regional Special Events Center. however I paid several thousand dollars to
rent the RSEC for the Boat & Outdoor
Show. As a matter of fact, leasing the
facility for things ether than basketball
is what allows the facility to stay open.
Having several thousand people in
the facility during the Boat & Outdoor
Show has a direct impact on the entire

community. First, it showcases the
facility to those that may not attend
basketball games. Second, it brought
people into the community that ate at
our restaurants, bought gas at our service stations, stayed in our hotels and
shopped at our stores. Third. the Boat
& Outdoor Show was free to the public however, volunteers accepted donations and over $2,500 was raised for
the United Way.
Does basketball practice at Murray
State have this kind of impact on the
community? I think not. Should we
all wort together for the betterment of
this community, I think so.
On an
otherwise cold weekend, people were
able to attend a family friendly event
and enjoy themselves. So. a positive
direct impact on the community or a
little inconvenience to the basketball
teams .. you make the call.
Nancy Mieure
Hazel, Ky,
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VA angry, apologetic over
deaths at Marion hospital

Obituaries
Mrs. Made Eileen Erickson

Mrs. Catherine Wolf Kay

A memorial service for Mrs. Marie Eileen Erickson was at 5 p.m.
Monday at First United Methodist Church, Benton. Rev. David
ST. LOUIS (Al') - August.
Atkinson officiated. Burial will be held later in Buloxi National Investigators flagged 19 deaths,
The next month, the VA
Cemetery.
including that of a Murray man, installed interim administrators
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of over the past two years at a to replace the Marion VA's
arrangements.
Department of Veterans Affairs director, chief of staff, chief of
Mrs. Erickson, 87, Benton, died Friday, Jan. 25, 2008, at 11 a.m. hospital in southern Illinois as surgery and an anesthesiologist,
at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
possibly linked to substandard moving them to other positions
Preceding her in death were her husband, Francis Erickson; two care, an angry VA official said or placing them on leave,
brothers, Jack and Elmer Olson, and her parents, Harry Olson and Monday as he apologized to Kussman said. The anesthesiolaffected families and pledged ogist has since quit, Kussman
Mary Campbell Olson.
and
Hardin,
Cassidy,
said.
Julie
daughters,
two
include
reform.
Survivors
"The previous leadership will
The hospital in Marion. Ill.,
Diana Lee Flood, Lacrosse, Wis.; one son, Stephen Allen Erickson,
Kiln, Miss; one sister, Jean Glarner, Cobasset, Minn.; seven grand- undertook many surgeries that not return" to their former jobs,
its staffing or lack of proper sur- he said.
children; three great-grandchildren.
Neither Kussman nor the VA
gical expertise made it illon's 41 pages of findinvestigati
hospital
and
handle
to
equipped
Mrs. Mary Alice York
to ings named surgeons involved in
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Alice York was today (Tuesday) at 10 administrators were too slow
sur- the deaths, though Kussman
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Chaplain Frank respond once problems
acknowledged that much of the
Michael
Dr.
said
faced,
Queen officiated. Burial was in the Mt. Cannel Cemetery, Kirksey.
criticism has focused on Dr. Jose
affairs
veterans
U.S.
Kussman,
p.m.
8:55
at
2008,
26,
Jan.
Saturday,
died
Mrs. York, 62, Hardin,
Veizaga-Mendez.
undersecretary for health.
at her home.
Veizaga-Mendez - identitell you how angry
can't
"I
Westview
and
marketing
H.T.
by
employed
She was formerly
fied in Monday's report as
we
frustrated
how
and
are
all
we
Grove
Hickory
of
Nursing Home, Murray, and was a member
all are. Nothing angers me more "Surgeon A" - resigned from
Church of Christ.
Charlie L Satterwhite
when we don't do the right the hospital on Aug. 13, three
than
her
York,
Preston
John
husband,
Preceding her in death were her
The funeral for Charlie L. Satterwhite will be Saturday at 4 p.m.
Kussman told reporters days after Shank died. All inpathing,"
Price Ross, and two stepgreatat Pryorsburg Community Fellowship Church. Rev. Mike Miller and parents, J.E. Ross and Edwardine
during a conference call after tient surgeries stopped a short
Rev. C.W. Jackson will officiate. Visitation will be from 3 to 4 p.m. grandchildren.
releasing findings of the VA's time later.
Survivors include one daughter, Melissa Norsworthy, Hazel; one investigation and summarizing a
Sen. Dick Durbin, an Illinois
Saturday at the church at Pryorsburg. Blalock-Coleman & York
Tenn.; three sisters, Martha
has said VeizagaDemocrat,
General's
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.. Online condolences son, Thaddus Lee York, Paris,
separate Inspector
Henderson and Wanda Butler, both of Murray, and Wilma probe.
Mendez is linked to 10 patients'
may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
James, Junior and Jimmy Ross,
Mr. Satterwhite, 68, Mayfield, died Monday, Jan. 28, 2008, at Willoughby, Benton; three brothers,
Still. Kussman insisted, deaths at the Marion site, about
stepgrandchildren; one greatsix
ren;
grandchild
three
Benton;
of
all
Benton.
Hospital,
County
"what happened in Marion is an 120 miles southeast of St. Louis.
12:40 a.m. at Marshall
grandchildren.
exception to what otherwise is a Kussman declined to discuss it
A retired carpenter, he attended New Home Baptist Church. Born grandchild, Jacob Morris; 17 stepgreatlate
the
of
son
the
was
he
Tenn.,
County,
Stewart
in
truly quality health care system" Monday, saying he didn't want
March 18, 1939,
to influence additional internal
across the VA.
Charlie Louis Satterwhite and Mary Della Lee Satterwhite. One son, Kelley Walker
3 p.m. in the chapel
at
Sunday
ons of six of the site's
was
Walker
investigati
Kelley
for
affected
death.
funeral
help
in
The
him
will
VA
preceded
The
also
e,
Satterwhit
Gregory
Jeffery
officiated.
Jetton
Robert
said had "at least
he
Rev.
Hazel.
surgeons
of
ion,
Home
husband,
and
Funeral
compensat
of Miller
families seek
Survivors include one daughter, Melissa Ahlfield
Tenn. Online condo- either through claims against the one episode of substandard
Lee, Pryorsburg; one son, Larry Satterwhite and wife, Tonya, and Burial was in the Puryear Cemetery, Puryear,
.
U.S. government or with the care."
one brother, William (Billy) Satterwhite and wife, Shirley, all of lences may be made to wwwimesmillercom
Veizaga-Mendez and another
Mr. Walker,94, Murray, died Friday. Jan. 25, 2008, at 10:44 p.m. VA's disability compensation
Mayfield; nine grandchildren, Starr Russell, Kent, Kellie and Tony
no longer practice at the
surgeon
Katrina
said.
Hospital.
officials
and
County
lloway
program,
Christian
Charles,
Murray-Ca
at
Emily
Shaffer,
Satterwhite, Derek and Sarah
a
The remaining four
was
VA.
he
Marion
Motors,
resiMurray
General
for
of
wife
manager
the
Shank,
A retired quality control
Isabelle Ahlfield; four step-grandchildren: Katrona Rule, Nicki
Born dent Robert "Bob" Shank, who surgeons remain on staff but are
Church.
Methodist
United
Grove
Pleasant
dchildren;
South
of
great-gran
two
member
Ahlfield;
Charles
Fowler, LeighAnn and
minor cases at this
July 23, 1913, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late died following gall bladder sur- "only doing
longtime friend and caregiver, Tammie Tidwell, Mayfield.
said.
Kussman
time,"
also
those.
Walker,
of
gery last year, is one
Quitman and Artie Kelley Walker. One brother, Gaston
don't think the physi"We
found
on
investigati
VA
The
death.
in
preceded him
James G. Smith
killed the patients," he
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Provine Walker, to that at least nine deaths between cians
No local services for James G. Smith are scheduled. Burial will
last said. "We think the physicians
of
March
and
and
Walker
2006
Ronnie
October
sons,
two
1936;
7,
Oct.
Newburn,
married
in
was
he
cemetery
whom
be in the national military
Mich.; one year were "directly attributable" were trying to care for the
N.C. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of wife, Marie, Livonia, Mich., and Roy Walker, Plymouth,
Hubert to substandard care at the patients and did so in an inadelocal arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may sister, Mary Williams, Southgate, Mich.; one brother,
John Marion hospital, which serves quate way."
Dana,
Joseph,
ren,
grandchild
five
be made to Murray-Calloway County Hospital Walker, Northern Mich.;
Costello and fellow Rep.
veterans from southern Illinois,
Henry, Jacob and Hannah.
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
and west- John Shimkus, a Republican
Indiana
rn
southweste
died
Mr. Smith. 65, US Hwy. 641 South, Murray,
from Collinsville, Ill., called
ern Kentucky.
Saturday, Jan. 26, 2008, at 2:48 a.m. at his home.
to identify Monday's findings "shocking."
declined
Kussman
A retired operating engineer with Union 501, Las Vegas, Nev., he
those cases by patient or doctor, Durbin said the reports "confirm
served four years with the military police of the United States
though Rep. Jerry Costello, a what many of us in Illinois
Marine Corps. He was of Methodist faith.
Democrat from Belleville, Ill., feared"-that the Marion VA's
Born Sept. 20, 1942, in Norristown, Pa.. he was the son of the late
said those nine deaths were medical care was substandard
James Andrew Smith and Romaine Hughes Smith. One daughter,
linked to two surgeons he did and protocol for protecting
MOSUL,.Iraq (Al')-A sui- into a gray C-130 transport not name.
patients was ignored.
Brenda Jean Smith, also preceded him in den&
Survivors include his fiancee, Laurel Francis, Murray; two cide car bomber targeted a U.S. plane.
"As the inspectors who
34 cases the
an
additional
Of
permission
refused
Soldiers
the Marion hospital
daughters, Kathi Kehl, Hanover Township, and Dina M. Dawson. patrol today in Mosul, killing at
reviewed
patients
10
ed,
VA
investigat
to photograph the ceremony,
it, the quality of care at
put
le
Elk Grove Village, Ill.; three sons, Joseph J. Smith, Las Vegas, Nev, least one Iraqi and wounding as
questionab
of
result
the
as
died
and saying the pain of the sudden
ed their Marion was 'horrible." Durbin
Anthony Smith, Colorado, Lonny Walsh, Pennsylvania; one sister, many as 15, the military
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Mrs. Catherine Wolf Kay, 97, Birch Street, Benton, died Friday.
Jan. 25, 2008, at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A retired math professor at College of North
Central, Ill., and of Murray State University, she
had been church organist at First Presbyterian
Church, Downers Grove, Ill. She was a member of
Maple Spring United Methodist Church,
Daughters of American Revolution and Marshall
County Historical Society. She was active in the
"Big Singing Day" at Benton.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Riley
A. Kay, one son, David James Kay, her parents,
Claude Shannon and Mabel Wolf Shannon, and
Kay
one brother, Claude Elwood Shannon.
Survivors intlude one daughter, Pat Kay Gleiberman, Rockville
Centre, N.Y .; two grandchildren, Rachel Gleiberman, New York,
and Deborah Gleiberman, California; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral was Monday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Barbara Blackmon-Fortune officiated.
Burial was in the Maple Springs Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Maple Springs United
Methodist Church Memorial Fund,9643 U.S. Hwy.68 East, Benton,
KY 42025.
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Bomb targeting U.S. patrol
kills one Iraqi, wounds 15

Charles William Thompson Sr.

The funeral for Charles William Thompson Jr. was today
(Tuesday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. Mike Cummings officiated. Burial rites will be
s
Wednesday at II a.m. Eastern Standard Time, at the
Cemetery. Bloomfield, Ind.
Grandview
It
Mr. Thompson Jr., 87. Calloway Avenue, Murray,
died Saturday. Jan. 26, 2008, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
A retired fanner and founder and owner of Ginger Creek
Campground and Marina in Model. Tenn.. he was an Army veteran
of
of World War 11 and a 50-year Free Mason. He was a member
of
member
63-year
a
and
Church
Methodist
United
Martin's Chapel
the American Legion.
the late
Born July 1,1920, in Bloomfield. Ind., he was the son of
. Also
Walter Goebel Thompson and Ada Ellen Boswell Thompson
, infant
Thompson
Rose
sister,
one
were
death
in
him
preceding
brother and grandchild.
Ind.,
Survivors include two daughters, Charlene Shipp, Brazil,
sons,
five
Fla.;
Shores,
Beach
Daytona
and Karen Hagerman,
Thompson.
Charles William Thompson Jr., Vincennes. Ind., Paul
Tenn..
Furnace,
d
Cumberlan
,
Thompson
Chattanooga, Tenn., Walter
Thompson.
Brent Thompson. Columbia. Tenn.. and Bradley
one
Clarksville. Tenn.; 16 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren;
great-great-grandchild.
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Investments Since 1854

• Hearing Tests
• Hearing Aids
• Service
• Batteries
Michael Stone. BC-HIS

We offer the world's most
advanced digital hearing aids.

Present this advertisement
save up to 300,, OFF
manufacturer's retail price'

Call Today 270-753-8055
Toll Fro* 1-800-949-5728

G9 STONE-LANG CO
HEARING REHABILITATION

753917 Coldwater Rd.,
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Red Cross Blood Drive is
today and Wednesday
By LARRY DOYLE
Blood drives chairman
Wednesday
and
Today
between 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
the Red Cross Blood Services
Bloodmobile is set up in the
DilliCe Lounge of the Murray
State University ('urns Center
taking blood donations
One pint of blood can provide life sustaining benefits for
three people. Only you can
provide lifesaving blood. It can't
he done without your help.
Become a member of an exclusive group: The 5 percent of
the eligible United States population that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days ftt weeks and

encourage others to give blood.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donor's card, plcture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
staff to determine eligibility to
give blood.
Refreshments will be served.
The next scheduled Red
Cross blood drives in Calloway
County will be Thursday, Jan.
31. from 1:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Middle School.

Kemp speaks at WOW
Lodge 138 meeting
Effie Kemp was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Hatel Woodmen or the World
Lodge 1314 held at Harmon
building on C.C. Lowry Dnye.
Murray.
Kemp discussed the "Steve
McReynolds Community Essay
Contest- which is in memory
of McReynolds who died last
year It is sponsored by Alpha
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. Character Counts Coalition of Murray and Calloway
County, and the Murray Ledger
& Time%
The contest is open to youth
in third grade through adults,
all residents and students
carolled in local public or private schools. GED students and
home school students.

Youth Free-throw event will
be Thursday at Weaks Center:
Fr. Joseph Suffer Council #6897 of the
Knights of Columbus will sponsor the 2008
Youth Free-throw Competition on Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Weeks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.
This competition is open to boys and
girls, ages 10-14, according to Kevin D'Angelo, coordinator. It enables local youth to
advance to District, Regional, State, National and International levels of competition
and recognition. D'Angelo said "our counJo's
cil stands ready and willing to support the
Datebook costs
of advancement for our local youth
By Jo Burkeen
encourage all to try."
we
and
Community
information, contact D'Angemore
For
Editor
lo at 293-7061.

Photo provided
DONATION MADE: Jeff Morehead, representative for
Modern Woodmen of America, a fraternal life insurance society, presented a check for $2,500 matching the amount raised
by WATCH, Inc. from their aluminum can sales. Accepting the
check are Peggy Williams, director, back left, and Sandy
Bean and Melissa Dixon of WATCh (work activites training
center for the handicapped). Anyone wishing to donate aluminum cans to WATCH may drop them off in the wagon,
located at 702 Main St.

Campbellsville University
announces honors' list

Etne Kemp
The lodge voted to donate
1100 to the project.

a total of 474 students. with
174 achieving a 4.0 grade point
average and having been named
to the President's List. Others
who have achieved a grade point
average of 3.5-3.99 are named
to the Dean's List; there are
34)0 named to that list.
Campbellsville University's
fall 2007 academic honors' list
includes the following student
named to the President's List:
Jessica Gaile Johnson, a junior from Murray. Ky.

Honor students named at Mid-Continent Universitydegrees
MM FIELD. Ky. — Mid- Michael Why, Joshua Moorehas head. Peggy Tidwell and JenUniversity
Continent
released the list of students earn- niter Tingle, President's List;
ing President's List and Dean's and Larry Jones. Dean's List.
.to achieve the President's
I WAN
list hoiiiirs it the
I A(i1-. Program for the tall List, students must maintain J
4.0 grade point average on a
,einester
They are Dann) hiairew. 40 wale term, and to achieve
the Dean's List, a student must
maintain a grade point aver-

age between 3.5 and 3.99 on
a 4.0 scale,
These students are members
of -cohort- grasps that meet
in the Mayfield and Murray
area ADVANTAGE Is an accelcrated degree completion program. Adults 24 and above
with approximately two years
of college can earn the last

halt ot their bachelor's
by attending class one night
per week for 18 months of
instruction. Upon completion,
students earn a bachelor of science in Business Management.
For more information about
the program, call I -888-MCUGRAD.

Reality Store recruiting being taken
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725

zig:

Memorial

Gifts
*Sentiment
Stones
Silk Florals

v
494,‘
404
It I

"Statuary
'Gift Cards
Open:
Mon.-Fri. 9-4

Financial management.
budgeting and visualizing a
future
career and
family situation are
all skills
developed
through the
Reality
Store
Experience
for youth
Extension in the se's Notes
enth and
By
1(Xh
Ginny Harper grades
Calloway
The
County Agent 2008 Reallfor a-Ft-Youth ty Store is
Development
Just around
the corner
on i•ch. 21) and 21. More
than 130 volunteers help
make the two- day event a
big success for youth of
Murray and Calloway County
in previous years.
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%hod'
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Youth workshops planned

CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. Campbellsville University Vice
President for Academic Affairs
has
D Cheatham
Hank
announced the academic honors' list for the fall 2007 semester.
The academic honors' list
who
students
recognizes
achieve a grade point average
of 3.50 or above for the semester with a course load of at
least 12 hours. The fall 2007
academic honors' list includes

We need 19 booth chairs
to help recruit volunteers for
the event.
If interested in chairing a
booth such as Health and
Beauty or Clothing, please
the Extension Office for the
details of the responsibilities.
There are morning and afternoon shifts available for volunteers: morning is from 8
to II and afternoon is from
1145 A.M. to 2 p.m.
Youth practice decisionmaking skills and see the
s aluc of continuing their
education and understand
monthly Commitments of a
household.
"I never knew how many
decisions that my parents
make each month. states
one seventh grader on his
evaluation.
This collaborative effort is
sponsored be the Calloway
County 4-H Council, Calloway County High Habour.

Mur

Calloway County Middle
School Youth Services Center. Leadership Murray. Murray Family Resource and
Youth Services Center and
Murray State University.
The Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service is open Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The phone number is
753-1452 and the fax is
759-4243. The Calloway
County 4-H Council receives
funding from the MurrayCalloway County United
Way.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Ertension Service Nene all
people regardless of race,
color, age, ses. religion. disability. or national origin.
University of Kentucky. Kentucky State University, U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
and Kentucky counties, cooperating.

Murray Art Guild will offer youth workshops. Painting and
drawing will be at after school art event for ages 6 to 9 on
Wednesday from 3:30 to 5 p.m. beginning Wednesday with.
emphasis on creativity and individual expression and will con-,
tinue for 12 weeks. Messy Friday for ages 3-6 will meet from
9 a.m. to 10 a.m. for 12 weeks starting Friday morning. For
more information call the guild at 753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild4murray-ky.net
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Drug Court Open house Wednesday

An Open House for Drug Court will be Wednesday from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 312 South 8th St., Murray, at Dr. Dan
Miller's building at South 8th and Vine Streets. This is for
both Calloway and Marshall counties for the 42nd Judicial
Circuit Drug Court. Homemakers and the Alpha Department .of
the Murray Woman's Club will be in charge of the food and
decorations. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Cooking lesson will be Wednesday

"Careless Cooking" will be the lesson to be taught Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the Calloway County Extension office. This
lesson supports KEHA Management & Safety Program of Work
and will be taught Debbie Temple, Ballard County Extension
Agent for Family and Consumer Sciences with a local fireman
as guest speaker. La Dawn Hale, Calloway County Extension
Agent, said "Careless cooking remains a leading cause of
household fires. This lesson includes tips for preventing a cooking fire in your kitchen along with information about fire
extinguishers and the proper ones to have in your kitchen."
The public is invited. For information call 753-1452.

Project Graduation plans promotion

Calloway County High School 2008 Project Graduation will
have a rebate day on Wednesday from 4 to 9 p.m. at Backyard Burgers. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are
there for Project Graduation.
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Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat.:
at 489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

M-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a prob-•
lem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.-

Bingo planned tonight

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St. Weigh-in
will be from 5 to 5:30. All interested persons from age 9 and
up can come to your first meeting for free with annual membership of $24 and monthly dues of $5. For information call
Johna at 227-9521.

Science Textbook Committee will meet
Science Textbook Committee of Murray Elementary School
Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3 in the
teacher workroom as there will be many science materials the
group will need to sort through and display.

100
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
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What better way than with a
piece of fine jewelry.
New shipment has arrived
just in time for Valentine's Day!

MI
J1111111JUS
tOe Sell -Happiness
107 S. 4th Street, Murray
270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 ria„ Closed Sat. & Sam.
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Whitfield encourages high schoo
students to participate in 2008
Congressional Art Contest
U.S. Rep.
WASHINGTON
Ed Whitfield encourages all
high school students who are
interested in participating in the
2008 Congressional Art Contest,
to contact his Hopkinsville
office before the April 24th submission deadline.
"This contest provides an
incredible experience for young
artists to showcase their talent in
front of thousands of visitors at
the nation's Capitol," said
Whitfield. "Art remains an
essential subject in the school
curriculum and I am excited to
see the artistic talent Kentucky

has to offer."
Arts
Congressional
The
Competition is an annual,
nationwide contest sponsored
by Members of Congress to
showcase the talent of their creative high school constituents.
the
on
Information
Congressional Arts Competition
is sent to all high school arts
teachers in the First District
each school year and the competition is open to all high school
students attending schools in the
First District. The first place
winning entry from each
Congressional district is dis-

played in the Cannon House
Office Building tunnel leading
to the U.S. Capitol for one year
where it is seen by thousands of
visitors to the Capitol Complex
daily.
Last year, Megan Scott, a
sophomore at Madisonville
North Hopkins High School,
was awarded first place for her
photography work entitled "The
Gift of Life Granted, Our
Loving Hands Will Lead". The
photograph featured an infant's
feet being cradled in an adult's
hands.

Photo provided

INTENSE STUDIES: Calloway County High School senior Christopher Hudson studies sub'act matter intently during a recent still-life drawing exercise in Mark Dycus' History and
Appreciation of Visual and Performing Arts class. The subject matter of the class includes
drama, dance, music and visual arts.

'IN/NU Commonwealth Honors
Academy set for gifted students
Murray State University's wonderful experience."
Patricia White writes, "I grew
Honors
Commonwealth
Academy is bringing together emotionally, intellectually, and
gifted high school juniors from spiritually."
Sean Poole simply says, "It
Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois
and Missouri for three weeks was the best experience of my
this summer for an enrichment life."
Students will live on the
experience like no other.
Student's from last year's Murray State campus, taking
academy rave about the pro- classes for six hours of universigram. Lauren Helton writes, ty credit, all at no cost to them.
"This program left a handprint Each student will take a humanities/fine arts course and an elecon my heart."
Casey Reineking says,"Wow! tive of their choice.
Activities outside the classIt was what I imagined and
more. CHA was a unique and room, such as concerts, distin-

guished speakers, field trips and
recreational events, round out
the academy.
The program runs from June
7-29. The deadline for applications

to

the

2008
Honors

Commonwealth
Academy is March 1.

For eligibility requirements,
additional information or an
application, visit the academy
at

website
www.murraystate.edu/cha.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
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100 DAYS AT EAST: East Elementary School kindergarten teacher Aymee Hemdon, seated,
reads to students last week as the school celebrated 100 days. Pictured with Hemdon, from
left, are: Madison Adams; Frank Fender-Clinard; and Kristopher Myers.
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Photo provided
100 DAYS AT SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY. Students in Kimberly Cain's kindergarten class
at Southwest Elementary School recently celebrated the 100th day of school with many fun
activities. Picture above are Garrett Dunn, Caden Bohannon and Daniela Avelia.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes

MARKING 100 DAYS: Students at Murray Elementary School recently celebrated the 100th
day of school by designing learning activities around the number 100. Students in Robin
Brown's P3 class dressed up as if they were 100 years old. Pictured above, from left, are:
Amanda Cohoon; Maddie Pfannerstill; McKenna Price; Ethan McCoy; Keely Bennett; and
Sydney Reid.
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Handy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality Work Since 1937"

802 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

ROTOBRUSH DUCT CLEANING
SNEETINETAL • HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING • INSTALLATION AND SERVICE
a

Commercial • Residential • Commercial Refrigeration
• Sheet Metal Mechanics with 10-26 years of experience'• Six Radio Dispatched Service Trucks'
• Emergency Service • Factory-Trained Service Technicians
• Over 90 years Combined Management Experience

WESERVICE
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This week's 'Student of the Week" is Dain Satterwhite of Calloway County Middle School. He
is the son of Chris and Lisa Satterwhite. Pictured above, from left, are: Rebecca LandoIt
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor: Satterwhite; Vanessa McDaniel, CCMS math teacher: and
Amy Gannon, 1340 WNBS and 1130 ESPN, office radio station representative

EBRAINICPSI

• Architectural Sheetmetal • Custom Welding Fabrication • Custom Sheetmetal Work
• Galvanized, Brass Copper Aluminum and Stainless Steel • Commercial Gutter,
• Humidifiers and Alf Cleaners • Designer Grilles and Registers
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Public hero is private abuser
of new wife who loves him

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr
Bradley Alinquist. Murray State
l:niversity choral director, directing the lust practice of the choral
union on the MSU campus The
choral union is comprised of parents and students throughout the
community The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Murray High School Tigers lost
82-45 and Lady Tigers won 6863 in basketball games with Marshall ('aunt) Marshals and Lady
Marshals
Mr and Mrs Walton Sudlons
were married for 50 years Feb
2
20 years ago
M C Garrott in Ws column.
-Garrott's Gallery," wntes about
Darwin Kelsey and David Smith
who have Just returned from an
exciting 1-week tnp "ilownunder
They have been attending the World
Scout Jamboree in Australia Darwin leads up the National Boy
Scout Museum and David is in
charge of computers and audio visual Services at the museum on the
Murray State University campus
Nadine Turner R N. of Murray has been asked by the Kentucky Board of Nursing to assist
in the writing of a history of the
board which celebrates Its 75th
Anny.ersiu), in 1989
JO years ago
traffic is returning slowly to
the streets and highways. but travel remains limited between the
cities on the state's icy snow choked roads
The mobile home fire on Jan.
27 left the Jimmy McCoy family homeless Published is a picture of members of the Calloway
Fire-Rescue Squad fighting the
blaze at the trailer located on Ky
94 Last Flw photo was by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley
40 years ago
Martha Kemp. daughter of Mr
and Mrs J.C. Kemp. of Murray.

senior at Murray University School,
and Ada Sue Hutson. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson, senior
at Murray High School have been
named Good Citizens of the year
by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution for the year of
1968.
The 36th traffic accident for
the city of Murray has been reported by the Murray Police Department Sgt. Martin Wells of the
department filed the report No
injuries were reported
('alloway County High School
Lakers won 54-53 over St. Mary's
Vikings in a basketball game. Stan
Key was high scorer for the Lakers
50 years ago
Twelve members of the Calloway County. Homemakers Clubs
are attending the Farm and Home
Week at the University of Kentucky. Lexington, Jan. 27-Feb 1
They are Mrs. Wiliiun Adams.
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, Mrs. Bill
MeCuiston, Mrs. Jim Washer, Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, Mrs. Rosetta Outland. Mrs. Billy Murdock. Mrs. N
Cavil!, Mrs Hansel Ezell. Mrs.
Harold Hopper, Mrs. Tommy D.
Taylor and Mrs. Everett Norsworthy.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs Tommy Morgan and a
boy to Mr and Mrs Jimmie Galknave
60 years ago
Members of the Calloway County Homemakers Clubs attending
the Farm and Home Week at the
University of Kentucky. Lexington, were Mrs. Walter Williams,
Mrs. S.V. Foy. Miss Erin Montgomery. Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale,
Mrs. Jack Norsworthy. Mrs Mary
Valentine, Mrs. J.W. Wall and Mrs
Pearl Jones. They were accompanied by Miss Rachel Rowland.
Calloway County Home Demonstration agent.

DEAR ABBY: My husband,
'Rick,' sometimes hits me and
calls me names. It hurts me
because he's my life, and I
love him to death. When I try
to tell friends about it, they
don't believe me because Rick
is a firefighter. They all say,
don't
think
he's
like
that,"
and when I
tell them he
IS like that,
they get mad
at me.
Rick and
haven't
I
been
mar1jy
ried tong.
love
him
By Abigail
with all my
Van Buren
heart
and
don't want to leave him, but
I just don't know what I should
do. Please help me. I am all
alone in this, and I need some
help. -- WOUNDED IN WEST
VIRGINIA
DEAR WOUNDED: There
is a name for people -- male
and female -- who hit their
spouses and call them names.
It's ABUSER.
I don't know whether Rick
has no conscience or no control. But what you must do,
for your own safety, is pick
up the phone and call the
National Domestic Violence
Hotline. The toll-free number
is: (800) 799-7233.
I promise you that once you
begin talking. the person on
the other end of the line will
believe you and will give you

By The Associated Pres...
Today as Tuesday. Jan 29. the
29th day of 200.8 There are 317
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History
On Jan 29. 1820. Britain's
King George III died at Windsor
Castle. ending a reign that had
seen both the Amencan and French
resolutions
On this date
In 11443, the 25th president of
the United States. William McKinley, was born in Niles. Ohio.

In 1845, Edgar Allan Poe's
poem —11w Raven" was first published, in the New York Evening
Mirror
In 1850, Henry Clay introduced in the Senate compromise
proposals on slavery.
In 1861. Kansas became the
14th state of the Union
In 1916, the first members of
baseball's Hall of Fame, including Ty Cobb and Babe Ruth, were
named in Cooperstown. N y
In 1958. 50 years ago. actors

Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward were marned in Las Vegas
In 1963. the first members of
pro football's Hall of Fame were
named in Canton. Ohio
In 1963. poet Robert Frost died
in Boston at age 88
In 1979, President Caner formally welcomed Chinese Vice Premier Deng Xiaopmg to the White
House, following the establishment of diplomatic relations
In 1996, fire destroyed Venice.
Italy's La Fence opera house
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Dear

a referral to the help you so
desperately need. Please do it
now, before Rick really injures
you, because it's only a matter of time until he does.
DEAR ABBY: 1 am a 61year-old man who has been
faithful in his 35-year marriage. But I am very unhappy because I am continually
hounded by my wife about
previous mistakes I have committed. The incidents involved
alcohol and smoking, and
occurred many years ago. She
has never forgiven me and
brings up the subject frequently.
My wife has withdrawn sex
from me for 20 years because
of her jealousy about my love
for my mother, (Mom died in
1994.)
I am so alone, but my wife
will not seek counseling. If
someone would just hug me.
I feel like I'm huddled in a
corner and ... FREEZING TO
DEATH IN KANSAS
DEMI FREEZING TO
DEATH: A sentence should
fit the crime, and after 35
years you have been punished
enough. Because your wife
refuses to seek counseling to
heal this fractured marriage
doesn't mean that you shouldn't talk to a counselor. It's
something you should have
done years ago.
If you are reluctant to do
it for yourself, then do it for
your wife. You're not the only
partner in this relationship who
is huddled in a corner freezing. So is she, even if it's by
her own choice.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 21year-old college student. My
problem is. I have no credit,
My family was always adamant
about my not getting a credit card because they were afraid
I'd go overboard. However. I'm
always careful with my money.
My worry now is that I
won't be able to buy a home
in the future because I won't
be able to get a loan due to
lack of credit. Hov, does a
person go about getting crud,.
it? -- CREDITLMm THE'
USA
DEAR CREDITLESS: Do
you have a bank account? if
so, contact your bank and
inquire about applying for a
credit card. In the beginning,
your credit limit will be low.
However, as you pay your bills
on time, your credit limit will
rise. This is how a person
establishes credit.
If you have full-time
employment, do not default on
your bills and deposit money
into your savings account on
a regular basis, in time I am
sure your bank will be willing to help you finance a
home.
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24 The gentleman
25 Hodges
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26 Garment edge
27 Tack room
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29 Tex neighbor
31 Loop trains
32 Madison s St
33 Potatoes
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35 News agcy

DEAR DR. GOT1': in recent
years. I have been expenencing
quite severe fatigue in the morning. It happens almost every day
shortly after showering. I have
occasionally thought it may be
the shower water is too warm,
but I don't
hot
take
showers.
During the
warmer
I
months,
take
lukewarm to cool
showers.
Still, shortly
afterward. 1
am Overcome
With
the
By
Dr. Peter Gott same almost
overwhelming fatigue, to the degree that
I feel I could lie down and
sleep for several hours.
I'm 61 years old, retired six
years and in fairly good health.
My blood pressure is very good,
usually in the 120 to 135 over
70 to 80 range. I have no heart
problems whatsoever. I've never
had any problems with my internal organs, no cancers and no
allergies (except to horse dander. so we don't have one). I
have a mild hiatal hernia and
take medication for it. I have
prostatitis that comes and goes.
I take Ditropan when it acts up.
1 seem to be immune to colds
and the flu. It has been about
five years since my last cold. 1
am a light smoker. It makes me
slightly drowsy, so I smoke only
when 1 want to nap and before
bedtime. I drink two glasses of
wine a day. I .am 5 feet 9 inch-
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Opening lead
six of diamonds.
Today's hand features the recurnng problem of whether to finesse Of
play for the drop of the queen when
missing Q-x-x-x of a suit. The general rule is to cash the A-K, but
because this is mathematically a ver).
close proposition, declarer will frequently switch to the finesse for good

es tall and weigh 160 pound..
1 ant not a diabetic. I am an'
above-knee amputee.
My cholesterol is normal. My
wife and I eat a healthful diet
of lean meats and lots of vegetables. We have fish two to,
:
:
three times per week on aver
age, year 'round. Being Atlantic
Canadians, we love fish. We don't
go to fast-food places and don't
eat or keep junk food in our
house.
As for symptoms of my
fatigue, 1 generally get a good
night's sleep. At times, I do
have a problem falling asleep,
but not very often.
My family doctor thought my
fatigue could be due to sleep
apnea, and I wore a monitor
for one night. It was negative._
Because my general health is
probably better than the average senior citizen he sees daily,
he didn't seem too concerned
or suggest anything further.
This daily fatigue usually lasts.
about an hour; however, some
days it can last several hours.
It doesn't seem normal to me.
I'm becoming more and more
concerned that something is
•
amiss. What should I do?
DEAR READER: Periods of
unexplained exhaustion can be
caused by many illnesses, so
before advising you regarding ,
invasive studies, 1 suggest that .
you have a thorough exam by your doctor, followed by a full
panel of blood tests, including
a complete blood count, metabolic profile, thyroid study and
cardiogram. This is a good first
step and sets up a basic start
point for future tests.

and sufficient reasons. Such was the
case in this deal
South found himself in six beans
after the sequence shown. The slam
was an excellent one, since it would
make if West had the king of spades,
or if a club loser could be avoided.
West's diamond lead was ruffed,
and two rounds of trumps were
drawn. The king of clubs was then
cashed, and another club was led
toward dummy, West playing the ten.
To finesse or not to finesse was now
the question
Declarer finessed and made the
contract. But it was not just a lucky
guess. The finesse guaranteed the
contract, win or lose.
This was because if Last turned up
with the queen. he would have nu
choice hut to hand South the slam by
returning a spade or a diamond —
the only two suits he still held.
If East led a spade into dummy's.
A-Q-1-6, declarer's other spade loser
would go on dummy's fifth club.
And if East returned a diamond
instead South would discard a
spade. ruff in dummy and again
score the rest.
So the club finesse, with nine
cards of the suit, turned out also to bea safety play.

Tomorrow: Steppingstone to success.
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ALL 'A' CLASSIC: Tigers vs. Briar Jumpers

4 p.m.

Thursday

RACER RIFLE

MSU 2nd at
Lady
Withrow
Lakers lose
Invitational
on road
HICKS HAS BEST
SCORE IN
Monday LAID-BACK ATTITUDE VEXES COACHES, HELPS TIGERS WIN CLOSE ONES TOURNAMENT

asy Does It

LEWIS LEADS
LADY COLONELS
WITH 27 POINTS
Staff Report
Christian County crashed the
boards and outmuscled Calloway County in the post Monday night, scoring a 75-61 victory in a battle of top teams
from the First and Second
Regions.
Junior guard Shatera Lewis
led the Lady Colonels with 27
points and three-point threat
Denisha Mumford. scored 17.
Miami (Fla.) signee Rikiah
Gatlin (6-foot-2) scored 15
points.
' • It was a different Christian
County team than the Lady
Lakers beat 72-38 in the BB&T
Holiday Classic in December.
The Lady Colonels were without both Gatlin and Lewis in
that game and have gone 9-3
since the loss to Calloway.
The Lady Lakers hung
around against the Lady
Colonels for three quarters and
part of the fourth, before foul
trouble caught up with Calloway's bigs. Kayla Cunningham fouled out with six minutes remaining and Averee
Fields followed suit shortly
after.
Rachel Adams led Calloway
with 26 points as the Lady
Lakers fed the ball inside all
night. Christian County concentrated defensively on stopping Cunningham and the Lady
Lakers' shooters, leaving Adams
open for layups under the basket.
Calloway trailed by four
points at halftime, 32-28, and
fell behind by seven going into
the final period,,52-45. The
Lady Lakers cut the lead to
five at one point in the fourth
quarter, but couldn't stop Christian County on the other end.
Cunningham and Fields
added 12 points apiece and
Fields pulled down eight boards.
Christian hit its free throws
down the stretch, connecting
on 19-of-23 for the game.

oh nine
also to be

Hickman
bests MHS
in fourth
meeting
Staff Report
Paige Barclay ran up 28
points and led Hickman County past Murray Monday night,
64-56.
Thanks to two tournament
matchups, the game was the
fourth meeting between the
Lady Tigers and Lady Falcons
this season, the previous three
of which Murray had won.
The Lady Tigers beat Hickman by 14 just last week in
the first round of the All "A"
Classic.
But free throw shooting
doomed the Lady Tigers in Clinton.
Murray got off to a poor
start from the charity stripe
and never recovered, connecting on just 50 percent of its
foul shots (17-34).
Hickman capitalized on the
Lady Tigers' slow start, taking a 27-20 lead into halftime
and heading into the fourth quarter with a commanding 46-34
lead.
Jaclyn Workman joined Barclay in double figures. scoring
II points.
Murray was led by Stacey
McClure. who dropped in 18
points. and Haley Armstrong
with 11.
Injuries continued to plague
the Lady Tigers. This time, it
was Sarah Crouch who went
down in the second quarter on
an elbow to the face and underwent stitches around her eye.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Trailing Mayfield by a point
at halftime of the First Region
All "A" Championship game
Saturday night, David Fields
was perplexed by his team's
mental state.
After getting a guaranteed
victory from his squad prior
to the game, Fields couldn't
understand why his team had
let a 13-4 first-quarter lead slip
away.
Furthermore, he didn't know
how they could be so darn
calm about it.
"All our kids, every one of
them, told me, 'Don't worry,
we're gonna win this game,—
said Fields, whose Tigers will
play Thursday in the statewide
tournament. "Our kids are not
emotional people. They really
don't say a whole lot. I told
them at half, 'You said you
were gonna win this game and
here we are down and they
want it more than you.' They
kept their cool, though. I didn't."
But did Fields really expect
anything different from his
team, whose oncourt demeanor
makes cool look frazzled?
Cole Hurt and, to some
extent, Chess Volp, notwithstanding, the rest of this Murray team is somewhat of an
antithesis to its coaches. Always
sure and steady, the Tigers'
oncourt demeanor doesn't usually, escalate above a quiet fist
pump or a fast smile.
For their coaches, however,
that's sometimes a tough pill
to swallow. Fields and assistant Tim Haworth make no

By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State rifle team
placed second in its annual Roger
Withrow Invitational, scoring a
4.644 out of a possible 4800
and finishing just five points
behind tournament champion
West Virginia.
The Racers tied with Ohio
Valley Conference rival Jacksonville State, but took second
place through the tie-breaker.
Murray State had the second-best air rifle score, with a
! 2317 out of a possible 2400,
and the third-best smallbore
score, with a 2287 out of a
possible 2400.
West Virginia won the 11team tournament with an aggregate (air rifle and smallbore
scores combined) of 4609. Murray State and Jacksonville State
each had 4644, while Ohio State
was fourth at 4513.
Senior Cameron Hicks had
the best individual score in the
54-shooter tournament, firing a
585 out of a poKible 600 in
air rifle and a 573 out of a
! possible 600 in smallbore for
an aggregate of 1158. Hicks'
air rifle score of 585 was the
best in the tournament. Four of
his six targets were 98 or better, including one perfect 100.
Dan Belluzzo shot a 578 in
air rifle and a 577 in smallbore for an aggregate of 1155,
while Kevin Witbrodt had a
574 in air rifle and a 576 in
smallbore for an aggregate of
1150. Kasey Meyer shot a 580
in air rifle, while Harley „Tette
shot a 561 in smallbore. Belluzzo's 577 in smallbore equaled
the best score in that category.

mystery of their emotions on

the sideline and sometimes wonder why their players aren't
the same way.
But as they showed in the
second half of their win over
Mayfield,
the
laid-back
approach the Tigers take on
the court has served them well
this season.
"We get on them about not
playing with any emotion,"
Fields said. "But they're so
even keel that when things do
start to go the other way, they're
able to just go with the flow
and not get rattled and we didn't."
It wasn't the first time the
Tigers had battled back from
a slow start this season. In
fact. Murray hasn't played well
in the first half of many of
its victories. The Tigers trailed
Mayfield at halftime when the
teams met in December and
Murray had to fight through a
poor first half against Hickman County last week.
The Tigers put forth more
of a complete effort in its landmark win over Calloway County, but even that didn't get
them too riled up.
"Even when we beat Calloway, me and Coach Fields,
we were all pumped up and
we were going at each other."
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Senior forward Chess Volp shows some pregame excitement prior to the Tigers' First
Region All "K win over Mayfield. Volp is one of Murray's emotional leaders on a team
that, for the most part, plays it cool.
Haworth said. "They were just
looking at us like. 'These guys
are crazy.—
Senior guard tandem Kenneth Trice and Brett Gibson
are among the most sedate of
all the Tigers. Trice let himself get fired up after draining
five three-pointers in a semifinal win over Carlisle County, but most of the time, it's
business as usual in the Tiger
backcourt.
Trice. who says he was a
more emotional player as a
freshman, quickly discovered
his game escalated when his
emotions were kept in check.
"If I get all hyped up like
some of the guys, I will not
play good," Trice said. "I have
to stay calm. I can't be emo-

tional all the time. I'll leave that one emotional leader that
that to Cole (Hurt)."
kind of pumps everyone up."
Gibson. Trice's partner in
Volp believes his team's
the backcourt and resident three- calm, collected outlook has a
point threat, is perhaps even lot to do with confidence, somecooler than his point guard.
thing that hasn't been in high
"It's funny," forward Chess . supply around Tiger Gym in
Volp said. "Brett just never the past several years.
seems to show emotion. I know
But with a 14-4 record and
he gets excited but he doesn't heading into an All "A" match up
show it."
with Somerset, confidence is
While the Murray backcourt high and the Tigers can afford
prefers to stay low-key, the to be cool.
frontcourt is a different story.
"In previous years. it was
Forwards Hurt and Volp make like we got down and we were
up the emotional core of the just fighting, struggling to get
team and do their part to fire back," Volp said. "Now we get
up the rest of the squad.
down four, six, eight points
"Cole and I are definitely and it's no big deal. We've
the more outgoing, wild kind been here before, we can come
of guys," Volp said. "Every back. We don't get too tense
good team seems like they have or nervous, we just play hard."

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — The top teams
in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school basketball polls, with first-place...votes, records, total points and previous r.
rankings
BOYS
Rank-School
FPV Rcd TP Pvs
1 Mason Co
1
(9)19-3 133
2. Leo Bryan Stat. (4)19-1 118
2
3. Lexington Cath. 19-32(
3
-18-1 79
4. Holmes
7
4
-13-9 67
5. Scott Co
76. Muhlenberg North -19-2 44
9
T8 Lou Jettersontown-16-3 44
8
8 Lou Eastern
-18-3 31
9. Lou Mak?
-14-3 28
6
10 Elliott Co
-17-2 19
5
Others receiving votes: Lou Ballard
15 Lou DuPont Manual 11 Leo Henry
Clay 9 George Rogers Clark 8 Hazard
7 University Heights 7 Lex. Paul
Dunbar 7 Paintsville 6 June Buchanan
4. Lincoln Co 3 Henderson Co. 3
Shelby Valley 3 Pineville 3 Adair Co. 2
South Laurel 2 Marshall Co. 2.
GIRLS
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Leo Paul Dunbar(11)23-1137
2
1
2 Lexington Catholic(3)19-4122
3 Elizabethtown
-14-5 92
3
4 Lou Butler
-17-3 84
4
5 Leo Chnsban
-15-4 76
5
6 Lou DuPont Manual-17-3 70
6
7 Lou Iroquois
7
-15-2 48
8 Montgomery Co
-15-4 39
8
9 Marion Co
-19-1 38
9
10. Franklin-Simpson -18-2 11
Others receiving votes: Henderson
Co 9 Central Hardin 7 Calloway Co.6.
Scott Co 6 North Hardin 5 South
Laurel 4 Whitley Co 3 Christian Co. 3.
Clay Co 3 Lou Assumption 3.
Middlesboro 2 Pike Co Central 2.
The State Journal Frankton Tienes-Tribune,
Corbin The NewaEnlenprisa. Ekzatethlown;
Kentocicy New Era. Hookinsville. leatinglge
Herakt-Leeder. The Couner-Journal Louibellk
The Ledger-independent The Mayeeld
Messenger. Owensboro MessengentnittareT
The Winchester Sum Kentucky Enctuwer, Fort
Mitchel. ways, WPSO WSON
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The Calloway County wrestling team took fourth place on Saturday at the Fort Campbell Blue-Gray Tournament. The Lakers had 11 wrestlers place in the top four. Brandon Tibaldi and Levi Scarbrough went undefeated. claiming first place. Aaron Littlepage and Justin Hargrove placed fourth. Keaton Starks, Joey Harrison,
Matthew Fry, and Eathan Taylor placed third. Chns Hall, Shaun Spann, and Wesley Potts took second.
The Lakers will be in action next on Saturday at Ihe Union County Duals Tournament. On Feb. 9, the Lakers will host the First Region tournament at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Ohio St at Penn St
ESPN2 - Vs Commonwealth at
George Mason
6 p.m.
ESPN — Tennessee at Alabama
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS -- Buffalo at Tampa Bay
8:30 p.m.
VERSUS — Sari Jose Si Edmonton

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
830 p.m.
WFGE, 1037. WWBs 1340 AM —
Murray Slate vs Samtord

1
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Lots Far Sale
Lals For Rawl
Fawns For kW
Acne.
Name For LK
IlloSercycles AlY s
AN,Pins
Sport Utley Vehicles
Used Cars
Sam
Uses 1,0.0,
Carver*
boats I Molars
Swoon Calereal
Fres Column
tobacco A Supplies

DEADLINES

ai•-.1•1 ss
Nondrf

$8.25 Column inch, bir. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Al! 3 Ails Must Run Wathrn Ii flay Prru4
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 1 •• 1

SNOW;
Ton*

A I 3•-•

VW*

S8.25 First Day - 20 words or less • Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
•• I 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Tliroirf

1•

Saudg
•

;

1/

•

. 41: .

Washer
dryer, •
1621753-42
IBA,
Unive
pets,
$25/
753-4•
ICE,
)BA, •

.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Leal
Maim
•
LEGAL N(MCE
Kenttoky RSA N., I Partnership. diva Venzoo
Wirelem. has ambulated an application to the Publo
Semi, Commisaion Docket Number 200a-00033i
}'il Boo PIT.. Frankfort. KY 40602, to construct
and operate an additional cell facility.•:IOW
*elf,euppairtinag tower The facility will he located at
eao.i S K 2140. Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky
Nes Concord Facility
no. commuution invites your comment*

RINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
ti knights 01 Columbus
Squire ltd
r.I'M on the
1.1 Sal of the month
I RI 1 N1 5\11 I HI

MURRAY State graduate looking for information about -Martin Miir
located on Clarks River
in Northeastern pan of
Calloway County dur
irig 1800s.1900s If you
have any knowledge
about this mill or can
provide any information as to its existence,
please
was
to:
Bornolder, 632 North
12th Street, 9146
Murray.
Kentucky
42071 Please give
name arid phone num
t•er
University
Barber Shop

'Church nursery attendant Sunday mornings $29 per
Sunday Send resume
to First Presbyterian
Church 1601 Main
St Murray, KY
42071 753-6460'
(III 1411111
\FEDI II
ifs' I naiad
Methodist 11 heard;
la field. 1%1

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS &
PHYSICAL THERAPY
ASSISTANTS
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Physical Therapists and PTAs for our
Home Health Agency. Part-time and fulltime positions are available. Flexible
schedules arc also are available.
Interested
candidates
must be a
Registered Physical Therapist or PTA
licensed in the State of Tennessee. New
grads are welcome.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus. health,
vision, dental, and retirement. Interested
candidates should send a resume or apply
in person.
henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472

cowen(e)hcmc-tn.org
ikita410pportunit‘ I' nipli is ci

CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales
$605• potential income
possible Great benefits Sales experience
required
731-584-9429
CUSTOMER Service
Rep. needed. Peco
D1sPlaYli. Send resume
to PO Box 363. Murray
KY
1)1SCLAIMER
When &at-sung the
help sante.) %stain
i.n.ear

lasulieds

selvage a
111U/T41.1C•ilaCT

GLENDI INC.
Murra)r. KY
-faintaaplicativm far;
• hilt/Part time tinvers with a Class A('DL
• Must have a good dnving record,
23 yrs of age and 2 years experience
• Earn up to 4Ipm
• Good home time
• Paid Holulays/Vacations
• Health Ins and Retirement Plan

Please call 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9AM-4PM

10 V will he rediretted
I. plitietviork •tan

Also. needing Owner Operators

fis detail)
Mutter Aral lot al lob

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activataes

FOUND on
Shoemaker Road
Saturday large male
chocolate LW with
orange collar Small
black male Lab with
orange collar
270-436-2559

ACCOUNTING clerk
Payroit AP A/R Excel
•sponence a must
Willingness to earn.
Pleasant personakty.
CM 270-436-2798 ask
kor Lorraine.
BP Truck Stop as
30a534.og MiPlicabons
for espenenced bake
personnod FT & PT
available
positions
Above average staa1rt9
pay vnth people *no
are honest and reliable
and able to deal watt
VII pubic in • Mooney.
Terlftef
couneous
Please apt* n Person
BP Truck Slop
2165 US leery 841N
Munity. KY 42071
EOE
eADIZ Rail Estelle
damns begin
Fisbruery I st al Super
8 moist 127012230799
deleatiesdame41 yahoo.
owe
SALES ReP flooded
Send mourns a nars
to Peco Cssekrill PO
Box 363 Murray KY

listing• sill &micas on
this schute
lloscsea as a n•lional

achuar 104 all listing,
et the aihocaii,irk anat
due plw cal through
the Mortal. i.eciatC1
& limes Ple.asc .411
UN I1

s,iu base

arn,

qt•cslions repuding
the Muriar MCA
sib liming. Thank you

ytin love working
01:1
with kids?
Wise Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
tor you, Full time and
part time positions
available
APO/ at
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FIRST iliptist Church
(Murray) is seeking a
part-time interim c)rec•
tor of preschool and
children s
activities
This person will be
reeponsible for planning.
administering
and panicipating in
activities for children
from bath through 13111
grade Hours will be
15-20 per week, cornPensation nagobabie
Etacheacir a degree or
poor expertence in
ramie, WOnt reClUared
APCOICaf1tS should be a
professed Christian
love the Lord and love
interested
children
persons should submit
resume and names of
three rotenone's to
Children s
Search
Committee
First
Boost Church 203
South
4th
Street.
Murray. KY 42071
For questions contact
Wooma
Beatty
at
12701753-7772.
15r
.R drivers needed
COrnpetinve
wages
and benefits HOMO
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A COL with
mensmum 3 yews OTR
experience
Clean
MVP (900)468-8087

FULL-TIME OPPORTUNITY
IN MANAGEMENT
Dawahares iii looking for pihow-time
personalities in management in the
Shoppes of Murray
Only those interested in making
Dawahares famous for customer service
need apply. Apply in person at
Dawahares. Shoppes of Murray.

NOW taking applications tor ail positions
and all shifts. Anvil,
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PART time help needed. Must friendly & personable Apply in person
Oakwood
at
Studio, 1003 N. 4th.
753-7050
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required Training will
be provided if necessary Send resume to:
PO
Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071
TENNESSEE Asphalt
Company is accepting
applications for expenenced laborers and
operatiors for asphalt
paving crew and plant
Must have previous
experience in a similar
position Must have
valid driver's license
Apply in person at
1815 E Wood St
Pans Absolutely no
phone calls Drug Free
Workplace and Equal
Opportunity Employer
11
1

-

1(E

Ilenrs

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
NEED your house
cleanedl
Ref if needed
759-9031
978-6554
OPENING with in borne daycare $80
weekly, $20 daily
Discount on multiple
children
Audubon
accepted Call to find
out about the tun actrythes and learning experience your precious
one can be a pan of
Call 753-7031 01
293-5212

PART-TIME COOK Mayfield) - position
responsible of preparation of breakfast.
lunch. and dinner for residents/staff of the
f-tiller Center on weekends/holidays as
well as maintenance of the kitchen. QUALIFICATIONS: HS diploma or GED, valid
KY drovers license/sate record Minimum
Salary S69) per hour. Send resume to:
Anne Thurman. Four Riven Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah, KY
42001 Open until filled FOE

NURSE'S
AIM
.
-Prefer ('NA or (MA. but will train We are
looking tor someone who enjoys working
with the elderly Gotkl working conditions.
pleasant atmosphere Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge. I c05 Stadium View Dr FOE

-11111Lod

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3668

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paKi for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 5 t9 S 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

fk lawileal
FULL Tuns
Bookkeeper needed in
Accountang
DeParrtnent
Applicants should be
able to handle all
aspects or
accounting This is a
full time position 5
days a week Monday
- Friday 8 00 a m to
500 pm SUOMI WY
$1000 to $1200 an
hour based on 'venoms Send resume to
PO Box 1040-2
Murray. KY 42071
HELP Wanted Hiring
both days and rights
Weekends a must
Apply in person alter
1 00 PM Ouirno s
1203 Chestnut Street

MAINTENANCE
personae. 10-hours per
week. at University
Heights Apts 1734
Campbell Si Murray,
KY (270)759-2282
NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Bnrthaven of Benton e
Currently
accepting
applocations for Ifet following positions
time LPN
We also
offer an excellent bons* package Must be
licensed an Ms State of
Kentucky
Apply an
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2807 Main
Street Hwy 841 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

PICTURES - $12 EACH

LOVELINE - $10 EACH
(no more than 25 words)

Deadline for receipt
of photos love
lines is Friday,
February 8 at 5PM.

Classifieds 270-753-1916

f4':
now,
•
3E3R
n'
/ea

between 7:30 am, and 5:00 pin.
Contact Jill or Julie at (270)7.14-1916for more information.

reCitt

sBR
C/H
was
Was
1,41
Con
nea
retu
mo
mo
req

Articles
For Sae
4-YEAR old Kitchen aid side-by-side 25cubic ft.. indoor water
& ice. $1,150 Noce
Cherry wood office
desk *Ale drawers
Lateral 2-drawer file
cabinet $350/both
753-9508

"'OWNER
FINANCE'•
No credit check, 2003
3BR 2BA doublewide
in Puryear Large deck,
$3,500 down, $495
monthly. Call Ruthle
270-753-2222

-OWNER
MANCE***
HO Televisions
No Credit Check' 38R
Come by Olympic 2 bath cloubaewade
to
Plaza to see our selec- Puryear Only 4 years
tion of HD televisions
Large
old
deck.
Flat screen Plasma &
53.500 down, $495
LCDs. Rear Protection. month. Call
Ruth*
LG. Toshiba, (270)753-2222
also
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection *'*OWNER
of entertainment cenFINANCE***
ters & TV carts
No Credit Check'
Beasley Antenna &
Completely
redone.
Satellite. 759-0901
2BR IBA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
SATELLITE System
ramp access Nice
FREE
covered deck. 213
Get a 4-room FREE
Primrose.
New
FREE DVR or HD
Concord
52.900
upgrade
FREE 6 down. $450 month.
months of HD proCall 753-2222.
gramming
irs/H D
upgrade Get months 3 ***OWNER
FREE of HBO &
FINANCE*** 28X68.
Cinemax
38R. 2 bath, 10 acres.
Programming starts at $4.950 clown $69500
$29 99 per mo .$500 month, Hardin
for local networks Call 752-0729 Bonnie
Beasley Antenna &
Byerly Broker
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll tree. **OWNER
Rng877-455-0901
2005 24x56, 38R,
Break
SPRING
2BA, $4,950 down
Acapulco, Mexico
$64900 month. Hazel
(2) IBR suites avail(270)753-1011
able April 4-11 Mayan
Palace Acapulco All 2000 Fairmont 16x80
the amenities $500 Vinyl siding, shingle
per unit or $900 for roof, 2x6 walls, Amish
both (270)705-5570 bulk none
270-489-2525
or more info

I. A ft(i
SELECTION
(PAD APPLIANCES

WASHER & dryer.
$200 753-6609
Risme'
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or cleirvery
Cal for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

MINN
Per BO

Murray Ledger & Times

lions.
753,
2BR,
near
free

You bring so much
sunshine into my life
each day.
Love,
Mom

Mail information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray. Al 42071 or come by the office at 1001 ;Viand!Aye. Murray

WHITE oak firewood.
$50 270-227-9042

Black Saud*, entertainment center. $20
You haul Leave message at 293-3101

11PRfia
(1362BR .
able.
Year
depo 753BR
para.
753?BR
C/H/

(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
S8 more for a double spot

210) 753 1713

WASTE oil wanted.
WI pock up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid
Drum exchange Miler
D Farms
270-438-2215

(270)
:R

owv

WARD ELKINS

SMALL camper. single
axle, good shape.
75.3-3128
USED books. Cal
759-9586

closet,
Pets

17Pie""
,
Dc7r,,a44.
ot, fom
-77.14.47 A.14440147 Nth

-OWNER •••••••••••
FINANCING****
16x80 38R. 2 Beth. on
35 acres. Pans
33.950 down, $545
month 752-0729
Bonnie Brody Broker

1 Bedroom Apartment.
clean and nice, all
appliances including
W/D, no pets
(270)436-5496

1&2 BR apts, 1-year
ease: 1BR $350.00,
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.

1BR furnished
or
unfurnished, low utilities, no lease required,
no pets $250/mo
270-753-3949

1BR, various locations,
$275-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

re•
Lit'
271

1

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Luwes Drive Murray. KY

42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
• Eree Cable • Washer. Dryer, Range. Dishwasher.
& Refrigerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet &
Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Deck ,

• a
,•

Some restrictions apply
('all Joy tor details. 270-762-1044 or
270-804-0850 TTYa 800-648-6056 ILI

S
30

*1

't Be A

1

1

*subscribe to the
*

liltAl

LEDGER&TIMES *:
Home Delivery
Local Mail
3ms.--SAN
Sufi
ems.-IMO 3ms.
1 yr.--$0110 6 me.-WM
I yr.

of

Rent
KY/TN
mar..a a.m.,

Al Odor Mall
Sebsalmtses
3 mi.--MAI 3m..-375.611
6 ms.-996.06 lm..-MAI
1 yr.--$1211.06 1 yr. -.-....11145.011
I Check

Money Order

Visa

MK

Name
I St Addrvfx
I .
City__
I State
Daytuoe Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

•28P $225
•31314 $275
75.3-6012

)no

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..6
p.m. to 4 p.m.

2BR 2BA, 1.8 acre lot,
•Plailances, w/d, carport, storage shed
$27,750 OBO
293-1155. 492-6127

UOUIDATION Sale
Al 2006 Homes Must
Go'
Unbelievable Deers.
Only 4 lift Save
Thousands!! Cad now
731-584-9429.

w
1,

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

2006 16x68 Northern
bulk Fleehvooci manufactured home Shingle
vinyl with 10ft front
porch and bock Naillte
skirting 26R, IBA
$29.900 or finance tor
$1.500 down payment.
$308 monthly
1-800-455-3001

'97 18x80 Includes
12x20 deck. 200 amp
soviet,. Me new appliances. 753-3532 or
293-8140

NICE 2BR, 1 bath apt
$500/mo 293-1924

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, NT 42071
Or can (270)763-1118
I.

•

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

net,

NEON BEACH
INI-STORA

111

•All Size U
Available
'Now Have
Clinuite Control

=MEW.

Auto Pans

WOW LOW & Times

340

.13R, $350/rno, refng1
orator, stove, dishwasher, washer &
dryer, pets allowed
1621-A Chns Dr.
753-4219
1BR, all appliances,
University Heights, no
lease,
year
pets,
$325/mo + deposit.
753-4937
LICE, newer, 1BR,

'BA, brick, W&D,

For Rent

siase

living/dining
stove.;
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors.
270-761-1317

?BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR. $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
884BR, 2BA available
appliances.
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR Duplex, water furnished, $700/rno,
lease & deposit
required. 227-0375

'urray

813R townhorne 2.5BA.
refrigerator,
C/H/A.
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
sq.ft.
1.400
Conveniently located
MSU. Newly
near
$660
refurbished.
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.

x Rent

I -year
50.00,
Call
kpts

or
ied
ow otierequired,
ma

270-346-0458
4BR townhome 2.5BA.
refrigerator,
C/1-i/A,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven. stove.
sq.ft.
1.400
conveniently located
MSU. Newly
near
$840
refurbished.
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

)ath apt
1924

owns
42071

L283
its

ENTS
71

masher.
'arpet &
u/Deck
or
56

Ftsribis
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

a.lertbifl

tor Iva( estate a hICh

is not tri violation ot the law All
atit 1a5b5 inforfwd
ldroloviseed are
available at is ford °spurt.
run Was.
For further assistance with Fair

Lar

Hou.ing Atherti,ing require
men!. ,ontatt SAA Counsel
ken, P Milam,(703)618-1000

2,250 sq.ft. living, 3BR, 2.5BA,
2 living rooms. $175,000.00 on your lot.
$199,000.00 on our lot in Riverfield Estates

Call Matt Jennings - 270-293-7872
Norms For Salo
BRICK 3BR/2BA new
furnace water heater,
sewer line, ceramic,
cabinets,
windows,
refrigerator,
paint,
stove. 1102 Poplar

OPP*. ysor•

the
value of your home,
farm, or commercial
property on today's
market?
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision? Give us a
call! Professional reliable service.
Darnell Appraisal &
Matt
Consulting,
Jennings
owner/appraiser
270-753-9999

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
370

PeOP.
'For Sob
3 buildings for sale,
downtown commercial
property.
(270)293-4855
COMMERCIAL building 1,200 sq.ft. Many
recent improvements.
condition.
Excellent
Located in high traffic
area, 717 S. 4th St.
possibilities.
Many
753-7668
$75,000.
days or 753-4919

$135.000. Call for
appointment Lynn
227-9227 or Chuck
293-0224.
CLOSE to MSU, all
hardwood floors, fresh
paint and ready to
move into, 46R 2BA
$79,900 Call Campbell
Realty 759-8780.

Homo For Si.
NEAR the Park -Three
bedrooms/two bathsbock extenor- yard
maintenance included
in HOA- Quick occupancy1005Soutfiwood@Lore
ttaJobs.com or
Clayton 293 9300 at
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

re

lUllay *Nils

99 Lexus RX300
gray
Silver/gray,
leather seats, moonsteenng,
tilt
roof,
cruise, p-steenng, CD
player, fold down back
seat, smooth quiet nde
with very good condition Michelin tires
Good condition!
270-753-9343,
270-227-4869

94 Chevy 1500 Eat
Cab -- 200,000
miles. 350 V8 -- Great
condition. $2600.
(270) 804-3566.
'90 red Chevy LWB
Slivered() 1500. V8,
tool box, towing package. Great work truck.
753-7861,
$2,600.
(270)293-6115.

Farms For Sale

326 acres Parts, TN
area. 200 row crop
land. Remainder in
with creek
woods
Excellent
frontage.
building sites (1.9
miles black top rd
frontage) will divide.

$2,500 an acre.
1-877-275-0543
43-1/2 acres. North
County.
Calloway
$174,000. Call
293-2030.

Anytime 753-9210

wood Insured
489-2839

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534

GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

2004 Ford
URA
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming

Chuck Van Buren

H

I'S WA4, I I

N1 \\.Cl \II \ I

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

pickups
• weekly &
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd lobs. Free esti-

I limilton Granite
6; Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

mates.(270)762-0910.

• .241.'042

Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 2274611

JOE'S JOBS

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun snows
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

1

NADEAU'S
Construction

I

753-4344 • 227-5644

•Floonng -Decks
-Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remode
No job too s
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

Licensed/Insured

CRIIATIVR
BUILDING
Metal buildings, home
additions, remodeling,
vinyl siding, hardwood
flooring, concrete
Affordable rates
474-8555

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd sobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
\.
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Fallen But Not Forgotten

2008:
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,Jan. 30,
and words. Others
style
your
in
often
change,
a
notice
you
year
This
ly clear, if you
incisive
be
could
You
tly.
differen
will respond slightly
y could be to conso choose. On the other hand, your innate tendenc
more of a hassle than a
fuse others. A new car or computer could be
even if you are
lemon,
a
e
purchas
could
You
nce.
experie
positive
could be diffirelating
as
well,
as
siblings
careful. Use caution with
granted. A grateful
cult. Try to avoid taking anyone or anything for
be delightattitude amplifies good will. Try it on for size. You could
peg
square
a
force
to
try
don't
single,
are
you
If
ed by the end results.
are attached,
into a round hole. People are as they seem. If you
the good feelaccept your sweetie as he or she is. You will find that
you.
pushes
IO
SCORP
ings flow even more.
mic: 4The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dyna
lt
-Difficu
1
;
Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so

ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
wonder'?
**** Pressure builds. Can you avoid this situation, you
insight
gain
You
partner.
a
to
close
remain
to
between
want
acres
you
if
5-200
Maybe not
nights.
Cornerstone
from out of the blue. You might find events unusual but ultiStella & Coldwater,
news
and
Rental
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Realty
hvry frontage, tobacco
mately clearing. Tonight: Be a duo.
Rental Property &
barn, good water for
S (April 20-May 20)
TAURU
Property Management
to be part
irngation or livestock.
***** Others have a lot to say, and you might not want
Services available
financing possi- of everything you hear. The unexpected occurs; though if you use it
Owner
gas
with
garage
car
2
Call 761-7355
to stay tuned
ble, will divide.
well, matters and events could fall into place. You need
heat Good for ca
*int.lassersommalTeom
9-2116
yes.
(270)48
Say
shop
Tonight:
body
or
in to others.
detailing
if no answer leave
DUPLEX 2BR, 2BA, 1 GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
$500 monthly
e builds
.
message
:year old, 404 Bambi
703-4768
*** Plug yourself into work. Listen well to others. Pressur
ted causes a boss or higher-up to ask
unexpec
The
front.
:Ct. North, no pets
home
the
on
space
retail
OFFICE or
his or her opin(270)376-2746
Noma For Salt
questions. Establish limits quickly. A friend will change
available Prime locasleep.
extra
some
Get
(270)841-5653
Tonight:
ion.
tion. 753-2905.
—OWNER
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
-FOR rent: 2BR
293-1480
s reaction or
FINANCE-•
*** Pressure builds. You might not anticipate anothee
Duplex, 1302
availA parent
space
doors.
OFFICE
open
will
You
one.
loved
or
Clean
child
a
check!
to
No credit
choice. Listen
yalleywood. S400/mo.
can
able. 1.800 sq.ft., parkand nice 3BR 113A or older relative demonstrates strength and possibly anger. You
761-7355
ing lot, roadside lighted
on lot in Puryear, handle it. Tonight: Midweek break.
home
28A
2BR
large
:NICE,
sign. 901 Sycamore St.
1,292 sq.ft.. hardwood LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
:duplex. All appliances. 51,200/mo. 293-2098
appliances. **** Events unfurl in a new direction. You might wonder about a
floor,
No
S500/mo + deposit.
or 753-5500
$475 family member and his or her role in your life. You might want to be
down,
$3,900
'pets. 436-5927
SSIONAL monthly. Call Ruthie more playful and upbeat. Your creativity flourishes. Use this energy
PROFE
NOW LEASING
"
is your castle.
OFFICE: Ideal down- (270)753-2222.
where it serves you the best. Tonight: Your home
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
22)
town location includes
-Sept.
23
(Aug.
VIRGO
We accept Section
ER
Much is hapreception, conference ***OWN
***** You might want to step up to the challenge.
8 vouchers
and parking. FINANCE"'
a new direction. Identify what you want
in
room,
you
take
might
that
pening
Check!
Credit
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
Suite B. Gregory. No
visualizing. The unexpected earmarks your decisions.
& nice 38R 1 and then start
902 Northwood Dr
Easley. & Emstberger Clean
e might be in order.
purchas
A
Tonight:
Monday.
bath home on quiet lot
Building. Cali
22)
1.292 sq.ft.. LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Puryear
in
been
753-2633.
discover that someone finally relaxes. What has
Phone 759-4984
hardwood floor, appli- **** You
not
ble becomes possible. The problem is you might
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to
close
&
water
Housing
city
Equal
ances,
'
Take a walk to clear your mind. Tonight:
timing.
the
of
control
have
down.
Opportunity
sewer $3,900
month. Call Open up to new ideas
TDD #1-800-648-6056
$475
ce
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Obedien
3-2222
DOG
(270)75
Ruthie
nice.
.
Bedroom
ONE
in a long time.
***** Finally you feel better than you have
'Washer/Dryer, pet & 436-2858
tions. Pull
expecta
your
or
member
family
a
country
around
ft.
sq.
1.320
Pressure builds
'smoke tree. $350.00. SHIH-TZU puppy
another look. Emphasize work, partnerships and finanhome on 1/2 acre 3take
and
back
'(270)2213-8006
Male. 8 weeks old,
bed. 1-bath, 2-car
cial gain. Tonight: Easy does it.
AKC, dew claws
garage. Please call
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
&
shots
,
removed
might not be
293-1083
N*Rs Rod
*** If you hit a confrontation, back down for now. This
wormed. $300
to
long term, but it will give you an opportunity
the
for
answer
the
(270)251-0310
2 story 3BR 2BA. I
hip. Tonight: Say
partners
a
up
opens
ted
SLEEPING rooms. No
unexpec
The
air.
clear the
evenings
office, 2 car garage.
guests. No cooking. No
yes.
2.400 sq.ft.
utilities. References
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Landon
total.
4.000
energy available
month.
$150
.
'required
***** Zero in on what you want. You have more
your
Hills Subcivision.
'767-9037
had in a while. Listen to 'eedback knowing what
have
you
than
t twists
HORSE barn for rent. 3 (270)210-3781,
are. Realize that there might be many differen
tions
expecta
with (270)559-2032.
stalls
arge
and tums. Tonight: Say yes to a friend.
turnout 293-1751
38R 28A brick. Newly AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
you.
stove, *** You might feel pushed because someone is pushing
2. 3 & 48R houses
PROFESSIONAL decorated,
.
Large Recognize that you could ignore the pressure and not be reactive
Lasso a deposit Horse Shoeing.
refrigerator.
nothing less than con'required. 753-4109
Contact for scheduling: fenced in backyard & Choose your words with care. Others might be
storage. Large trees fusing. Tonight: Count on being visible.
28R IBA, CM/A.appli- 270-906-6922.
off PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
S. 9th.
furnished. 270-978-5280
822
ances
you must head in
Glendale.
**** Avoid financial decisions, even if you think
Hazel. No pets.
not reactive. You
are
you
if
grow
will
anding
Underst
that direction.
731-498-8312
or Rent or Lim
all is possible.
and
g
anythin
that
loins
Realize
path.
farm.
Also,
head down a new
313R 28A, an 408e Hilts Farm. Tonight: Let your mind relax.
Cheroke
Hazel.
in
CM/A,
OTICSII,
TOBACCO ground
121S, New Concord.
references, approx.13 acres, highly
.$525,
1. from KY Lake. BORN TODAY
'depose. no pow
productive lend. water
Lots of deer, turkey. Musician Steve Marriott (1947). singer Phil Collins (1951), actress
270-753-1059
&volatile. 32x52 barn
good building spots Brett Butler (1958)
38R 18A 306 S. 151h. does by. May be
http://www.lacquellnoblJ.D.
Jacqueline Biger Is on the Internet at
le.
also.
negotiab
tared
.
$490/mo
753-4443
6.
753-840
911r.COM.
(270)489-2118
No pets. 759-4826
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, fire-

Used Cars

I lacinellio War

270-293-5824

buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence

works. $5,000. 4365508 293-5507

NEW Construction in
city limits & pnced to
sell! Over 2700 sq.ft.

EE
FR
;twirl*

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards,

COACHMAN 27
Camper, ref., mic.,
stove, shower, toilet,
full size bed, stereo.
C/H/A, TV., awning,
super nice, everything

onsuomprop,
Check us out on the Yleb!

HINISCOPII

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured,
437-3044.

Camps,

Thunderbird convertible with hard top,
red, 15,xxx miles. One
owner, bought new at
living area. 4BR 38A
Parker Ford. $25,000
$259,900 Call
753-1566, 227-1391.
Campbell Realty
COLDWATER 2/313R.
2003 Kia Spectra.
759-8780.
brick, owner financing
106,000 miles, black,
1
possible. 800-986THREE bedroom
very clean.
a
2789 Eat 2051
bath brick home, with
270-227-8880.
outbuilding,
shed,
2001 Dodge Intrepid
tobacco barn and 8
1)1 Ill RI I II I! acres. Located in SE 759-9451 or
293-3515
Hazel. $115,000 00
2000 Lincoln
Call 753-2905 or
Continental, 80,xxx
5.
293-859
is i'iiii.
...i'.itis
ss...i'.it
is
miles, good tires
',ors
crts
ed. $6,000. 436-5747
Y
remodel
111 lit 1101%1 s
TOTALL
12701761-HO\11
before noon
hardwood floors, new
11)
1967 Chevy Camaro
much
and
carpet
LAKE house. Three
kit) U011(11(1011
with 350 engine. Call
more!! Don't miss this
with
bath
2
bedroom
ss ss cs.crtialisciprop270-492-6222
one! $125,000 Call
watergarage,
double
cirls
Campbell Realty
front lot, with trees,
759-8780
Used Truth
270-761-1111 1
floating
shed,
storage
e
concret
boat dock,
2003 Toyota 4-runner,
ramp.
boat
Propsrty
charcoal grey, 4-door
Call
$275,000.00.
sport. 2WD, power
753-2905 or 293-8595.
BARBEROSA Cycles, sun-roof, towing-pkg.,
LOG CABIN
MUST See!! Just built
luggage rack, 43,xxx
LLC
ONLY $69,900
brick
sq.ft.
2,500
repairs
$18,000
&
service
AN
Lake Access
home. Double garage. 270-382-2444
(270)227-5759
W/FREE Boat Slips
Pnvate & beautiful. 2+
Own the dream! New
to
acre lot, 3/4-mile
2128 sf log cabin pkg
town. $139,000 270at spectacular 160,000
519-8570 by owner,
acre recreational lake!
Murray.
Paved rd, u/g utils,
excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154, x.1697

WANT to know

1850 St. At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

R

a•

Let us build your new home!

sta
be Or n000nalinfanwarsr&
say
is
mike
te"
awes.limitations or diatomic"
bon.
State laws forbid discrimination
at the sale, renlai c,advenising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
Linder federal law
V, will knowing), accept am

3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose. Qty unties
and schools. Al eisctnc. 2 car garage.
Large fenced yard.
New
central HVAC system,
annual lease Ray
270-767-0615
501 South 6th. 3 bedbath;
I
room
washer/dryer; dishwasher; refrigerator;

C/1-1/A, tile, walk-in
closet, close to MSU,
pets allowed
iv/deposit, $350/mo.
(270)522-1095
BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances. $650.
'36-5685
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
Year lease, 1 month
Peposrt, no pets.
753-2905
BR duplex, 2BA,
garage. No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054.

USED TIRES

F•ur

Illonims Ad Notice
Al ailal Male advertised herein
I alba so the Federal Fur
Act, which sialu-s
ed%savage, my prier
togg
of disc-now,
Wildman
enc.

753-3853
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Fallen Dam Square in Amsterdam,
But Not For- you will find television completegotten is the ly devoted all day and night
name of the to stories and movies about
website for the war in Holland and of
WWII course, a ceremony at the
the
Nether- Margraten Cemetary.
I have visited several cities
lands/American that sustained devastating damCemetary age such as Rotterdam and
Nijmegen. Rotterdam is a lot
located in
the village like a modem city now because
Tulip
of Margrat- most of the city centre had to
en in the be rebuilt after the war. But
Talk
of the
Martha Andrus, southern you can still see signs
old city
some
as
such
war
rNethe
Guest Writer
lands' walls that have been left standdestruction
province of Limburg. 8,031 U.S. ing showing the
same
Military men are buried at this from the bombings. The
is
Most of them were in is true in Nijmegen, which
site.
the south. As
airborne and ground opera- a large city in
the city centions to liberate eastem Hol- you walk along
sense
greater
a
have
you
ters,
ion.
occupat
German
land from
endured
The first soldier was buried of what these people
during this war. In one dochere on Nov. 10, 1944.
have seen
The website for more umentary that I
depicted how
detailed information is located since living here, it
who were
at HYPERLINK "http://wwvv.fal- the Dutch women
German
I en butnot f org ott en . nl/" "friendly" with the
zed by the
ostraci
were
troops
totforgo
lenbutn
www.fal
http://
They shaved the
ten.n1/ I would urge everyone locals.
and these
to access this website where women's heads
walk around
you will also find personal sto- women had to
hair grew
ries of some of the American like this until their
the humiliasoldiers buried there. It is a back and endure
and tion. Not only did thousands
illustrated
beautifully
the of Dutch soldiers also lose
about
website
ive
informat
their lives, but many, many thouthe
how
also
and
y
cemeter
were killed
Dutch have adopted the graves sands of civilians
Most
s.
of the soldiers. On the first during the bombing
was affectanniversary after the creation every Dutch family
either
of this cemetery, locals Dutch ed in one way or another
,servfrom 60 villages collected 20 by losing a family member
forces or
truckloads of flowers to mark ing in the armed
occubeing
of
life
the
g
endurin
This
grave.
n
every America
s.
is still carried on today with pied by the German
I have often wondered why
thousands of these graves
life here is much
being adopted by local Dutch it seems that
" in some
citizens who not only make slower and "behind
ed to the U.S.
sure the graves are cared for aspects compar
moment" was
and honored with flowers on A "light bulb
I was told
when
nced
experie
some
but
Day,
l
their Memoria
ands and a lot
also maintain contact with the that the Netherl
to basically start
families of these fallen sol- of Europe had
over after the war. This is
diers.
has never
May 5th is Memorial Day something the U.S.
nce and hopein the Netherlands. Ills taken had to experie
But it does
very seriously here as so many fully never will.
insight
more
little
a
you
give
war.
the
by
affected
were deeply
way of life,
It is a National Holiday and into the European
the Netheralong with the Queen laying at least here in
a wreath at the memorial in lands.
..•
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Home Inspection Pitfalls
BEFORE You Put Your Nom Up For Salo. FYI
HomelnspectionPttfalls@torettaJobs.Com

OnluF
Loretta Jobs Realtors'

(270)753-1492
301 N. 12th St.
University Square
Murray, KY

Remember to enter the
Scavenger Hunt contest

-
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One half of the
ESPN 2 crew that
called the game,
Bob Wischusen,
stands in front of
Murray State fans
as
Wischusen
gives the introduction. prior to
the tip off between
the Racers and
Redhawks
Saturday at the
RSEC

students
MSU
show their love for
the World Wide
Leader in Sports,
by displaying ESPN
2 signs Saturday.
Over 3.500 gold tshirts were handed
out to the fans in
the lower bowl of
the RSEC as MSU
beat SEMO 86-85.
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t Missouri State on ESPN 2. The declared
for the nationally televised game between Murray State and Southeas
Over 5.800 fans packed the Regional Special Events Center Saturday
back on Jan 30, 2006
-rowd of 5.898 was the largest crowd MSU has had since it played Samford
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RACERS USE LATE RALLYTO RUN PAST REDHAWKS
PHOTOS BY

1(

Fueled h a 17-point effort by Danero Thomas and Tyler Holloway. Murray
State l AMC from behind Saturday to beat archns al Southeast Missoun State The
Racers outscored the Redhawks 47-38 in the second halt and won the game
when Holloway sank two free throws with 5.8 seconds remaining in the game
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Kevin Thomas reacts to the Racer crowd
Saturday in the closing seconds as the
Racers knocked off the Redhawks
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(Top) Neel Bradley, voice of the Racers, shows off the MSU logos cheerleaders put on his head (Middle) Murray State fans decked out in blue
paint with gold lettenng were out in full force to cheer on the Racers
Saturday against Southeast Missoun State (Lett) Ashley Hogancamp
proudly displays her 'Be Bold Wear Gold- t-shin while cheenng on the
Racers

An ESPN cameraman gets a crowd shot of Murray State students Saturday at the RSEC

